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2002-03 SEASON OUTLOOK 
When the 2002-03 University of Northern Iowa 
wrestling team steps on the mat for the first time this 
year. it will do so not only for the athletes, but for the 
pride and passion of those who wrestled in the UNI 
singlet before them. Over the past two seasons, head 
coach Brad Penrith has led his squad back into the 
national spotlight and has returned this program into 
one of the nation's best. 
The past two seasons, Penrith and his coaching 
staff have directed their teams to a 18th- and 16th-
place finish at the NCAA Championships. During that 
time, they have crowned five all-Americans, including 
three last year. 
With five national qualifiers back for the second 
straight year, the UNI squad has a strong returning 
cast which will guide the younger Cats into the strong 
tradition known as Panther Pride. 
"It is always an advantage when you have five 
national qualifiers back from a previous year," said 
Penrith. "We are in a unique situation, kind of a dou-
ble-edge sword. Once again. it means that half of our 
team could be new faces. We could have five new 
guys in the lineup." 
Leading the Panther pac~ this season is two-time 
all-American Paul Hynek. In his senior year. this 
heavyweight will be carrying the weight of the team 
on his shoulders as the team's captain. His hard work. 
dedication and determination should move him in the 
direction of his dream of becoming a national champi-
on. 
Not only will he be a great example on the mat, 
but also in the classroom. A two-time academic all-
American. Hynek knows how to balance his time in the 
weight room with his time in the classroom. Looking 
to improve on his sixth-place finish the past two years. 
he will remain one of the nation's best heavyweights. 
Another team leader is junior Dylan Long (141 ). 
Last year, he was ranked as high as third in the nation, 
but fell short of his goal by finishing 2-2 at the national 
tournament. He realizes now what happened last year 
and over the summer he worked hard on his strength 
and technique. This year. he knows what it takes and 
is determined not to fall short. 
"I think Dylan is more mature this year and under-
stands what it takes to win the NCAA title," said 
Dylan Long 
Penrith. "He has al l the tools to achieve that success." 
Sophomore Mark Manchio (133), junior Jon 
Garvin (149) and sophomore Eric Hauan (174) are three 
other NCAA qualifiers who are ready to make an 
impact on the team. 
UNI continues to wrestle the nation's best. know-
ing that the only way to improve is to compete against 
the top programs. Penrith and his squad believe that 
in order to be a success at the NCAA Championships, 
they need to know that they will be ready for anything. 
Wrestling Iowa, Iowa State, Oklahoma State, Arizona 
State and Fresno State, along with competing at the 
Texas Duals, the National Duals and Midlands. the 
Panthers will be put in some tough positions and be 
prepared for any other challenge that might come their 
way. 
"You are on ly going to get better with the com-
petition you face," said Penrith. "It will help our team 
when they get to the national tournament, because 
they wil l have already wrestled against some of the 
best." 
Not only are the Panthers excited about their 
schedule. they are more excited about the opportunity 
to wrestle in front of their home fans. This season. the 
UNI squad wi ll host nine duals and the UNI Open in 
Cedar Falls. With half of their schedule at home, 
Perith believes it will be an advantage for them. 
"Any time you can get people in your own gym 
and don't have to travel is always good," repl ied 
Penrith. 
When watching the Panthers this season, some 
fans might notice their style to be more aggressive and 
more technically sound. With the young team last 
year. there were times that the coaches didn't know 
what to expect. This year. Penrith and his staff are 
prepared and so will be their athletes. 
"This year. you wi ll see a lot better conditioned 
team," commented Penrith. "We started the presea-
son a little harder than last year. We are going to get 
on the mat a little earlier and I think this team is going 
to be ready earlier." 
With some new faces in the lineup and Panther 
history on its side. the 2002-03 UNI squad will fight 
hard. never give up and show the wrestling community 
that Panther Pride is not just a phrase. but a reality. 
An in depth look at the 
2002-03 UNI wrestling team 
125 Pounds 
One of the biggest mys-
teries for the Panthers in 
2002-03 will be at 125. 
What is known. is that there 
will be a new face in the 
lineup. Right now. there are 
three possibilities in Nick 
Voss, Chad Davis and Chris 
Helgeson. 
Voss transfers to the 
team after two years at 
Waldorf College, where he 
was the national runner-up 
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and a national qualifier. Both Davis and Helgeson 
spent their redshirt seasons wrestling at both 125 and 
133. 
"With this weight class. weight control becomes 
a big issue." said Penrith. "A lot of the time weight 
cutting is all about attitude. You need to know when 
to push yourself away from the table and when to get 
an extra workout in. Whoever represents us could be 
a pleasant surprise." 
133 Pounds 
Sophomore Mark Manchio looks to be in the 
starting lineup at 133 and enters into the season a lot 
stronger and a lot leaner. With a great summer, 
Penrith believes he does not have to worry as much 
about his weight. 
"Carrying less weight into the year, I think that it 
will help him out tremendously, because he will not 
have to worry about getting tired. He can just concen-
trate on training and conditioning," commented 
Penrith. 
Last year. Manchio got his confidence back after 
losing it early in the season. Penrith believes that he 
was concentrating more on not losing than winning. 
"Right before the West Regiona l. he regained the 
'let's get after' mentality," said Penrith. "I think his 
confidence is much higher this season." 
Behind Manchio is Pat Garcia, a transfer from 
Western Wyoming where he was a junior college all-
American. With a redshirt year remain ing, Penrith is 
going to evaluate both athletes as the season pro-
gresses. 
One of the 125 pounders also could possibly 
challenge for this spot. 
141 Pounds 
There is no question in the coaching staffs mind 
who is going to be the go-to guy at 141 -- Dylan Long. 
The junior had a great season last year, compiling a 
record of 26-4 and going into the national tournament 
as the number four seed. Unfortunately, he finished 
with a record of 2-2 at the championships. 
"Things like that happen." said Penrith. "Dylan 
felt it for a long time. If he would have shaken it off 
and been normal the next day, I would have been con-
cerned." 
2002-03 SEASON OUTLOOK 
After working hard all summer, Long's work ethic and 
tremendous technique will help lead the younger 
wrestlers on and off of the mat. 
Backing up Long will be redshirt freshman Josh 
Watts and Steve Ertl. Both athletes came to UNI with 
great high school credentials and they are extremely 
hard workers. But in order to challenge Long, they are 
going to have to put together a really good year. 
149 Pounds 
Junior Jon Garvin will be in the starting lineup 
for the second straight year at 149. Despite struggling 
throughout. he put together a great West Regional 
match, allowing him to advance to the NCAA 
Championships. He wrestled Air Force's Scott 
Frohardt, who was ranked, and wrestled him hard 
throughout the match. 
"Jon was down and he tried to go for some-
thing," commented Penrith. "That is all we want. We 
want our athletes that try and that is what Jon did. 
We know he will wrestle hard and he is going to be in 
his matches." 
Sophomore Jeff Harrison, three-time state cham-
pion will be challenging Garvin for the top stop. He is 
a natural-conditioned athlete that works hard every 
day. 
157 Pounds 
The 157 pound weight class will prove to be an 
interesting wrestle off. Sophomore Keith Pearl is try-
ing to get back into the starting lineup after filling in 
last year when Drew Kelly was out with a knee injury. 
Pearl finished the year with a record of 12-5, 3-2 in 
dual meets. 
"Keith stepped in there and did a sol id job for us 
last year." said Penrith. "He is as strong as a bull and 
pretty sol id on his feet." 
Pearl is going to be challenged by transfer Chris 
Bitetto. A New Jersey state champion, he took third at 
senior nationals. 
"Chris is extremely tough on the mat," comment-
ed Penrith. "Chris and Keith have contrasting styles 
and it should be a pretty exciting wrestle off." 
To top off the weight. you can throw in redshirt 
freshman Matt Markowski into the mix. This three-
time Florida state champ was injury-prone last year. 
will battle for the position. 
165 Pounds 
Junior Drew Kelly has moved up a weight class. 
as he will be the starter at 165, where he wrestled in 
high school. When he arrived at UNI, the Panthers 
already had a 165 in Nate Lawrenz, a four-time 
NCAA qualifier. 
"I think his body was weak," said Penrith. "He 
gained 20 pounds and then had to move down to 157. 
His joints and ligaments just wouldn't hold up. Now 
that he is at 165, I think he will be better both physi-
cally and mentally." 
Kelly will have a tough challenge from Hesston 
Johnson. The junior from Jewell, Iowa, is a hard 
worker and determined to be in the lineup. 
"Hesston wants the job. The two will have to 
wrestle off and I will see how they do in competition 
before a decision is made," commented Penrith. 
174 Pounds 
To the general public, 174 pounds might look like 
an obvious choice. but that is not what the coaching 
staff sees. First you have sophomore Eric Hauan. As a 
freshman, he was an NCAA qualifier. He has wrestled 
two solid years, one as a redshirt. Then you have sen-
ior Bob Koenig. He has been injury-prone through his 
career, but after a great spring and summer. he is 
strong, solid and looks good. 
"This weight class could be very interesting," 
replied Penrith. "I have two wrestlers who are strong 
and ready to go. It will be a hard decision to make." 
Josh Lawrenz also will be challenging at this 
weight. 
184 Pounds 
The Panthers will look to sophomore Jordan 
Holm who returns to the team after transferring last 
season for personal reasons right before school start-
ed. In January, he returned to UNI and you could see 
it in his eyes that he wanted to wrestle. 
"When he came back, he just wasn't ready, 
because his conditioning was not there." commented 
Penrith. "Once things got going, he took Kyle Hansen 
into an overtime match." 
A solid wrestler. Holm was the University 
National champion this summer while being named 
the tournament's Outstanding Wrestler. Despite being 
the only wrestler at 184, the 
coaching staff is not worried 
because they think he wil l have 
a good year. 
"He has a fighting attitude 
and he doesn't like to lose," 
said Penrith. "He wil l run you 
into the wall because he is a 
very physical athlete." 
197 Pounds 
Another weight that saw a 
loss of an all-American is 197, 
but Panther fans should not fret. 
Sophomore Sean Stender should 
get the nod. Last year was an 
interesting year for Stender. as 
he started the season ranked at 
197 and later in the season, 
after out of the everyday lineup, was wrestling as 
UNI's heavyweight. 
"Sean saw action early last year. got hurt, and 
never fully recovered," said Penrith. "I made a bad 
decision in the Iowa dual, but as a happy go lucky kid, I 
don't think it affected him." 
As the season went on, Stender and Jason 
Payne wrestled off, with Payne earning the starting 
spot. Stender had a new challenge ahead of him, 
backing up the injured Paul Hynek at heavyweight. He 
was able to take all-American Garrett Lowney of 
Minnestoa to sudden death. 
He had a great summer wrestling at the Fila of 
Juniors. where he captured the title, pinning his way 
through the field earning the Gorrarian Award for most 
falls. 
Heavyweight 
As one of only two seniors on the squad and the 
2002-03 captain, Paul Hynek is walking a little taller 
this year. After earning his second all-American 
award, he still is not satisfied with his sixth place fin-
ishes. 
"With his shoulders being a little wider. I think 
he is going to have an outstanding season," replied 
Penrith. "With the injury last year. what he accom-
plished was unbelievable." 
Hynek was sidelined during the dual with Iowa 
State on Jan. 4 and was unable to compete until the 
last dual of the season on Feb. 24. again against Iowa 
State. With little working out and a 1 0-day period to 
get ready for regiona ls, he not only qualified for 
nationals but became an all-American. 
"It is no wonder why Paul was given the Mr. 
Hustle award by lnterMat last year.'' commented 
Penrith. "What he did just shows you what he has in 
him." 
Backing up Hynek is redshirt freshman Michael 
Shedek. With a short and stocky build, he proves to be 
hard to score on. 
"He is as strong as a bull," said Penrith. "He has 
shown us that he can wrestle compete with anyone in 
the nation." 
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HEAD COACH 
BRAD PENRITH 
Brad Penrith is in his third season as the 
head coach of the Panthers. He returns five 
national qualifiers from a team that finished 16th 
at the NCAA Championship~. Among those return-
ing is two-time all-American Paul Hynek. 
A former University of Iowa all-American and 
national champion, Penrith was named head coach 
on June 21, 2000, becoming only the ninth 
wrest I ing coach in the University's history 
In his first two season at the helm, he has a 
record of 18-16. Last year, he guided the team to 
a record of 7-8 and qualified eight for the national 
tournament for the second straight season. 
Having been affiliated with the Panther pro-
gram since 1997, three of those years as an assis-
tant coach, Penrith has been instrumental in secur-
ing four Top 25 recruiting classes. The UNI recruit-
ing class was ninth in the nation last year, first the 
year before, 13th and second the following two 
season. 
During his three seasons as assistant coach, 
the Panthers posted their first winning dual record 
in six years in the 2000 season with a record of 
10-5-2 and placed 11th at the NCAA Tournament. 
"It's been a dream for me to be part of this 
program that I helped rejuvenate," Penrith said, 
"and then to become the head coach is something 
special I thank everyone involved in the search 
process for their belief that my staff and I can con-
tinue the great tradition here at Northern Iowa." 
Penrith is very enthusiastic about leading his 
Panther squad He believes that the team's long 
term goal every year should be to win a national 
championship. To Penrith, what is more important 
is taking things one day at a time and not worrying 
about what the team has done in the past or what 
it might do in the future. 
When talking about his coaching staff, a 
smile comes to his face. He kr10ws that he is very 
fortunate to have Derek Mountsier, Randy Pugh 
and Jose DeAnda throughout his tenure as head 
coach. 
"These guys are a reflection on our program 
and the philosophy of their athletism is a great 
asset UN I," said Penrith. "Anyone of these guys 
could go to another program and do an outstand-
ing job Until then, I am the luckiest coach in the 
nation." 
Prior to coming to UN I, he spent the previous 
five seasons as an assistant at Nebraska, coaching 
the Huskers' lighter weights. He also served a 
one-year stint as an assistant at Boise State in 
1991-92, spent two seasons at Arizona State from 
1989-91, and was a graduate assistant at Iowa. 
Penrith has learned a lot from the places he 
has been in the past and looks to leverage that 
knowledge into his head coaching position. 
Under former Iowa head coach Dan Gable, 
Penrith learned Gable's ability to mentally prepare 
athletes and how to keep focused. From Iowa 
State head coach Bobby Douglas, Penrith brings 
Douglas' technique and strategies to the Panther 
mat. Finally, Boise State head coach Mike Young 
taught him how to relate with the athletes. 
Penrith believes that with this knowledge, his 
team will be able to compete with the best of 
them. 
Athletically, Penrith's credentials are out-
standing. He won the 126-pound national champi-
onship at Iowa in 1986 as a sophomore, then 
placed second at 126 in 1987 and 1988. He was a 
three-time Big Ten champ for the Hawkeyes and 
was named Outstanding Wrestler at the confer-
ence meet in 1986. 
A 1988 Iowa graduate, Penrith also made his 
mark at the international level before retiring in 
1996. He captured a Silver Medal at the 1991 
World Championships, was the Gold Medalist at 
the Pan American Games in 1991 and won the title 
at the Pan American Games Championship in 
1989. 
Among his many accomplishments interna-
tionally, including placing third at the '94 Goodwill 
Games, becoming a two-time Sunkist Open cham-
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pion; taking the Roger Coulon title in France in 
1992 and '96, being a member of the 1989 U S 
World Team, and taking third at the World Cup in 
1990 and 1991. 
Closer to home, he placed third at the 1996 
' Olympic Team Trials, won the U S Nationals three 
times--1989, '91 and '93--and was second at the 
'92 Final Olympic Wrestle-Off. 
As a coach, Penrith is renowned as an excel-
lent technician and recruiter. He has been 
involved with USA Wrestling at several levels of 
coaching and in the summer of 1999, he was the 
head coach of the United States team that com-
peted at the Junior World Freestyle 
Championships in Sydney, Australia, which took 
the Bronze Medal in the team competition 
In Penrith's five seasons coaching the lighter 
weights at Nebraska, the Huskers crowned 12 all-
Americans and two national champions. Nebraska 
also won the Big Eight Conference title twice. As 
a team, Nebraska posted top 10 finishes at the 
NCAA's three times in Penrith's five seasons, 
including third in 1993, and had the top-rated 
recruiting class in the nation in 1996. 
A native of Windsor, N.Y, Penrith was a four-
time state placewinner in high school, including 
winning the state title as a sophomore in 1981. 
He was named the Outstanding Greco-Roman 
Wrestler at the 1983 Junior Nationals. 
He and his wife, Laura, have two sons, 
Gabriel (4) and Jacob (2), and are expecting their 
third child and first daughter in January. 
COACHING STAFF 
DEREK MOUNTSIER 
ASSISTANT COACH 
THIRD SEASON 
Former Iowa State all-American 
Derek Mountsier returned to his home state last 
year as assistant wrestling coach at UN I. The 
Newton, Iowa, native will serve as the top 
assistant for the second year under head coach 
Brad Penrith. 
Before coming to at UN I, 
Mountsier was the head assistant at 
Pennsylvania from 1999-00 and, prior to that, 
spent a year as an assistant at Nebraska. He also served two years with the 
Cyclone Wrestling Club prior to his stint at Nebraska. 
Pennsylvania placed ninth at the 2000 NCAA Championships and Mountsier 
helped guide 157-pounder Brett Matter to a national title. He also was instrumen-
tal in securing the Quakers' 2000 recruiting class, which was ranked seventh 
nationally by /nterMat. In Mountsier's year at Nebraska. Byran Snyder placed 
fourth in the nation as a freshman at 157. 
Mountsier enjoys coaching and watching his athletes set their own goals. 
"My biggest accomplishment in wrestling would be in the coaching ranks. and that 
is above anything I did as an athlete." said Mountsier. "To watch athletes that I 
have coached put so much dedication and discipline into achieving their goals 
gives me great satisfaction." 
"Derek brings youth. aggressiveness and a great work ethic to our program," 
Penrith said. "He understands what it takes to succeed in the athletic and aca-
demic realm having been at Penn. 
It's also exciting to have someone 
with ties to the state. 
"Derek is a people person and 
that's really important," he added. 
"Derek has all the potential to be a 
great coach and some day he wi II be 
a great head coach." 
As a competitor, Mountsier 
enjoyed an outstanding collegiate 
career for the Cyclones. earning all-
American honors in 1994 and '96. In 
1996, he was the Big Eight champion 
at 142 pounds. placed fourth at the 
NCAA Championships and captained 
the Cyclones to an NCAA runner-up 
team finish. He also finished eighth 
at 134 pounds in 1994. 
He qualified for the NCAA 
Championships in each of his four 
seasons at Iowa State, placed at the 
Midlands each year and finished his 
career ranked second on the school 's 
all-time win list with 128. 
Outside the collegiate ranks, 
Mountsier is a three-time National Open Greco-Roman all-American (1997-99) and 
a three-time Greco-Roman World Team Trials placewinner. He also is a University 
National Greco-Roman Champion. 
RANDY PUGH 
ASSISTANT COACH 
THIRD SEASON 
Fol lowing an outstanding athletic career 
at the University of Northern Iowa, Randy Pugh 
begins his third season as an assistant coach 
for the Panthers. 
In his two season as a coach, Pugh, a for-
mer Panther all-American. helped develop all-
Americans Kyle Hansen (184). Jason Payne 
(197) and Paul Hynek (Hwt) 
When head coach Brad Penrith took over 
two years ago, the Columbus Junction. Iowa native was a natural choice. 
"As a member of the team. Randy was always one of those guys that his 
teammates looked up to and had those qual ities of a successful coach." Penrith 
said. "We're obviously excited to be able to keep him in the program. His ability 
to relate to our guys is outstanding and he's going to solidify our upper weights." 
While coaching for the Panthers, he has been training for international com-
petition as an 85 kg. freestyle wrestler. Pugh finished in fourth place at the USA 
World Trials in June 2002 and was an alternate for the World Championships 
Freestyle team held in Russia. Earlier this year, he won the Sunkist Duals and took 
third at the US Open. Currently, he is ranked fourth in the nation. 
As an athlete at UNI, Pugh fin-
ished fourth at the 2000 NCAA 
Tournament at 174 pounds, capping a 
senior season in which he compiled 
a 26-4 record. He was ranked as 
high as third nationally after upend-
ing top-rated Otto Olson at the 
Virginia Duals. 
Pugh was a state high school 
champion his senior year at 
Columbus Junction before enrolling 
at the U.S. Naval Academy, where he 
compiled a 16-8 record his first year. 
After transferring to UNI in 1998. he 
went 54-9 in two seasons for the 
Panthers. giving him a 70-17 career 
mark. 
For Pugh, the biggest change 
from competing on the mat to coach- • •• 
ing his former teammates is motivat-
ing others. 
"When I was on the mat. I was doing what it took to make myself a better 
athlete," said Pugh. "But as a coach. I am more concerned with what others are 
doing and helping them improve." 
Pugh not only was a leader in the wrestl ing arena but also in the classroom. 
He graduated with a degree in Industrial Technology with a GPA of over 3.0 and 
currently is working towards his Master's in Business Administration. 
Pugh's goal for the Panther squad is for it to do well in academic work, 
because he believes school comes before wrestling. 
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COACHING STAFF 
JOSE DEANDA 
VOLUNTEER ASSISTANT COACH 
THIRD SEASON 
Former Nebraska all-American Jose 
DeAnda is in his third year as the Panthers' vol-
unteer assistant coach. His responsibilities 
include training the lighter weights. 
DeAnda went 28-9 at 141 pounds his sen-
ior year for the Huskers in 1998-99 and spent 
the 1999-00 season as a coach with the Husker 
Wrestling Club. 
He finished his collegiate career placing 
eighth at the NCAA tournament and second in the Big 12 Championships. As the 
fifth seed at the national championships, DeAnda posted a 3-3 record in his first 
NCAA appearance. He also was named the team's most dedicated wrestler. 
"We are very fortunate to have Jose on our staff," commented head coach 
Brad Penrith. "He is starting to become more vocal and that is important to us. 
The athletes respect him and he is one of the guys. He runs. lifts and drills with 
the wrestlers." 
A South Sioux City, 
Neb., native, DeAnda fin-
ished second at the 1999 
Big 12 Championships and 
was ranked as high as 
sixth nationally during the 
season. Penrith recruited 
DeAnda to Nebraska and 
coached him for three sea-
sons in Lincoln while a 
Husker assistant coach. 
KYLE HANSEN 
CONDITIONING SPECIALIST 
FIRST SEASON 
Former Panther Kyle Hansen joins the UNI staff after 
a stellar collegiate career. He finished his collegiate 
career as a two-time all-American and a two-time 
NWCA Academic all-American. He will train with the 
UNI wrestling program whi le he will continues his 
wrestling career at the next level. 
Graduating in 2002 with a degree in Construction Management, Hansen cur-
rently is pursuing his Masters in Business Administration. 
Wrestling Contact 
a volunteer assistant. 
TOLLY THOMPSON 
HEAD CLUB COACH/ STRENGTH 
& CONDITIONING COACH 
SECOND SEASON 
Former NCAA Champion and Janseville, 
Iowa, native Tolly Thompson rejoins the Panther 
staff as the team's Conditioning Specialist. 
Thompson returns to UNI after two years 
as the strength and conditioning coach at 
Nebraska. He was a member of the Panthers' 
coaching staff during the 1999-2000 season as 
· "I can't put into words what having Tolly back means to this program," com-
mented head coach Brad Penrith. "He will do a great job with the upper weight 
classes. especially in the development of heavyweight Paul Hynek. He knows 
what it takes for a big guy to achieve success." 
An aspiring Olympian, Thompson currently is the third-ranked 286-pound 
freestyle wrestler in the country. His hope of qualifying for the 2000 Summer 
Olympics ended at the team trials in Dal las, where he was defeated in the semifi-
nal round by former Cal State-Bakersfield national champion Stephen Neal. 
Thompson currently is training for a bid to the 2004 games. 
Nebraska's all-time winningest wrestler, Thompson compiled a career record of 
157-21 from 1993 to 1997. His 157 wins place him eighth on the NCAA's all-time 
wins list. He also tops the NU career fall charts with 72 (53 pins, 19 
technical falls) 
During his collegiate career he was Nebraska's sixth national champion as a 
sophomore, in 1995, by defeating UNI's Justin Greenlee. He finished third at the 
1996 championships while he took fourth place and won the Gorrarian Award 
for the most fa lls in the least time at the 1997 championships. A three-time Big 
Eight/Big 12 champion, Thompson was a three-time NWCA All-Star. 
A graduate of the University of Nebraska, he and his wife. Tracey, have two 
daughters, Payton and Bree. 
JASON PAYNE 
CONDITIONING SPECIALIST 
FIRST SEASON 
Jason Payne is another Panther who has made the 
move to the other side of the mat. After a great senior 
season, when he earned all-American status with his 
eighth-place finish. Payne will assist the UNI wrestlers 
in their conditioning. 
He currently is finishing his Finance degree, with 
graduation set for December 2002. 
Matt Gage 
Assistant Trainer Club Coach 
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2002-03 Panther Roster ROSTER BY WEIGHT 
Name Wt. Yr. Hometown/High School (College) 
lan Alke 141 Fr. West Liberty, IA/West Liberty 125 Ryan Osgood 157 Chris Betitto Nick Voss Drew Kelly 
Nick Baima 149 Fr. Glen Ellyn, lllinois/Gienbard West Matt Markowski 
Travis Behrends 197 Fr. Waverly, Iowa/Waverly-Shell Rock 133 Chad Davis Tony Miller 
Chris Betitto 157 Fr. Hackensack, NJ/ Hackensack (Lock Haven) Pat Garcia Keith Pearl 
Chad Davis 133 RS-Fr. Council Bluffs, Iowa/Lewis Central Chris Helgeson Mark Manchio 165 Dayton Ericson 
Dayton Ericson 165/174 Sr. Cedar Falls, Iowa/Cedar Falls Judd Wagner Hesston Johnson 
Steve Ertl 141 /1 49 RS-Fr. Estes Park, Colo / Estes Park Andrew Kruse 
Pat Garcia 133 Jr. Miduale, Utah/Hillcrest (Western Wyoming) 141 ian Alke Josh Lawrenz Steve Ertl 
Jon Garvin 149 Jr. Walcott, Iowa/Davenport Assumption Dylan Long 174 Dayton Ericson 
Jeff Harrison 149 So. Sloan, Iowa/Westwood Mark Manchio Eric Hauan 
Eric Hauan 174 So. Sturgis, SO/Sturgis Justin Kennedy Bob Koenig 
Chris Helgeson 133 RS-Fr. Lake Mills, Iowa/Lake Mills Judd Wagner And
rew Kru se 
Josh Watts 
Jordan Holm 184 So. Northfield, Minnesota/Northfield Mason Whisler 184 Jordan Holm 
Paul Hynek Hwt Sr. Swisher. Iowa/Cedar Rapids Prairie Steve Ertl 197 Sean Stender Hesston Johnson 165 Jr. Jewell, Iowa/South Hamilton 149 Nick Baima Travis Behrends 
Drew Kelly 165 Jr. Charles City, Iowa/Charles City Jon Garvin Treveor Radosevich 
Justin Kennedy 141 /149 Fr. Webster City, Iowa/Webster City Jeff Harrison 
Bob Koenig 174 Sr. Spencer, Iowa/Spencer Matt Markowski Hwt Paul Hynek Tony Miller Michael Shedek 
Andrew Kru se 165/ 174 Jr. Eldridge, Iowa/North Scott (Mount St. Clare) Justin Kennedy 
Josh Lawrenz 165 Jr. 
Dylan Long 141 Jr. 
Mark Manchio 133 So. 
Matt Markowski 149/157 RS-Fr. 
Tony Miller 149/157 Fr. 
Ryan Osgood 125 Fr. 
Keith Pearl 157 So. 
Treveor Radosevich 197 Jr. 
Michael Shedek Hwt RS-Fr. 
Sean Stender 197 So. 
Nick Voss 125 Jr. 
Judd Wagner 133/141 Fr. 
Josh Watts 141/149 RS-Fr. 
Mason Whisler 141 Fr. 
ian Alke 
Nick Baima 
PRONUNCIATION GUIDE 
E-an AI-key 
Travis Behrends 
Eric Hauan 
Chris Helgeson 
Jordan Holm 
Paul Hynek 
Bob Koenig 
Josh Lawrenz 
Mark Manchio 
Matt Markowski 
Michael Shedek 
Bay-Ma 
Bear-ends 
HOW-an 
HELL-ge-SON 
Home 
He-NICK 
CONE-ig 
LA-renz 
MAN-ch-0 
Mark-COW-ski 
SHE-DECK 
Herington. Kan/Herington Josh Watts 
Creston, Iowa/Creston 
Sterling, NJ/Sterling 
Fort Myers. Fla / Fort Myers 
Spirit Lake, Iowa/Spirit Lake 
Mason City, Iowa/ Mason City 
West Liberty, Iowa/West Liberty 
Centerville. !A/Centerville (Ellsworth CC) 
Marion. Iowa/Cedar Rapids Xavier 
Donahue, Iowa/North Scott 
LeClaire. Iowa/Pleasant Valley (Waldorf) 
Dyersville, Iowa/Beckman 
DeWitt, Iowa/Davenport Assumption 
Centervil le, lowa/Centervi lie 
ROSTER BY CLASS 
Seniors Sophomores Freshman 
Dayton Ericson Eric Hauan ian Alke 
Bob Koenig Jeff Harrison Nick Baima 
Paul Hynek Mark Manchio Travis Behrends 
Keith Pearl Chris Betitto 
Sean Stender Justin Kennedy 
Juniors Tony Miller 
Pat Garcia Redshirt Freshman Ryan Osgood 
Jon Garvin Chad Davis Judd Wagner 
Hesston Johnson Steve Ertl Mason Whisler 
Drew Kelly Chris Helgeson 
Andrew Kru se Matt Markowski 
Josh Lawrenz Michael Shedek 
Dylan Long Josh Watts 
Treveor Radosevich 
Nick Voss 
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JON GARVIN 
NCAA QUALIFIER 
Junior • 149 Pounds 
Walcott, Iowa 
(Davenport Assumption H.S.) 
Major: Biology Education 
Minor: Coaching 
2001-02 ... In his first season on the varsity squad, 
qualified for the NCAA Championships . Placed 
second at the West Regional with a win over Fresno State's Jim Medeiros 
... Took sixth place at the Kaufman Brand Open with a record of 3-1, including 
his only pin of the season over Adam Kastl of Nebraska .. .Went 5-8 in his dual-
meet season with wins over Wisconsin, Oregon, Eastern Illinois, Wis .-La Crosse 
and Wyoming. 
2000-01 .. .Wrestled in three dual meets, defeating Andy Zychowica of 
Marquette and Joe Gassen of Eastern Illinois ... Scored six points ... Took seventh 
place at the Northern 
Open, winning three of 
five matches. 
1999-00 ... Redshirted. 
High School ... Compiled 
a 153-12 career record 
.. .Won the state 140-
pound title his junior and 
senior seasons ... Placed 
sixth at the state meet as 
a sophomore ... An AAU 
national champion in 
1998 ... Holder of seven 
school records and mem-
ber of five state championship teams -- Dual champ as a freshman, dual and 
tournament champ as a junior and senior ... Ranked 12th nationally as a senior 
by lnterMat ... Also lettered in football. 
Personal 
 ... Son of Greg and Sue Garvin ... Siblings 
include Jill and Matt ... Best sports memory was wrestling at nationals ... The 
grandson of Gene Lybbert, a national champion for the Panthers at 130 pounds 
in 1952 .. .Future goal is to become a high school principal ... Chose UNI because 
of the coaches. teammates and tradition ... Made the Dean's List in college 
twice. 
Garvin Year-by-Year 
Year Overall 
2000-01 11-8 
2001-02 9-12 
Career 20-20 
Duals MD TF Pin Quick 
2-1 
5-8 
7-9 
2-0 
1-7 
3-7 
0-0 
0-1 
0-1 
2-0 113 
1-0 3:25 
3-0 1:13 
ERIC HAUAN 
NCAA QUALIFIER 
Sophomore • 174 Pounds 
Sturgis, SO 
(Sturgis H.S.) 
Major: Business 
2001-02 ... After a successful redshirt year, earned 
a spot in the starting lineup at 174 ... Ranked as 
high as 18th in the nation, he finished his freshman 
year with a record of 17-11 ... Qualified for nationals by finishing in second 
place at the West Regional .. .Won his first NCAA Championship match in the 6-
1 win of Rashad Evans 
over Michigan State 
... Started the season out 
by winning eight of his 
first nine matches and tak-
ing second at the Kaufman · 
Brand Open and the UNI 
Open ... In the dua l meet 
portion of the season, 
went 8-6 with two wins 
over Iowa State's Nick 
Passolano and a 5-4 win 
over seventh-ranked Jacob L_ _____________ ____j 
Vo lkmann of Minnesota. 
2000-01 ... Redshirted . 
High School .. .Four-time state finalist. three-time state champion . Compiled a 
132-9 high school career record ... Placed fifth at National High School 
Championships ... Rated ninth by AWN and 11th by lnterMat ... Two-time first 
team all-state soccer ... Two-year National Honor Society member. 
Personal 
 ... Son of Mark and Gloria Hauan. 
Hauan Year-by-Year 
Year Overall Duals MD 
2001-02 17-11 8-6 0-2 
TF Pin Quick 
0-0 2-0 1:38 
PAUL HYNEK 
2X ALL-AMERICAN 
3X NCAA QUALIFIER 
Senior • Heavyweight 
Swisher, Iowa 
(Cedar Rapids Prairie H.S.) 
Major: Mathematics 
Minor: Coaching 
2001 -02 ... After starting the season out with a 
record of 9-1. things looked bright as he was ranked as high as ninth in the 
nation .. .While wrestling Iowa State's Mark Knauer on Jan. 6, injured his knee 
and was sidelined for almost two months when he returned for the final dual of 
the year against Iowa State .. .Won the West Regional , earning his third straight 
trip to the NCAA Championships ... As the number nine seed in the tournament, 
went on to earn all-American honors with his second sixth-place finish in as 
many years ... Named second team NWCA all-academic ... Named to the Mr. 
Hustle team by lnterMat. 
2000-01 ... In his second trip to the NCAA Championships. finished sixth. earn-
ing all-American status ... As the sixth seed. wrestled third seed and undefeated 
Antonio Garay 
of Boston 
College in the 
second round 
and when he 
went on to 
win 5-4 in 
sudden victo-
ry ... Ranked 
all year long, 
some polls 
had him as 
high as third 
in the nation 
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... Started the season out with a seven-match win streak and went to nationals, 
losing only four of his 29 matches .. . At the Lone Star Duals, had big wins over 
Fresno State's Billy Blunt and Leonce Crump of Oklahoma ... Qualified for nation-
als by winning the West Regional .. .Won the Nebraska-Omaha Open and took 
fifth at the UNI Open ... His nine pins tied teammate Nate Lawrenz for the team 
lead ... Scored 69 points. 
1999-00 ... Qualified for the national tournament as a freshman by finishing sec-
ond at the West Regionals ... Defeated eighth ranked Marc DeFrancesco of 
Rider in the first round of the NCAA tournament ... Completed the season with a 
team-high seven pins and a record of 18-12 ... Named second team NWCA al l-
academic. 
1998-99 ... Redshirted. 
High School ... Capped a 39-0 senior season by winning the state title at 189 
pounds .. .Finished third at 171 as a junior .. Compiled a 128-34 career record 
... The second-rated recruit in Iowa according to lnterMat. 
Personal  ... Son of Phil and Cindy Hynek . Siblings 
include Cammie, Trent, Nicky, Megan and Theresa ... Brother, Trent was a NCAA 
runner-up at heavyweight at Iowa State ... Chose UNI because of the coaching 
staff ... Made the Dean's List during college twice ... Goal for the 2003 season is 
to become a national champion .. . Most admires his dad and his brother ... Best 
sports memory-- defeating Antonio Garay at the NCAA Tournament ... In his free 
time he enjoys hunting and fishing ... Plans to work for Hynek Farms when he 
graduates. 
Hynek Year-by-Year 
Year Overall Duals MD 
1999-00 18-12 9-8 0-1 
2000-01 27-7 15-3 0-2 
2001-02 16-9 2-4 0-0 
Career 61-28 26-15 0-3 
TF Pin Quick 
0-0 7-1 131 
0-0 9-0 0:45 
0-0 3-0 0:30 
0-0 19-1 0:30 
DYLAN LONG 
2X NCAA QUALIFIER 
Junior • 141 Pounds 
Creston, Iowa 
(Creston H.S.) 
Major: Undecided 
2001-02 ... Made big strides in his first full year in 
the starting lineup as he moved up a weight to 141 
... Ranked as high as third in the nation after 
defeating Iowa State's Aaron Holker, ranked second in the nation, 12-9 in front 
of a sold out crowd in the West Gym .. .Won the UNI Open and the West 
Regional ... Had a record of 24-2 going into the NCAA Championships as the 
number four seed, winning his last 13 matches before nationals .. .Finished the 
year with a .867 
winning percent-
age which ties 
him with Randy 
Pugh for the ninth 
highest percent-
age in school his-
tory .. . Scored the 
most points of 
any Panther in 
dual meets with 
51 while giving 
up the least 
points with only 
three ... Had a 
record of 14-1 in dual meets with two wins over national champion Holker . 
2000-01 ... Named West Regional Newcomer of the Year after winning the 
tournament ... Before heading to the regional, had wrestled only in three dual 
meets as the back up to senior Chad Boudreaux .. .Went into the NCAA 
Tournament with nothing to loose and finished one match away from al l-
American status .. .Was 3-2 at nationals with two major decisions ... Placed 
fourth at the Nebraska-Omaha Open and fi fth at the Northern Open. 
High School ... A two-time state champion, he won the Class 2-A title at 125 
as a junior, 130 as a senior ... Placed second as a sophomore ... Ranked among 
the top 50 overall recruits in the nation by lnterMat seventh at 130 ... Also rated 
fourth overall recru it in Iowa ... Competed at the Iowa High School All-Star Meet 
...Also lettered in cross country. 
Personal  ... Son of Matt and Debbie Long .. . Siblings include 
Lyndsey, Ashley and Andrew ... Goal for the 2003 season is to become a nation-
al champion . 
Long Year-by-Year 
Year Overall Duals 
2000-01 19-10 2-1 
2001-02 26-4 14-1 
Career 45-14 16-2 
MD 
3-3 
7-1 
10-4 
TF Pin Quick 
0-0 5-1 442 
1-0 3-1 3 18 
1-0 8-2 3:18 
MARK MANCHIO 
NCAA QUALIFIER 
Sophomore • 133 Pounds 
Sterl ing, NJ 
(Sterling H.S.) 
Major: Undecided 
2001-02 ... Earned his spot on the varsity squad as 
a true freshman ... After losing his first match as a 
Panther in a tie breaker, went on to win 12 straight, 
including his first dual meet against Jesse Brock of Boise State .. .Won the UNI 
Open by going 6-0 at the tournament including his quickest pin against Iowa 
State's Adam Powers 
... Qualified for the NCAA 
Championships after win-
ning the West Regional. 
the first true freshman to 
qualify for nationals since 
Tony Wieland did it in 
1996. 
High School ... Three-
time state champion and 
runner-up as a freshman 
.. .Four-time district cham-
pion .. .Four-time regional 
champion ... High school all-American .. . 1999 Beast of the East Champion 
... Career record of 125-2 with 93 consecutive wins ... All-time best winning per-
centage in New Jersey history .. . Ranked by Wrestling USA as third in the nation 
and sixth by lnterMat ... Coached by Michael Ahern. 
Personal  ... Son of Michael and Susan Manchio 
... Chose UNI because it is a great school and "I feel the program will help me 
become a national champion" ... Goal for 2003 is to be a national champion 
... Best sports memory is upsetting the defending state champion as a sopho-
more ... Hobbies include lifting weights and working out. 
Manchio Year-by-Year 
Year Overall Duals MD TF Pin Quick 
2001 -02 18-14 4-11 0-1 0-1 3-3 1 20 
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DAYTON ERICSON 
Senior • 165/174 Pounds 
Cedar Falls, Iowa 
(Cedar Falls H.S.) 
Major: Industrial Technology Management 
2001-02 .. .Wrestled at 184 during his junior season 
... In his first match of the season at the UD Spartan 
Open, defeated Justin Bai ley of Upper Iowa by pin-
ning him at the 5:08 mark .. .Went 3-2 and took 
fourth place at the tournament with two falls ... Had his quickest career pin 
(1 :58) in his second win against Bailey ... 2000-01 .. .Won four matches at the 
UNI Open, defeating Chris Halbrook of Missouri and John Venne of Lindenwood 
by fa ll .. Competed in one dual meet against Minnesota. 
1999-00 .. .For the first time since high school, he was able to compete in front 
of his hometown, Cedar Falls, at the UNI Open. 
1998-99 ... Redshirted. 
High School ... The state runner-up at 152 as a senior after placing third his 
junior year ... Compiled a 39-4 record his senior season. 
Personal  ... Son of Chuck and Marcella Ericson 
... Has a sister, Rachel . 
Ericson Year-by-Year 
Year Overall Dmils 
1999-00 0-2 0-0 
2000-01 4-5 0-1 
2001-02 3-2 0-0 
Career 7-9 0-1 
MD TF Pin Quick 
0-0 0-0 0-0 
0-0 0-1 2-2 358 
0-0 0-0 2-0 1 53 
0-0 0-1 4-2 1:53 
JEFF HARRISON 
Sophomore • 149 Pounds 
Sloan, Iowa 
(Westwood H.S.) 
Major: Human Resource Management 
2001-02 .. .Wrestled most of the season at 141, but 
moved up to 149 in the two duals meets, including 
a 4-0 win over Northern Illinois' Alex Nelson ... Had 
two major decision wins at the UNI Open .. .Won 
the Pat Flanagan Open with a record of 3-1. 
2000-01 ... Redshirted. 
High School ... Undefeated 
with a 45-0 record during his 
senior year and a 161-11 career 
record ... Three-time state cham-
pion and placed third as a fresh-
man ... High school all-American 
.. .First team all-state academic 
... Academic al l-American 
... Rated fifth by lnterMat and 
eighth by AWN ... Coached by Chad Shook. 
Personal  ... Son of Jack and Rita Harrison ... Has a sister 
Jackie ... Chose UNI because the team is like a family ... Goal for 2003 season is 
to be an all-American .. . Best advice ever received is "You're never out of a 
match" ... Best sports memory is winning three state titles ... Away from the mat 
he likes to golf. 
Harrison Year-by-Year 
Year Overall Duals MD TF Pin Quick 
2001-02 11 -7 1-1 2-0 0-0 3-0 110 
HESSTON JOHNSON 
Junior • 165 Pounds 
Jewell, Iowa 
(South Hamilton H.S.) 
Major: Physical Education 
Minor: Coaching 
2001-02 .. .Finished his sophomore season with a 
record of 20-10 ... Competed in five open tourna-
ments, including the Missouri Val ley Open where 
he finished in second place .. . Had three pins on the season with his quickest 
346 against Dimtry Shuster of Chicago ... Moved up two weight classes to 184 
for the National Duals. 
200"0-01 .. .Wrestled for the Panthers at 165 .. .Went 13-13 during his freshman 
season .. .Went 2-2 at the Nebraska-Omaha Open in the 20-and-Under Division 
. .. Two of his four pins came at the UNI Open, where he went 3-2 ... Took second _... 
place at the University of Dubuque Spartan Open, where he finished with three 
wins. 
1999-00 ... Redshirted. 
High School ... A three-time state 
qualifier ... Placed third at 135 as a 
junior and fourth at 145 as a senior 
.. Compiled a 34-2 record and was 
ranked 14th overall in the state as a 
senior by lnterMat ... Named confer-
ence Wrestler of the Year. 
Personal  
... Son of Howard Johnson and Lisa 
Peterson ... Has a brother, Heath, who 
also attends UNI ... Chose UNI because of the coaches and the family atmos-
phere ... Made the Dean's List in the fall of 2001 ... Most admires his father 
because at 78, still has two jobs ... After graduation he wants to teach and 
coach ... In his spare time, he likes to hang out and watch movies. 
Johnson Year-by-Year 
Year Overall Duals MD TF Pin Quick 
2000-01 13-13 0-0 
2001-02 20-10 0-2 
Career 33-23 0-2 
2-0 0-0 
3-3 1-1 
5-3 1-1 
4-3 330 
3-1 346 
7-4 3:30 
DREW KELLY 
Junior • 165 Pounds 
Charles City, Iowa 
(Charles City H.S.) 
Major: Social Sciences 
Minor: Coaching 
2001-02 ... In the first tournament of the year, the 
Kaufman-Brand Open, finished in fourth place with 
a record of 3-2 ... Sat out for a month and a half due 
to a knee injury ... Back in the starting lineup again on January 5 versus Oregon, 
when he defeated Michael Badicke ... Defeated Blaine Brown of Air Force twice, 
once in the dual meet and also at the West Regional. 
2000-01 ... Started the season out on the right foot. taking second place at the 
Nebraska-Omaha Open .. .Went 5-1 at the UNI Open, where he was the runner-
up at 157 .. .Won his first dual meet match at Wisconsin with a major decision 
over Adam Turner. 
1999-00 ... Redshirted. 
High School ... A high school all-American who was the nation's top-rated 
recruit at 160 pounds as a senior ... Also the top-ranked recruit from Iowa 
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... Compiled a 133-10 career 
record, but lost just once in his 
fina l three seasons .. .Won the 
state title at 152 as a sophomore 
and junior, 160 his senior season 
.. Competed at the Iowa High 
School All-Star Meet ... Coached 
by Dave Williams .. . Also a first 
team all-state baseball selection 
as a pitcher. 
Personal  
 ... Son of Shawn and Carol 
Kelly ... Siblings include sisters Katie and Molly ... Chose UNI because of the 
academic record. the coaching staff and the competitive program ... Best advice 
ever received -- "Some people dream of success. whi le others wake up and 
work hard at it" ... Goal for the 2003 season is to become a national champion 
... The person he admires the most is his dad ... Hobbies include fi shing, hunting 
and hanging out with friends. 
Kelly Year-by-Year 
Year Overall Duals MD 
2000-01 12-12 4-8 4-1 
2001-02 7-11 3-7 2-3 
Career 19-23 7-15 6-4 
TF Pin Quick 
1-1 1-1 331 
1-1 0-1 
2-2 1-2 3:31 
BOB KOENIG 
Senior • 174 Pounds 
Spencer, Iowa 
(Spencer H.S.) 
Major: General Studies 
Minor: Business Landscape 
2001 -02 ... Sat out due to injury 
2000-01 ... Competed for the Panthers most of the 
year at 165 pounds ... Started while Nate Lawrenz 
was out with a knee injury ... Defeated Erich Singer of Ft. Hays State in his first 
match-up of the season .. .Wrestled in dual meets against Wisconsin, Iowa, 
Eastern Il linois and Northern Il linois. 
1999-00 Compiled a 16-13 record in 
his first season at UNI ... Pinned Matt 
Gogel of Iowa in 033 at the 
Nebraska-Omaha Open, the fastest 
time for a Panther of the season. 
1998-99 ... Redshirted. 
High School ... A four-time state 
placewinner who won the 140-pound 
title as a senior ... Also placed fourth 
as a junior, second as a sophomore 
and fifth as a freshman. 
Personal  
... Son of Bill and Karleen Koenig .. Siblings include Tom, Danyelle, Michelle .. 
Brother Tom wrestled for UNI and graduated last year ... Chose UNI because of 
the campus ... Most admires his father. 
Koenig Year-by-Year 
Year Overall Duals MD TF Pin Quick 
1999-00 16-13 4-8 1-1 0-1 3-0 033 
2000-01 1-4 0-4 0-0 0-0 0-1 
Career 17-17 4-12 1-1 0-1 3-1 0:33 
ANDREW KRUSE 
Junior • 165/174 Pounds 
Eldridge, Iowa 
(North Scott H.S./Mt. St. Clare) 
Major: History 
Minor: Secondary Education 
2001-02 ... In his first tournament of the year. the 
UNI Open, won his first match against Loras' Joe 
Kane by a 5-2 decision .. .Went 3-2 at the Mike 
McCready Open with two pins. one over Saturd Tekuda of Augustana (2:12) and 
another by defeating Grady Radabaugh, unattached. from Minnesota State 
(338) 
2000-01 .. .Wrestled at Mt. St. Clare ... Qualified for nationals at 184 and just 
missed making all-American status ... Coached by Tony Vaugh. 
High School ... Two-time state qualifier ... Recorded a mark of 86-28 ... Coached 
by Jeff Newmister. 
Personal  ... Son of Wayne and Helon Kruse ... Has a 
brother, Kevin ... Best advice ever heard -- "Run until you are tired and then turn 
around" ... Best sports memory is coming back from 11-2 in the third period and 
winning 17-15 ... Most admires his parents ... Career goal includes being a 
teacher ... Hobbies include farming. 
Kruse Year-by-Year 
Year Overall Duals MD 
2001-02 4-4 0-0 0-1 
TF Pin Quick 
0-0 2-0 2 12 
KEITH PEARL 
Sophomore • 157 Pounds 
West Liberty, Iowa 
(West Liberty H.S.) 
Major: Technology Management 
2001-02 .. .Finished his first season on the varsity 
team with a record of 12-5 ... Opened the season 
going 4-2 at the Kaufman Brand Open ... Spent time 
in the starting lineup with an injury to Drew Kel ly 
. . .Went 3-2 in dual meets with wins 
over Boise State, Wisconsin and 
Eastern Illinois .. .Went 5-1 at the 
Pat Flanagan Open, taking third 
place. 
2000-01 ... Redshirted. 
High School ... Placed at three 
state tournaments ... State champi-
on his senior year with a 46-0 
record ... lnterMat named him 
Honorable Mention. and was 
Special Mention by AWN. 
Personal  ... Son of George and Teri Pearl. 
Pearl Year-by-Year 
Year Overall Duals MD TF Pin 
2001-02 12-5 3-2 7-2 1-0 1-0 
Quick 
2 15 
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SEAN STENDER 
Sophomore • 197 Pounds 
Donahue, Iowa 
(North Scott H.S.) 
Major: Physical Education 
2001-02 ... Entered the season ranked but saw lim-
ited action when Jason Payne earned the starting 
role, going on to become an all-American .. .Went 
4-1 at the Kaufman Brand Open, defeating team-
mate Jason Payne ... Won nine out of his first 10 matches ... Moved up to heavy-
weight when Paul Hynek was out with a knee injury .. .Won three matches up a 
weight class and took 
Minnesota's Garett Lowney to 
sudden victory. 
2000-01 ... Redshirted. 
High School .. .Three-time 
state placer and finished first 
his senior year ... 45-0 during 
senior year ... Career record 
149-12 ... Rated fifth by 
lnterMat, sixth by AWN ... All-
Star wrestling meet participant 
.. .First team all-conference. · 
Personal  
... Son of Alvin and Susan Stender .. Has a brother. Brett ... Chose UNI because 
of the coaches. the team and the quality of the school ... Recruited by Iowa 
State and Edinboro ... Goal for the 2003 season is to be a national champion 
... Most admires his parents ... Best sports memory is winning titles .. .Famous 
relative, Bob Marshall .. .Fishing is his hobby. 
Stender Year-by-Year 
Year Overall Duals MD TF Pin Ouick 
2001-02 13-7 5-5 1-0 1-0 5-1 041 
CHAD DAVIS 
Redshirt Freshman • 133 Pounds 
Council Bluffs, Iowa 
(Lewis Central H.S.) 
Major: Graphic Communications 
2001-02 ... Redshirted. 
High School .. .Four-time state tournament finalist. 
winning the title as a junior and senior 
.. Completed his senior season with a record of 48-
3 and a career mark of 167-7 ... The past two seasons, Lewis Central won the 
team individual Class 3A state title and the dual meet state title ... Conference 
and city champion four straight years and a three-time district champion 
.. .Lewis Central's career pin leader with 116 ... Coached by Keith Massey 
Rank~d 12th in the nation by lnterMat and 15th by Wrestling USA. 
Personal  .. Son of Dan and Terese Davis ... Siblings 
include Alanah. Dylan and Barak ... Chose UNI because of the coaching staff and 
it is where he could see himself being his best ... Goal for 2003 season is to 
make varsity and become a national qualifier ... Best sports memory is signing 
with UNI. 
STEVE ERTL 
Redshirt Freshman • 141/149 Pounds 
Estes Park, Colo. 
(Estes Park H.S.) 
Major: Marketing 
Minor: Sports Management 
2001-02 ... Redshirted. 
High School .. .Four-year captain ... All-conference 
all four years ... Colorado state champion as a sen-
ior .. .Two-year regional champion ... Runner-up at the state meet as a junior and 
sixth place as a freshman ... Career record of 147-14 and 97 career pins 
... Coached by Steve Costanzo and Dr. Scott Bockelmann .. .3.975 GPA and a 
National Honor Society member ... High School Heisman Nominee and National 
Football Foundation Finalist ... Member of the Student Council and Spanish Club. 
Personal  ... Son of Karl and Pam Ertl ... Two sibl ings, 
Matt and El i ... Chose UNI because of family nearby, the nice environment. 
wrestling and the people ... Goal for the 2003 season is to become stronger and 
to chal lenge for a varsity spot ... Best advice ever received -- "Whether you 
believe you can do it or not --you're right" ... Most admires his parents because 
they have worked hard for everything they have ... Career goal is to work as an 
events manager, marketer or a promotions manager for a professiona l team 
... Enjoys snowboarding, rollerblading, footbal l and soccer ... Greatgrandfather is 
the founder of ERTL Toys 
CHRIS HELGESON 
Redshirt Freshman • 133 Pounds 
Lake Mills, Iowa 
(Lake Mills H.S.) 
Major: Undecided 
2001-02 ... Redshirted. 
High School .. .Went 34-2 as a senior and ended 
his high school career with a record of 116-13 
... Had the best winning percentage in Lake Mills 
history at .899 .. .Three-time state qualifier. runner up his senior season and fin-
ished in th ird place as a junior ... Lake Mills Wrestler of the Year ... Coached by 
Jamy Ball ... Two-time state qualifier in cross country and al l-conference in 
baseball and golf .. .Wrestling USA ranked him 29th in the nation ... Academic 
recognition includes being on the Honor Roll. 
Personal  ... Son of Jon and Becky Helgeson ... Has a 
brother, Dan ... Chose UNI because of the campus and the wrestling program 
... Most admires Dan Gable ... Best sports memory is winning the state dual team 
title ... Enjoys golfing and hanging out with friends. 
JORDAN HOLM 
Sophomore • 184 Pounds 
Northfield, Minnesota 
(Northfield H.S.) 
Major: Biomedical -- Minor: Chemistry 
2001-02 .. .Transferred to Bethel College to play 
footba ll and be closer to home, returned to UNI in 
the Spring 
2000-01 .. . Redshirted. 
High School .. .Three-time state placer and two-time state champion ... Placed 
fifth at high school nationals ... National champion at Junior National Greco-
Roman Tournament ... Academic al l-American ... Rated fifth by AWN and 11th by 
lnterMat. 
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Personal ... Son of Jeff and Sue Holm  ... Has five sib-
lings, Justin, Johnny, Jason, Josh and Julia ... Most admires his older brothers 
... Best sports memory is game six of the 1991 World Series and Kirby Puckett's 
heroics .. .Future plans include medical school .. . Goal for 2003 season is to 
become a national champion ... Recognized for a 4.0 GPA as a freshman at UN I. 
JOSH LAWRENZ 
Junior • 165 Pounds 
Herington, Kan. 
(Herington H.S.) 
Major: Technology Management 
2001-02 ... Redshirted. 
High School .. . Finished his high school career 
with a record of 125-12 ... Honored for his achieve-
ments on the mat by being selected to the al l-
Kansas team two straight years .. . Coached by Larry Lawrenz. 
Personal  .. Son of Larry and Karon Lawrenz .Brother. 
Nate. was a four-time NCAA qualifier for UNI ... Chose UNI because of the 
wrestling program .. Enjoys fishing in his spare time. 
MATI MARKOWSKI 
Redshirt Freshman • 149/157 Pounds 
Fort Myers, Fl. 
(Fort Myers H.S.) 
Major: Political Science 
2001-02 ... Redshirted . 
High School ... Dave Schultz High School 
Excellence Award for the southwest region 
.. .Three-time state champion .. Competed at the 
high school nationals and finished eighth ... Career record of 150-5 with 75 pins 
.. Went 41-0 and had 258 takedowns as a senior ... Honored as a Cadet all-
American ... Placed sixth at the Freestyle Junior Nationals and is an 11-time 
Freestyle State Champion ... Rotary South Scholar Ath lete of the Year 
... Academic all-American ... Ranked 14th in the nation by Wrestling USA and 
honorable mention by lnterMat ... Coached by Gary Freis. 
Personal ... Son of James and Linda Markowski ... Has a 
sister, Dawn ... Chose UNI because he fe lt that he cou ld reach his ful lest poten-
tial here ... Recruited by Iowa and Oklahoma .. . Most admires Dave Schultz 
... Goal for 2003 is to put forth my best effort ... Best memory is winning the 
team state championship as a freshman .. .Future goa l is to go to law school. 
MICHAEL SHEDEK 
Redshirt Freshman • Heavyweight 
Marion, Iowa 
(Xavier H.S.) 
Major: Undecided 
2001-02 .. . Redshirted. 
High School ... Two-time Class 3A state champion 
as a heavyweight ... Captain for both the wrestling 
and footba ll teams ... Two-time al l-state footbal l 
.. Career record of 100-7 ... Coached by Chris Lembeck ... lnterMat had him 
ranked fifth in the nation at the end of the season whi le being ranked 11th by 
Wrestling USA .. . High school all-American honorable mention ... A member of 
the Xavier Ambassadors. 
Personal  ... Son of Al len and Mary Shedek .. Siblings 
include Katie and Allision ... Chose UNI because of the atmosphere ... Best sports 
memory is winning the Class 3A state title as a junior. 
JOSHWATIS 
Redshirt Freshman • 141/149 Pounds 
DeWitt, Iowa 
(Davenport Assumption H.S.) 
Major: Special Education 
2001-02 ... Redshirted . 
High School .. .Three-time state champion ... Took 
fourth place at the state meet as a sophomore 
when he suffered his first loss and a season-end-
ing injury ... Career record of 190-4 and 114 pins ... Most wins in Iowa history 
... High school all-American ... lnterMat has him ranked fourth in the nation, 
while he is ranked fifth by Wrestling USA ... Coached by Wade King . 
Personal  ... Son ofTerry and Patti Watts ... Has a 
brother, Ben ... Chose UNI because of the great team and the family atmosphere 
... Recruited by Iowa and Nebraska ... Most admires his brother ... Goal for the 
2003 season is to be an al l-American ... Best sports memory is winning the dual 
state title as a freshman and sophomore ... Career goa ls are to become a coach 
or a specia l education teacher ... Hobbies include watch ing movies and playing 
video games. 
IAN ALKE 
Freshman • 141 Pounds 
West Liberty, Iowa 
(West Liberty H.S.) 
Major: Elementary Education 
High School ... A 2002 graduate of West Liberty, 
he finished his high school career with a record of 
55-14 ... Under the direction of coach Morgan 
DePruger, placed sixth at the state tournament as a 
junior ... His senior season, had a 37-5 mark ... Besides wrestling, he also was 
involved in the Big Brothers/Big Sisters organization . 
Personal .. Son of Teresa Jensen ... Has one sister, 
Erin ... Chose UNI because of the wrestling program ... Best sports memory was 
going to state ... Admires Dan Gable .. .Future goa l is to become a teacher and a 
coach. 
NICK BAIMA 
Freshman • 149 Pounds 
Glen Ellyn, Illinois 
(Gienbard West H.S.) 
Major: Undecided 
High School .. Whi le at Glenbard West. was a 
four-time all -stater and all-American .. .Finished his 
high school career with an overal l record of 173-12 
.. . Named Outstanding Wrestler four times while 
also being named Athlete of the Year once. 
Personal .. .Full name Nicholas Ryan Baima ... Son of Patty and Mike Baima 
 ... Has one sibling named Chris ... Chose UNI because of 
the coaches ... Goal for the 2003 season is to improve on technique and gain 
strength ... In his free time he listens to music and plays the guitar 
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TRAVIS BEHRENDS 
Freshman • 197 Pounds 
Waverly, Iowa 
(Waverly-Shell Rock H.S.) 
Major: Undecided 
High School ... Graduated from Waverly-Shel l 
Rock in 2002 ... As a junior, won the 3A title at 189 
pounds with a record of 39-2 ... Had a school-high 
27 pins ... Had a season-ending injury during foot-
bal l season his senior year and did not wrestle ... As a senior, was ranked fourth 
by lnterMat and at the end of the 2002 season, was ranked 10th by AWN. 
Personal ... Son of Jan and Glenn Behrends ... Has two 
brothers, Zach (21) and Brett (17) ... Goal for the 2003 season is to get back on 
the mat ... Best sports memory was winning the state championship ... In his free 
time he likes to hunt. 
Athlete of the Year. 
CHRIS BITETTO 
Freshman • 157 Pounds 
Hackensack, New Jersey 
(Hackensack H.S./Lock Haven) 
Major: Physical Education 
High School ... A 2001 graduate of Hackensack 
High School, he was coached by John Stallone ... A 
three-time state finalist with one state title ... Took 
th ird at Senior Nationals ... 2001 NJSIAA Scholar 
Personal ... Son of Frank and Darlene Bitetto  
... Chose UNI because of the wrestling program ... Recru ited by Wisconsin, Penn 
State, Ohio State and Rutgers. 
PAT GARCIA 
Junior • 133 Pounds 
Miduale, Utah 
(Hillcrest H.S./West Wyoming) 
Major: Chiropractic 
At West Wyoming .. .Wrestled two years at 
Western Wyoming .. .Was an all-American ... Made 
the Dean's List. 
High School ... Graduated from Hil lcrest High 
School in 2000 where he was coached by Steve Bowdren ... Three-time Utah 
state champion ... Made the Honor Roll. 
Personal .. Son of Emily and Jerry Garica ... Married to Josie Garcia .  
 ... Has three brothers ... Goal for the 2003 season is to become 
a national champion ... Most admires his parents ... Best sports memory was 
winning his first state title ... After graduation, wants to be a Chiropractor 
.. EnJoys fishing in his free time. 
JUSTIN KENNEDY 
Freshman • 141/149 Pounds 
Webster City, Iowa 
(Webster City H.S.) 
Major: Industrial Technology 
High School .. .Webster City High School team 
captain and state qualifier ... Ended his career with 
a record of 84-26 ... Coached by Dick Kennedy 
... Named academic all-district in football. 
Personal .. .Full name Justin Ray Kennedy ... Son of Ken and Joan Kennedy 
 ... Has two siblings, Colleen and Gale ... Best sports 
memory was state wrestling ... Goal for the 2003 season is to improve every day 
.Famous relatives include Jesse and Frank James ... Hobbies include fishing 
and wake boarding. 
TONY MILLER 
Freshman • 149/157 Pounds 
Spirit Lake, Iowa 
(Spirit Lake H.S.) 
Major: History 
High School ... Graduated from Spirit Lake in 2002 
where he was coached by Rick Vanderwoulde 
.. .Four-time state qualifier, two-time conference 
champion and three-time team captain .. .Finished 
career with a 137-27 record, the school's career leader .. . Outside of wrestling, 
he also was involved in the Quiz Bowl and FCA. 
Personal .. .Full name Anthony J. Miller ... Son of Terry and Nancy Miller  
 Has two siblings, B.J. and Wendy ... Chose UNI because of the 
good education program and to wrestle ... Goal for 2003 is to improve and wres-
tle to my ability ... Best advice -- "It won't hurt as bad tomorrow" ... Best sports 
memory is winning the conference meet .. Enjoys playing cards. 
RYAN OSGOOD 
Freshman • 125 Pounds 
Mason City, Iowa 
(Mason City H.S.) 
Major: Criminology 
High School ... Coached by Jim Cornick at Mason 
City High School ... Three-time team captain ... State 
champion during his junior season ... Placed sixth at 
the state meet as a sophomore and third as a sen-
ior .. .Finished his career with a record of 138-25 ... Received an athletic and 
scholar award and was a member of Mu Alpha Theta, the math club. 
Personal .. .Full name Ryan Daniel Osgood .. . Son of Pam and Dan Osgood 
 ... Has one sister, Katie ... Goals for 2003 season include 
getting worked into college wrestling and getting some good matches in ... Best 
advice -- "Never be satisfied" ... Best sports memory is winning state tourna-
ment ... Most admires his parents .. .Future plans include being an investigator or 
working for the FBI ... Hobbies include hunting and fishing. 
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TREVEOR RADOSEVICH 
Junior • 197 Pounds 
Centerville, Iowa 
(Centerville H.S./EIIsworth CC) 
Major: Physical Education 
At Ellsworth ... Member of the football team. 
High School ... A 2000 graduate of Centerville 
High School .. .Wrestled two years under the direc-
tion of Mike Halupnik. 
Personal ... Son of Phil Radosevich  ... One sister, Kalina 
... Chose UNI because of the area ... Goal for the season is to become a better 
athlete ... Most admires his parents ... Best sports memory is that last football 
game when he ran for 150 yards ... Hobbies include hunting and fishing. 
NICK VOSS 
Junior • 125 Pounds 
LeClaire, Iowa 
(Pleasant Valley H.S./Waldorf) 
Major: Technology Education 
At Waldorf .. In his two years wrestling at 
Waldorf College, was the national runner up and a 
nationa l qua lifier. 
High School ... A 2000 graduate of Pleasant Va lley 
High School, was coached by Royle Duncan ... Three-time state placer ... Took 
fifth as a sophomore, fourth as a junior and was state champ as a senior 
.. .Finished his career with a record of 120-10. 
Personal ... Son of Robert and Li ndy Voss  ... Has two 
brothers, Matt and Luke ... Chose UNI because it is Division I ... Best advice ever 
received is-- "Your success wil l show by how hard you work" ... Most admires 
his high school wrestling coach ... Best sports memory is going undefeated at 
his senior high school championship .. .Likes to hunt and fish ... Goa l for the 2003 
season is to become a national champion. 
JUDD WAGNER 
Freshman • 133/141 Pounds 
Dyersville, Iowa 
(Beckman H.S.) 
Major: Management Information Systems 
High School ... Graduated from Beckman in 2002 
... Named Big Bend Wrestler of the Year ... Placed 
fifth at state as a sophomore and fourth as a junior 
. . .Fin ished career with a record of 110-20 
... Coached by Mark Wagner and Jim Derr .. .Was on the high school Honor Rol l 
and was given the Roger Merrick Academic Award. 
Personal .. Son of Mark and Michelle Wagner  ... Has 
two sisters, Sarah and Betsy ... Chose UNI because of the great campus and 
atmosphere ... Goa ls for the 2003 season are to enhance his technique and 
strength ... Best advice -- "Forget everything and concentrate on what you are 
going to do right now" ... Hobbies include working out and listening to music. 
MASON WHISLER 
Freshman • 141 Pounds 
Centerville, Iowa 
(Centerville H.S.) 
Major: Undecided 
High School ... A 2002 graduate of Centervi lle 
High School ... Coached by Mike Ha lupnik 
.. .Finished his high school career with a record of 
102-32 . 
Personal .. Son of Jerry and Cathy Whisler  ... Has one 
sister. Nicole ... Most admires his parents ... Best advice -- "Work Hard" 
... Hobbies include golfing and fishing. 
2002-03 Mat Aides: (Front) Christina Dill ing, Abb ie Hansen, Wendy Tell ier, Stephanie Gevock, Jacque Theis, Ji ll 
Vandenberg. (Back) Brody Ford, Katie Roche, Kate Li lienthal, Jenna Petersen, Amanda Weiland. 
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THIS IS UN/ 
Building on a strong tradition of teacher education, the University of 
Northern Iowa has evolved into one of the finest comprehensive public univer-
sities in the country. UNI emphasizes excellence in undergraduate education 
and offers selected graduate programs at the master's, specialist's and doctor-
al levels. 
UNI's heritage and philosophy place great value on providing a 
student-centered educational experience. The university offers a learning envi-
ronment that is small enough to provide students individualized attention, yet 
large enough to provide a variety of resources, including distinguished facu lty. 
Today, UNI offers more than 120 undergraduate majors. Outstanding aca-
demic programs, many of which are nationally-recognized for their excellence, 
have been established in the colleges of Business Administration, Education, 
Humanities and Fine Arts, Natural Sciences, and Social and Behavioral 
Sciences. In addition, UNI participates in the bachelor of liberal studies pro-
gram offered by Iowa's Regent Universities and provides classes in centers 
around the state through the division of Continuing Education and Special 
Programs. 
Recognized as the premier public undergraduate university in the state, 
UNI is experiencing an increasing demand for its high-quality programs. 
Enrollment at UNI was 13,926 students in the fall of 2002, down by about one 
percent after four consecutive years of record enrollments. Students come from 
every county in Iowa and about 95 percent of UNI's undergraduate students are 
residents of Iowa. 
The University of Northern· Iowa was founded in 1876 as the Iowa State 
Normal School. It became Iowa State Teachers College in 1909. In 1961 , the 
name was changed to State College of Iowa, and in 1967, the Iowa Legislature 
changed the status of the institution to that of a university under its present 
title. 
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Highlights 
• UNI has ranked second in Midwest top public comprehensive 
universities by U.S. News and World Report for six consecutive 
years. 
• The 2002 Sears Directors' Cup ranked the UNI Panther athletic 
program 25th in the nation last spring. Presented annually by 
the nation's athletic directors and sponsored by Sears, the Cup 
honors institutions that maintain a broad-based program and 
achieve success in men's and women's intercollegiate athletics. 
• UNI is the alma mater of NFL and Superbowl MVP Kurt Warner, 
as well as US. Sen. Charles Grassley. 
• UNI's Residential Network, ResNet, provides high-speed net-
work computing to students living in the residence halls. 
• UNI students are active and involved with more than 180 stu-
dent organizations, including special interest clubs, sororities 
and fraternities, religious groups and academic groups. 
• The UNI Well ness/Recreation Center, attached to the north side 
of the UNI-Dome, features the highest climbing wall in the 
Midwest, two pools, a running track, weight and fitness rooms, 
and courts for basketball, volleyball and racquetball. 
~!lil1Gfto 
UN/ ADMINSTRATION 
DR. ROBERT KOOB, PRESIDENT 
Robert Koob. a native of Hawarden. Iowa, and 
a 1962 graduate of UN I, was appointed the 
University's eighth president in August. 1995. 
The Koob presidency has stressed a commit-
ment to strategic planning to guide the institution's 
efforts. the effective use of technology in higher 
education, the importance and value of developing 
a university community, and has renewed the 
University's commitment toward teaching and 
learning. Koob believes in reaching a better understanding of each student's 
abilities. and ensuring students achieve a university education of the highest 
quality as they become va lued and productive members of society. 
Before coming to UN I, he was Senior Vice President and Vice President for 
Academic Affairs at California Polytechnic State University at San Luis Obispo, 
Calif., since 1990. 
RICK HARTZELL, DIRECTOR OF ATHLETICS 
Rick Hartzell was named Director of Athletics at 
Northern Iowa August 9, 1999. 
In the three years since his appointment, the 
Panthers have celebrated outstanding performances in 
almost every sport. The volleybal l team advanced to 
the NCAA Sweet Sixteen for the first time in school 
history in 1999, the wrestling team placed 11th in the 
NCAA Tournament, its highest finish since 1994, and 
crowned its first Division I national champion in 2000; 
while the men's track team has won both the conference indoor and outdoor titles. 
UNI's second-place finish in the Missouri Valley Conference All-Sports Championship 
race in 2001-02 was its highest finish ever in this competition. Other successes can 
be claimed across the board. In addition, UNI's student-athletes are graduating at a 
rate higher than the general student body. 
Hartzell has been heavily involved in several facility upgrades, including the 
development of the McCieod USA Center. a new arena which eventually will house 
the men's and women's basketball programs, and volleyball and wrestling teams. 
Plans also are moving forward for a Human Performance Center that will house an 
athletics weight room, training rooms. team rooms. locker rooms and offices. The 
scope of the fundraising for UNI athletics has been widened under Hartzell's direc-
tion. 
He also has stressed closer departmental involvement with the student body, and 
a new ticket package for the University community is one result of that interaction. 
The Panther Pass ticket package for UNI students enhances student involvement in 
the athletic program. Further. Hartzell completed departmental reorganization and a 
renewed outreach effort to the University and Cedar Valley communities. 
At the press conference announcing his appointment. then UNI Vice President for 
Julie Bright 
Associate Athletic 
Director Director 
Colleen Heimstead 
Life Services 
Director 
Prior to his position at Cal Poly, Koob was Vice President of Academic 
Affairs at North Dakota State University in Fargo, N.D., from 1985-90, and 
served a one-year term as interim president there from 1987-88. 
At Cal Poly, Koob was a director and chair of the Cal Poly Foundation, and 
served on a number of CSU system committees, including the CSU Commission 
on Telecommunications Infrastructure. 
He began his teaching career at North Dakota State in 1967 as an assis-
tant professor of chemistry, advancing to professor in 1972. He served as chair 
of the Chemistry Department for six years, acting chair of the Physics 
Department for a year and Dean of the College of Science and Mathematics 
from 1981 -84 before assuming the vice presidency. 
Koob graduated from State College of Iowa (now UNI) with a BA in 
chemistry and earned his doctorate in chemistry from the University of Kansas 
in 1967. He and his wife, Yvonne, have seven children. 
Administration and Finance, John Conner. said, "Rick is a bright, articulate team-
builder with a highly developed sense of the contribution intercollegiate athletics 
makes to the quality of the entire Northern Iowa community. He brings not only 
exceptional experience in athletic programming, but a strong personal relationship 
and loyalty to Panther athletics." 
Prior to being named at UN I, Hartzell had been at Bucknell since 1988, directing a 
Division I program with 1-AA football consisting of 28 sports. Prior to his appoint-
ment at Bucknell, he was Director of Athletics and Chairman of Physica l Education 
and Recreation at the University of Maryland-Baltimore County from 1985-88, direct-
ing a 19-sport program which moved from Division II to Division I during his tenure. 
Prior to being named at Baltimore County, he was an Assistant Athletic Director 
for Football and Men's and Women's Basketball at Northwestern University from 
1982-85; was an Administrative Assistant to the Director of Athletics and Assistant 
Baseball Coach from 1980-82 at the University of Iowa; and an instructor, assistant 
football coach and head baseball coach from 1977-80 at Coe College. 
He recently received the All-American Football Foundation's General Robert 
Neyland Outstanding Athletic Director Award. 
Hartzell is no stranger to UN I. He played football and baseball for the Panthers. 
He received his bachelor's degree in Physical Education and English from UNI in 
1974. and his master's in Educational Administration in 1977. 
He was a five-sport letterman at Klemme, lA. High School. 
He has two ch ildren- Nate, 21, a student at Hawkeye Tech. and Amanda, 19. a 
junior student UN I. Hartzell's personal interests include reading, fitness. auto racing 
and spending time with family and friends. 
''I'm very excited to be here," Hartzell said at his press conference. "It's great to 
be home ... lt's an honor and privilege for me to be back .. .I'm really excited about 
where I think we can go with this program ... ! think the potential of this program in 
both the (Missouri) Valley and the Gateway is outstanding." 
Eric Tyler 
Assistant A.D. 
Marketing 
Steve Gearhart 
Director of Athletic 
Develpoment 
Williamson 
Associate Athletic 
Director 
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ACADEMICS 
One of the most important aspects of a future productive life is 
your education. Fortunately, this education period comes early in life 
while you have the time and energies necessary to accomplish this very 
worthwhile goal. Obtaining a college education and ultimately a 
degree is the student-athlete's responsibility. The education process 
means managing your time wisely so that the educational, athletic and 
social aspects of your life have an appropriate share of time. 
At given times, students may find it necessary to ask for help in 
accomplishing an educational task. At Northern Iowa, the following 
services are available to students for obtaining guidelines and/or spe-
cific help. 
ACADEMIC COUNSELING 
An advisor has been assigned responsibilities across the Athletics 
Department and will assist you in: 
• Scheduling 
• Choice of major 
• Selection of a major advisor 
• Tutorial services 
• Maintain satisfactory progress toward a degree 
The Athletics Academic Advisor works closely with the University's 
Academic Advising Services to provide a variety of services to help stu-
dents achieve their personal, career and academic goals. 
Professional and peer advisors help students .. . 
• Prioritize life/professional goals 
• Utilize University resources 
• Select appropriate courses 
• Resolve academic difficulties 
• Interpret institutional academic requirements 
The Reading/Learning Strategies Program provides many services 
for students, including free four-week courses in: 
• Speed Reading -- double your reading rate 
• Effective Study Strategies-- practice techniques for 
learning, managing time and preparing for exams 
• Study Reading -- open to students referred by the 
Teacher Education Program 
EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITY PROGRAM 
The mission of the Educational Opportunity Program is to provide 
supportive services which are essential for the identification, recruit-
ment, retention and graduation of minority and educationally disadvan-
taged students who traditionally have not had equal access to higher 
educational institutions. Services provided to participants include: 
• Academic and career counseling 
• Tutorial services 
• Financial aid counseling and advising 
• Personal counseling 
• Course selection and registration 
• Educational planning 
In order to be an EOP participant, the student must be a minority 
student or be educationally disadvantaged, as evidenced by having an _,.. 
ACT score of 15 or less and/or placing in the bottom half of his/her high 
school graduating class. 
CENTER FOR ACADEMIC ACHIEVEMENT 
The Center for Academic Achievement is a student service organi-
zation. Its goal is to provide all students with the assistance necessary 
to develop or polish the academic skills essential to the pursuit of a col-
lege degree. The services are threefold: 
• Reading 
• Writing 
• Mathematics 
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2001-02 YEAR IN REVIEW 
The University of Northern Iowa wrestling team proved that hard work and 
dedication pays off in the long run as it finished the season in 16th place at the 
NCAA Championships in Albany, NY. For the first time since 1991, the Panthers hon-
ored three all-Americans in seniors Kyle Hansen (184, 8th) and Jason Payne (197, 
8th) and junior Paul Hynek (Hwt, 6th). 
"Anytime you can make progress and improve from year to year it is a positive 
thing," commented head coach Brad Penrith. "This year was really positive as we 
honored three all-Americans." 
Hansen and Hynek are not new to the awards stand as they both captured 
their second consecutive all-American honors, while Payne finished his senior sea-
son among the nation's best. The road to nationals was not easy for any of the 
Panther all-Americans, as there were many trial and tribulations during the season. 
"All three of these guys are very dedicated," said Penrith. "They worked 
extremely hard in the off season and stayed very focused throughout the season. 
They never strayed from their goals. They stayed right in there and hard work pre-
vailed." 
During the regular season, UNI competed against the nation's best, including 
Minnesota, Iowa State, Oklahoma, Iowa and Oklahoma State the top five schools at 
nationals. The Panthers also wrestled five other teams which finished in the top 25. 
Penrith finished his second season at the helm of Panther wrestling with a dual 
meet record of 7-8 and wins over ranked Boise State, Wisconsin and Oregon. 
The Panthers came into the national tournament with eight qualifiers from the 
NCAA West Regional in Mark Manchio (133). Long (141). Jon Garvin (149). Nate 
Lawrenz (165). Eric Hauan (174). Hansen (184), Payne (197) and Hynek (Hwt). UNI 
captured its 17th consecutive regional title in Fresno, CA. when it finished the tour-
nament with 107.5 points. Its nearest competition was Fresno State with 67.5 
points. 
Hynek was ranked as high as fourth when he was sidelined with a knee injury 
after the Jan. 6th dual with Iowa State. Out of the lineup for a month and a half, 
Hynek was unable to compete in nine dual meets. His drive for success and his hard 
work in the training room got him back in competition shape in order to finish up the 
regular season in the final dual of the season against Iowa State. Hynek went on to 
defend his West Regional title by defeating 1Oth-ranked Kevin Hoy of the Air Force. 
Seeded ninth going into nationals, Hynek took sixth place for the second straight 
season. He went 4-3 in the tournament with a 47-second pin over Adrian Thompson 
of Howard. He finished the season with a record of 16-9 and currently has a career 
record of 61-28. 
With a career record of 79-40, Hansen finished his senior season with his sec-
ond all-American award in as many years. His eighth=place finish was highlighted 
by defeating fifth seed Viktor Sveda of Indiana to advance to the quarterfinals. 
Hansen went 3-3 at nationals, losing to fourth-seeded Jessman Smith of Iowa in the 
quarterfinals. Ranked all season long, Hansen found himself as high as seventh in 
the nation. He ended the season with an overall record of 22-9 and a 9-4 dual meet 
record. 
One of the biggest battles at the beginning of the year for the Panthers was 
Dylan Long 
who was going to 
wrestle at 197. Both 
Payne and redshirt 
freshman Sean Stender 
were in contention for 
the starting spot with 
both seeing time in the 
rankings. When Hynek 
was out with an injury, 
Stender moved up to 
heavyweight and Payne 
became the Panthers' 
regular 197 pounder. 
Payne not only 
earned the starting 
role, but also found 
himself seeded eighth 
going into nationals. 
With a record of 18-8 
going into the tournament, he had some big wins over Oklahoma and Oklahoma 
State. In his second trip to the NCAAs he improved his record by going 3-3 and 
placing eighth. He advanced to the quarterfinals only to face undefeated Cael 
Sanderson. This was the third time in the season that Payne faced Sanderson and 
his goal was to go the full seven minutes. Payne fell short by only nine seconds 
when he gave up a technical fall at 6:51 , but it was an improvement over his first 
two matches. He finished his Panther career with a record of 44-27. 
Long had a successful year in his first ful l season as a regular starter. He 
moved up a weight to 141 where he proved he could compete with the nation's best. 
He went into the NCAA Championships with a record of 24-2, including a win over 
Iowa State's Aaron Holker, who was ranked second in the nation. As the fourth 
seed in the tournament, he had big hopes of earning all-American status after just 
missing it the previous season. Advancing to the quarterfinals, Long had to face 
Holker for the third time in the season, afer defeating the Cyclone the two previous 
meetings. Holker came out on top on this occasion and went on to win the title at 
141 . Long finished his sophomore season with an impressive 26-4 record. 
"It was very unfortunate with Dylan's situation, but he still has two years left 
to become an al l-American and a national champion," commented Penrith. 
Lawrenz completed his senior season the same way he started, with his fourth 
consecutive NCAA Championship. Over the past four years, he proved himself as a 
true leader both on and off the mat. Coming into the tournament, he was ranked 
12th by lnterMat, the highest of his career, and his six losses on the season came 
against wrestlers ranked in the top 10. He went 17-8 on the season with a 1-2 
record at nationals. He finishes his career with an overall record of 71-40. 
Sophomore Garvin and freshmen Manchio and Hauan qualified for nationals in 
their first year on the varsity squad. These Panther starters finished the year with a 
combined 44-37 record against some of the nation's best wrestlers. Garvin strug-
gled through the season, but he received the last wildcard berth from the West 
Regional. Manchio went 12-of-13 at the beginning of the year but struggled a little 
during the heart of the season. He came back strong and went on to win the West 
Regional title to qualify for nationals. He was the first true freshman to qualify for 
nationals since Tony Wieland did it in 1996. Hauan went into nationals ranked 20th 
in the nation by lnterMat. He had big wins over Nick Passolano of Iowa State. In 
his first appearance at nationals, he won a match against Rashad Evans of Michigan 
State. 
Other Panthers to see time in the line-up were Tyler Hubbard (125). Dustin 
Brewer (125) and Drew Kelly (157) Hubbard and Kelly both were sidelined for part 
of the season with injuries. 
Despite losing three seniors from the starting line-up, the UNI wrestling pro-
gram hopes to continue being one of the top programs in the nation. 
! "I think we are going to be fine," said Penrith. "We have two guys that I feel 
can step right in and contribute right away. Sean Stender (197) and Jordan Holm 
(184) can challenge for top honors this year and they probably could have done it 
last year." 
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2001-02 RESULTS/STATISTICS 
Points MD TF Pin Quick 
Wt. Wrestler Overall Duals Career C. Duals UNI-OP W-L W-L W-L Pin 
125 Dustin Brewer 11-8 2-2 11-8 2-2 6-8 5-1 1-1 1-1 1:03 
125 Tyler Hubbard 11-10 4-7 11-1 0 4-7 15-27 ' 2-2 0-0 0-2 
133 Mark Manchio 18-14 4-11 18-14 4-11 18-41 0-1 0-1 3-3 1:20 
141/149 Jeff Harison 11 -7 1-1 11-7 1-1 3-3 2-0 0-0 3-0 1:10 
141 Dylan Long 26-4 14-1 45-14 16-2 51-3 7-1 1-0 3-1 3:18 
149 Jon Garvin 9-12 5-8 20-20 8-9 16-30 1-7 0-1 1-0 3:25 
157 Drew Kelly 7-11 3-7 19-23 7-15 9-26 2-3 1-1 0-1 
157 Tom Koenig 7-8 0-0 28-26 0-3 0-0 0-1 0-0 3-0 1:19 
157 Keith Pearl 12-5 3-2 11-5 3-2 11-7 7-2 1-0 1-0 2:15 
165 Hesston Johnson 20-10 0-2 33-23 0-2 0-7 3-3 1-1 3-1 3:46 
165 Nate Lawrenz 17-8 10-5 71-40 40-25 41-21 3-4 1-0 4-1 1:42 
174 Eric Hauan 17-11 8-6 17-11 8-6 27-19 0-2 0-0 2-0 1:38 
184 Kyle Hansen 22-9 9-4 79-40 39-20 32-12 1-0 2-0 3-0 1:55 
197 Jason Payne 21-11 8-4 44-27 21-14 34-18 4-2 1-2 3-2 1:27 
197 Sean Stender 13-7 5-5 13-7 5-5 22-18 1-0 1-0 5-1 :41 
Hwt Paul Hynek 16-9 2-4 61-28 26-15 9-12 0-0 0-0 3-0 :30 
2001-02 DUAL SCHDULEJRESULTS (7-8) TOURNAMENT RESULTS 
Date Opponent Results Nov. 17 - Kaufman-Brand Open: 
Nov. 21 Boise State w 33-6 125 - Tyler Hubbard, 3rd; 133 - Mark Manchio, 3rd; 141 - Dylan Long, 2nd; 
Dec. 8 Wisconsin w 26-12 149 - Jon Garvin, 6th; 157 - Drew Kelly, 4th; 17 4 - Eric Hauan, 2nd; 184 -
Dec. 14 Iowa L 27-10 Kyle Hansen. 4th; 197 -Jason Payne, 5th; 197 - Sean Stender, 3rd; Hwt-
Jan. 5 Oregon w 26-16 Paul Hynek, 2nd. 
Jan. 6 Iowa State L 20-18 
Jan. 12 Northern Illinois w 18-12 Dec. 2 - UNI Open: 
Jan. 13 Eastern Illinois w 33-9 125 -Tyler Hubbard, 4th; 125- Chris Helgeson. 6th; 133 - MARK MAN-
Jan. 19 Minnesota* L 27-12 CHID, 1ST; 141- DYLAN LONG, 1ST; 165- Nate Lawrenz. 2nd; 174- Eric 
Jan. 19 Fresno State* L 20-17 Hauan, 2nd; 184 - KYLE HANSEN. 1ST; 197 - Sean Stender, 2nd; Hwt-
Jan. 27 Wisconsin-La Crosse w 36-6 Paul Hynek, 2nd. 
Feb. 1 Oklahoma L 31-6 
Feb. 3 Oklahomma State L 30-6 Mar. 9 - NCAA West Regional (1st of 5 teams): 
Feb. 9 Wyoming w 24-9 125- Dustin Brewer, 3rd; 133 - MARK MANCHIO, 1ST; 141 - DYLAN 
Feb. 10 Air Force L 17-17 LONG, 1ST; 149- Jon Garvin, 2nd; 157- Drew Kelly, 4th; 165- NATE 
Feb. 24 Iowa State L 25-12 LAWRENZ, 1ST; 174- Eric Hauan, 2nd; 184- KYLE HANSEN, 1ST; 197 -
JASON PAYNE, 1ST; Hwt- PAUL HYNEK, 1ST. 
*NWC.A National Dual 
All Times are Central Mar. 21-23 - NCAA Championships (16th - 31 points) 
Home Meets are in West Gym 184 - Kyle Hansen, 8th; 197 - Jason Payne, 8th; Hwt- Paul Hynek, 6th. 
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2001-02 DUAL RESULTS 
Northern Iowa 33, Boise State 6 
November 21, 2001 - Cedar Falls, lA 
Hwt- Paul Hynek (UN I) fall Boe Rushton 
125 - Ben VomBauer (BS) dec. Tyler Hubbard 
133 - Mark Manchio (UN I) dec. Jesse Brock 
141 - Dylan Long (UNI) dec. Gabe Vigil 
149 - Colin Robertson (BS) dec. Jon Garvin 
157 - Keith Peari(UNI) dec. Tyler Robertson 
165 - Nate Lawrenz (UNI) fall Mitch Morgan 
174 - Eric Hauan (UNI) dec. Pat Owens 
184 - Kyle Hansen (UN I) dec. Tony D'Amico 
197 - Sean Stender (UN I) fall Josh Ward 
Northern Iowa 26, Wisconsin 12 
December 8, 2001 - Cedar Falls, lA 
174 - Eric Hauan (UN I) fall Brady Reinke 
184 - Kyle Hansen (UN I) dec. Ralph DeNisco 
197 - Jason Payne (UN I) dec. Jareck Horton 
Hwt - Justin Staebler (W) dec. Paul Hynek 
125 - Tony Black (W) fall Tyler Hubbard 
133 - Kevin Black (WI dec. Mark Manchio 
141 - Dylan Long (UNI) dec. Grant Hoerr 
149 - Jon Garvin (UN I) dec. Tyler Laudon 
157 - Keith Peari(UNI) maj. dec. Adam Turner 
165 - Nate Lawrenz (UN I) maj. dec. Ryan Lewis 
Iowa 27, Northern Iowa 10 
5:00 
7-0 
4-3 
11-4 
2-1 
6-3 
1:42 
12-9 
6-3 
3:33 
6:15 
7-4 
5-2 
1-1 ot 
6:13 
13-8 
8-2 
8-2 
15-2 
11-2 
December 14, 2001 - Iowa City Iowa 
149 - Mike Zadick Ill tech fall Jon Garvin 
157 - Matt Anderson (I) maj. dec. Keith Pearl 
165 - Nate Lawrenz (UNI) fall Cory Connell 
174 - Tyler Nixt Ill dec. Eric Hauan 
184 - Jessman Smith Ill dec. Kyle Hansen 
197 - Ryan Fulsaas Ill dec. Sean Stender 
Hwt - Steve Mocco Ill dec. Paul Hynek 
24-9, 634 
15-2 
3:30 
6-4 
8-2 
11-5 
125 - Luke Eustice (I) maj. dec. Dustin Brewer 
133 - Marc Juergens (I) dec. Mark Manchio 
141 - Dylan Long (UNI) maj dec. Luke Moffitt 
Northern Iowa 26, Oregon 16 
January 5, 2002 - Cedar Falls, lA 
149 - Jon Garvin (UN I) dec. Casey Hunt 
157 - Drew Kelly (UN I) dec. Michael Badicke 
165 - Eugene Harris 101 maj. dec. Nate Lawrenz 
174 - Dustin Fisher (0) won by Forfeit 
184 - Kyle Hansen (UNI) tech fall Elias Soto 
197 - Jason Payne (UNI) fall Jake Leair 
Hwt - Eric Webb 101 dec. Paul Hynek 
125 - Tyler Hubbar (UN I) won by Forfeit 
133 - Mark Manchio (UNI) dec. Martin Mitchell 
141 - Brian Watson (0) dec. Dylan Long 
Iowa State 20, Northern Iowa 18 
January 6, 2002 - Ames, lA 
125 - Ty Malia (ISU) dec. Tyler Hubbard 
133 - Mark Manchio (UN I) won by Forfeit 
141 - Dylan Long (UNI) dec. Aaron Holker 
149 - Billy Maldonado (ISU) maj dec. Jon Garvin 
157 - Matt Veach (ISU) dec. Drew Kelly 
165 - Joe Heskett (ISU) maj. dec. Nate Lawrenz 
174 - Eric Hauan (UNI) dec. Nick Passolano 
184 - Kyle Hansen (UN I) dec. Austen Palmer 
197 - Cael Sanderson (ISU) fall Jason Payne 
Hwt- Paul Hynek (UN I) dec. Mark Knauer 
Northern Iowa 18, Northern Illinois 12 
January 12, 2002 - DeKalb, IL 
Hwt- Sean Stender (UN I) dec. Jon Lovrich 
125 - Dustin Brewer (UNI) dec. Marion Felton 
133 - Sam Hiatt (Nil dec. Mark Manchio 
141 - Dylan Long (UNI) dec. Oliver Vasquez 
149 - Jeff Harrison (UN I) dec. Alex Nelson 
157 - Ram in Sadeghian (NI) dec. Keith Pearl 
165 - Nate Lawrenz (UN I) dec. Bryce Hasseman 
174 - Bi ll Lowney (Nil dec. Eric Hauan 
184 - Ben Heizer (NI) dec. Kyle Hansen 
197 - Jason Payne (UNI) dec. Jack Dennis 
4-0 
14-5 
11-10 
13-4 
4-0 
12-5 
15-5 
Forfeit 
23-5 
1:27 
9-4 
Forfeit 
8-6 
6-4 SV 
10-3 
Forfeit 
10-8 
15-4 
13-6 
10-2 
2-0 
2-0 
4:03 
4-3 
7-2 
8-2 
6-4 
7-6 
4-0 
4-3 
15-8 
3-1 ot 
4-2 
7-6 
Northern Iowa 33, Eastern Illinois 9 
January, 13, 2002 - Charleston, IL 
149 - Jon Garvin (UNI) maj dec. Andy Coyle 
157 - Keith Peari(UNI) maj dec. Clay French 
165 - Nate Lawrenz (UN I) tech fall Sam Smith 
174 - Louis Taylor (Ell dec. Eric Hauan 
184 - Kyle Hansen (UN I) dec. Kyle Bracey 
197 - Jason Payne (UN I) maj. dec. Jim Kassner 
Hwt - Joe Gleissner (Ell fall Sean Stender 
125 - Tyler Hubbard (UNI) dec. Mike Stanley 
133 - Mark Manchio (UN I) won by Forfeit 
13-5 
14-5 
16-1 
8-5 
10-3 
20-7 
2:00 
10-6 
141 - Dylan Long (UNI) maj. dec. Nick Cirrincione 
Forfeit 
15-3 
Minnesota 27, Northern Iowa 12 
January 19, 2002 - Columbus, Ohio (National Duals) 
125 - Leroy Vega (M) maj dec. Tyler Hubbard 14-6 
133 - Ryan Lewis (M) maj. dec. Mark Manchio 13-3 
141 - Dylan Long (UN I) tech fall Trent Hatlevig 25-9 
149 - Jared Lawrence (M) maj dec. Jon Garvin 17-4 
157 - Luke Becker (M) maj. dec. Drew Kelly 16-5 
165 - Nate Lawrenz (UN I) maj. dec. Mitchell Marr 15-6 
174 - Eric Hauan (UN I) dec. Jacob Volkmann 5-4 
184 - Damion Hahn (M) maj. dec. Hesston Johnson 12-1 
197 - Owen Elzen (M) maj. dec. Jason Payne 10-1 
Hwt - Garett Lowney (M) dec. Sean Stender 8-7 sv 
Fresno State 20, Northern Iowa 17 
January 19, 2002- Columbus, Ohio (National Duals) 
125 - Stephen Abas (FS) tech fall Dustin Brewer 18-3 
133 - Ben Martinez (FS) dec. Mark Manchio 6-4 
141 - Dylan Long (UN) maj. dec. Ralph Lopez 9-0 
149 - Jim Medeiros (FS) dec. Jeff Harrison 9-3 
157 - Ben Baca (FS) fall Drew Kelly 4:46 
165 - Nate Lawrenz (UNI) maj. dec. Brian Spalliero 12-3 
174 - Eric Hauan (UNI) dec. Britt Mooney 8-1 
184 - Eddie Gifford (FS) dec. Hesston Johnson 7-4 
197 - Jason Payne (UN I) dec. Marcio Botelho 10-4 
Hwt- Sean Stender (UN I) dec. Grant Harrington 6-4 ot 
Northern Iowa 36, Wisconsin-La Crosse 6 
January 26, 2002 - Cedar Falls, lA 
184 - Kyle Hansen (UNI) fal l Rob Rodriguez 
197 - Jason Payne (UNI) tech fall Nick Obert 
Hwt- Sean Stender (UN I) maj. dec. Jason Ott 
125 - Tyler Hubbard (UN I) dec. Nick Mueller 
133 - Josh Habeck (UWL) fall Mark Manchio 
141 - Dylan Long (UN I) fall Brady Cudd 
149 - Jon Garvin (UN I) dec. Troy Fabry 
157 - Drew Kelly (UN I) dec. Tade Kemnitz 
165 - Nate Lawrenz (UNI) dec. Nick Patenaude 
174 - Eric Hauan (UNI) dec. Ben Bly 
4:22 
21-5, 4:22 
19-9 
7-5 
6:46 
624 
8-4 
13-7 
10-3 
7-5 
Oklahoma 31 , Northern Iowa 6 
February 1, 2002- Norman, Oklahoma 
125 - Bo Maynes IOU) pinned Tyler Hubbard 
133 - Witt Durden IOU) dec. Mark Manchio 
141 - Dylan Long (UN I) dec. Nate Parker 
149 - Jared Frayer IOU) maj. dec. Jon Garvin 
157 - Doug Cieleski IOU) dec. Drew Kelly 
165 - Robbie Waller IOU) dec. Nate Lawrenz 
174 - Michael Barger IOU) dec. Eric Hauan 
184 - Josh Lambrecht IOU) dec. Kyle Hansen 
197 - Jason Payne (UN I) dec. Tom Grossman 
Hwt - Leonce Crump won by Forfeit 
Oklahoma State 30, Northern Iowa 6 
February 3, 2002 - Stillwater, Oklahoma 
4:48 
8-2 
9-8 
14-0 
7-5 
4-0 
2-0 
7-2 
3-1 
Forfeit 
165 - Tyrone Lewis (OSU) maj. dec. Nate Lawrenz 
174 - Ty Wilcox (OSU) dec. Eric Hauan 
16-5 
8-7 
2-2 ot 184 - Pat Popolizio (OSU) dec. Kyle Hansen 
197 - Jason Payne (UN I) dec. Willie Gruenwald 
Hwt - James Humi(OSU) dec. Sean Stender 
4-3 
10-3 
14-5 
6:47 
7-5 
125 - Matt Brown (OSU) maj dec. Tyler Hubbard 
133 - Johnny Thompson (OSU) fall Mark Manchio 
141 - Dylan Long (UNI) dec. Ronnie Delk 
149 - Jerrod Sanders (OSU) dec. Jon Garvin 
157 - Shane Rol ler (OSU) maj. dec. Drew Kel ly 
Northern Iowa 24, Wyoming 9 
February 9, 2002 - Laramie, Wyoming 
4-1 
12-2 
197 - Sean Stender (UNI) fall Malcolmm Havens 6:11 
Hwt - Brad Steele (WI dec. Jason Payne 8-2 
125 - Tyler Hubbard (UNI) dec. Reynold Candelaria 8-7 
133 - Kelly McConville (W) dec. Mark Manchio 1-1 ot 
141 - Dylan Long (UN I) dec. Mark Hamrick 5-3 
149 - Jon Garvin (UN I) dec. Thad Trujillo 2-0 
157 - Levi Prevost (WI dec. Drew Kelly 10-6 
165 - Nate Lawrenz (UNI) dec. Justin Salas 7-2 
174 - Eric Hauan (UN I) dec. E.K. Waldhaus 5-2 
184 - Kyle Hansen (UNI) dec. Kevin Kessner 7-2 
Air Force 17, Northern Iowa 17 (AF wins by tie-breaker) 
February 10, 2002- Colorado Springs, Colorado 
141 - Dylan Long (UNI) maj. dec. Chris Bennett 9-1 
149 - Scott Frohardt (AF) maj. dec. Jon Garvin 12-1 
157 - Drew Kelly (UN I) dec. Blaine Brown 7-5 
165 - Nate Lawrenz (UNI) dec. Samuel Sherertz 8-2 
174 - Terry Parham (AF) maj. dec. Eric Hauan 10-2 
184 - Kyle Hansen (UNI) dec. Josh MCrary 7-3 
197 - Jason Payne (UNI) maj. dec. Ryan Kaiser 13-3 
Hwt - Kevin Hoy (AF) dec. Sean Stender 8-4 
125 - Heath McKim (AF) dec. Tyler Hubbard 3-2 
133 - Andrew Peters (AF I dec. Mark Manchio 7-5 
Iowa State 25, Northern Iowa 12 
February 24, 2002 - Cedar Falls, lA 
174 - Eric Hauan (UN I) dec. Nick Passolano 
184 - Kyle Hansen (UN I) dec. Woodley Milord 
1 97 - Cael Sanderson (ISU) tech fall Jason Payne 
Hwt - Mark Knauer (I SUI dec. Paul Hynek 
125 - Dustin Brewer (UNI) dec. Ty Malia 
133 - Zach Roberson (I SUI tech fall Mark Manchio 
141 - Dylan Long (UN I) dec. Aaron Holker 
7-5 sv 
10-4 
23-7,621 
3-1 
7-3 
25-10,610 
12-9 
17-4 
11-4 
149 - Billy Maldonado (ISU) maj dec. Jon Garvin 
157 - Matt Veach (I SUI dec. Drew Kelly 
165 - Joe Heskett (ISU) fall Nate Lawrenz 531 
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2002 NCAA CHAMPIONSHIP 
RESULTS 
Final Results, March 21-23, 2002 --Albany, NY 
PANTHERS AT THE 2002 NCAA CHAMPIONSHIPS 
FINAL TEAM STANDINGS 
1. Minnesota 126.5 14. Edinboro 33.0 133 Mark Manchio 
2. Iowa State 104.0 15. Purdue 32.5 L (7) Jeff Ratliff (Ohio State) 11-5 
3. Oklahoma 101.5 16. UNI 31.0 L Pat Dowty (Eastern Ill inois) 639 
4. Iowa 89.0 17. Missouri 29.0 
5. Oklahoma State 82.5 18. Cornell 28.0 
6. Ohio State 64.5 19. Boise State 24.0 
7. Lehigh 61.5 19. Fresno State 24.0 
8. Nebraska 54.0 19. Lock Haven 24.0 
9. Michigan 51.0 22. Air Force 22.5 
10. Illinois 47.5 23. Harvard 220 
141 (4) Dylan Long 
w Jonathan Masa (Hofstra) MD 11-0 
w John Giacche (Northwestern) 3-2 
L (5) Aaron Holker (Iowa State) MD 15-2 
L (11) Robert Sessley (Ohio State) 2:54 
11. Pennnsylvania 43.0 24. Oregon 210 
12. Arizona State 41.5 25. Wisconsin 20.5 
13. West Virgina 38.0 
149 Jon Garvin 
L (4) Jared Frayer (Oklahoma) MD 12-1 
L Nate Wachter (Penn State) 8-1 .,... 
2002 All-Americans 165 Nate Lawrenz L (9) Robbie Waller (Oklahoma) 8-5 
125 Pounds 165 Pounds 
1. Stephen Abas Fresno State 1. Joe Heskett Iowa State 
2. Luke Eustice Iowa 2. Matt Lackey Illinois 
3. Chris Fleeger Purdue 3. Tyrone Lewis Oklahoma State 
4. Ben VomBaur Boise State 4. Eugene Harris Oregon 
5. Jason Powell Nebraska 5. Mark Fee Appalachian State 
6. Skyler Holman Oklahoma State 6. Robbie Waller Oklahoma 
7. Travis Lee Cornell 7. Josh Henson Pennsylvania 
8. Chris Rodrigues North Carolina 8. Doc Vecchio Penn State 
w Craig Johnson (Chattanooga) 2-0 
L Nick Frost (Arizona State) MD 13-2 
174 Eric Hauan 
L Michael Barger (Oklahoma) MD 10-1 
w Rashad Evans (Michigan State) 6-1 
L Steve Strange (Cal Poly) 5-2 
133 Pounds 174 Pounds 
1. Johnny Thompson Oklahoma State 1. Greg Jones West Virginia 
2. Ryan Lewis Minnesota 2. Greg Parker Princeton 
3. Witt Durden Oklahoma 3. Josh Koscheck Edinboro 
184 (12) Kyle Hansen - Eighth Place 
w Torn Tanis (Rutgers) 6:51 
w (5) Victor Sveda (Indiana) 12-9 
4. Kevin Black Wisconsin 4. Nathan Coy Oregon State 
5. David Douglas Arizona State 5. Otto Olson Michigan 
6. Cliff Moore Iowa 6. Rick Springman Pennsylvania 
7. Zach Roberson Iowa State 7. Terry Parham Air Force 
8. Cory Ace Edinboro 8. Michael Barger Oklahoma 
L (4) Jessman Smith (Iowa) 7-4 
w (9) Pat Popolizio (Oklahoma State) 6-2 
L Tom Tanis (Rutgers) 5-4 sv 
L (3) Andy Hrovat (Michigan) 4-3 
141 Pounds 184 Pounds 
1. Aaron Holker Iowa State 1. Rob Rohn Lehigh 
2. Eric Larkin Arizona State 2. Josh Lambrecht Oklahoma 
3. Cedric Haymon Cal Poly 3. Jessman Smith Iowa 
4. Robert Sessley Ohio State 4. Tom Tanis Rutgers 
5. Nate Parker Oklahoma 5. Damian Hahn Minnesota 
197 (8) Jason Payne - Eighth Place 
w Pete Mielnik (Penn State) MD 10-2 
w David Sandberg (Pittsburgh) 8-5 
L (1) Cael Sanderson (Iowa State) TF 23-8, 6 51 
6. Mark Conley Navy 6. Clint Wattenberg Cornell 
7. Chad Erikson Minnesota 7. Andy Hrovat Michigan 
8. Mike Maney Lock Haven 8. Kyle Hansen UN/ 
w John Wechter (Michigan State) 5-3 
L (5) Scott Barker (Missouri) 6:40 
L (6) Kyle Smith (Michigan) 10-4 
149 Pounds 197 Pounds 
1. Jared Lawrence Minnesota 1. Cael Sanderson Iowa State 
2. Jared Frayer Oklahoma 2. Jon Trenge Lehigh 
3. Jesse Jantzen Harvard 3. Nick Preston Ohio State 
4. Jake Percival Ohio 4. Owen Elzen Minnesota 
5. JaMarr Billman Lock Haven 5. Justin Ruiz Nebraska 
Hwt (9) Paul Hynek - Sixth Place 
w Ryan Painter (Virginia) 4-2 
w Adrian Thompson (Harvard) 0:47 
L (1) Tommy Rowlands (Ohio State) 4-1 
6. Bil ly Maldonado Iowa State 6. Scott Barker Missouri 
7. Mike Zadick Iowa 7. Kyle Smith Michigan 
8. Scott Frohardt Air Frace 8. Jason Payne UN/ 
157 Pounds HWT Pounds 1. Luke Becker Minnesota 1 Tommy Rowlands Ohio State 2. Bryan Snyder Nebraska 2. Steve Maceo Iowa 3. Yoshi Nakamura Pennsylvania 3. John Lockhart Illinois 4. Shane Rol ler Oklahoma State 4. Jake Vercelli Purdue 5. Scott Owen Northern Illinois 5. Garret Lowney Minnesota 6. Ryan Bertin Michigan 6. Paul Hynek UN/ 7. Gray Maynard Michigan State 7. David Rechul Harvard 8. Griff Powell Ill inois 8. Kevin Hoy Air Force 
w Steven Kovach (Navy) 4-2 
w (8) Kevin Hoy (Air Force) 2-1 TB 
L (6) Jake Vercell i (Purdue) 3-1 SV 
L (4) Garrett Lowney (Minnesota) 6-1 
2002 NCAA WEST REGIONAL 
Final Results, March 9, 2002 -- Fresno, California 
Final Team Scores UNI's Regional History 2002 1. UNI 1991 1. UNI 
1. UNI 107.5 2. Fresno State 2. Notre Dame 
2. Fresno State 67.5 3. Wyoming 3. Illinois State 
3. Wyoming 62.5 2001 1. UNI 1990 1. UNI 
4. Air Force 56.5 2. Fresno State 2. Notre Dame 
5. Eastern Illinois 27 3. Wyoming 3. Illinois State 2000 1. UNI 1989 1. UNI 
2. Brigham Young 2. Notre Dame 
3. Eastern Illinois 3. Eastern Illinois 
NCAA Qualifiers 1999 1. UNI 1988 1. UNI 2. Eastern Illinois 2. Notre Dame 
125 - Stephen Abas (FSU) 1st 3. Slippery Rock 3. Eastern Illinois 
Heath McKim (AFA) 2nd 1998 1. UNI 1987 1. UNI 2. Georgia State 2. Drake 133 - Mark Manchio (UNI) 1st 3. Eastern Illinois 3. Illinois State Pat Dowty (EIU) 2nd 1997 1. UNI 1986 1. UNI 
141 - Dylan Long (UNI) 1st 2. Eastern Illinois 2. Drake 
Ralph Lopez (FS) 2nd 3. Duquesne 3. Tennessee 
149 - Scott Frohardt (AFA) 1st 1996 1. UNI 1985 1. Louisiana State 
Jon Garvin (UNI) 2nd 2. Eastern Illinois 2. UNI 
157 - Frank DeFillippis (EIU) 1st 3. Marquette 3. Cal Poly SLO 
Levi Prevost (UW) 2nd 1995 1. UNI 1984 1. Louisiana State 
165 - Nate Lawrenz (UN I) 1st 2. Illinois State 2. UNI 
174 - Terry Parham (AFA) 1st 3. Northern Illinois 3. Cal Poly SLO 
Eric Hauan (UNI) 2nd 1994 1. UNI 1983 1. Louisiana State 
184 - Kyle Hansen (UNI) 1st 2. Southwest Missouri 2. UNI 
Eddie Gifford (FS) 2nd 3. Illinois State 3. Cal Poly SLO 
197 - Jason Payne (UNI) 1st 1993 1. UNI 1982 1. UNI 
Marcia Botelho (FS) 2nd 2. Illinois State 2. Eastern Illinois 
Hwt - Paul Hynek (UNI) 1st 3. Southwest Missouri 3. Tennessee 
Kevin Hoy (AFA) 2nd 1992 1. UNI 1981 1. UNI 2. Notre Dame 2. Louisiana State 
3. Eastern Illinois 3. Indiana State 
Finals 
125 - Stephen Abas (FS) maj . dec. Heath McKim (AFA) 15-7 
133 - Mark Manchio (UNI) dec. Kelly McConville (UW) 2-1 
141 - Dylan Long (UN I) dec. Ralph Lopez (UW) 8-3 
149 - Scott Frohardt (AFA) maj . dec. Jon Garvin (UN I) 8-0 
157 - Frank DeFillippis (EIU) dec. Levi Prevost (UW) 4-3 
165 - Nate Lawrenz (UNI) dec. Justin Salas (UW) 3-2 
174 - Terry Parham (AFA) dec. Eric Hauan (UNI) 5-4 
184 - Kyle Hansen (UNI) dec. Eddie Gifford (FS) 7-5 sv 
197 - Jason Payne (UN I) dec. Marcia Botelho (FS) 3-1 
Hvvt - Paul Hynek (UN I) dec. Kevin Hoy (AFA) 5-3 
Nate Lawrenz 
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UN/ RECORD BOOK 
CAREER LEADERS 
Overall Victories 
1. Rich Powers ( 1988-92) . . .. . .... . . . ... .. ..... .... .. .. .. ... 134 
2. Justin Greenlee (1991 -95) . . . . . . . . . . . .. 129 
3. Joel Greenlee (1985-89) . . . . . . . ... .. . . . .... . . .... 127 
4. Kurt Shedenhelm (1983-88) . . . . . . . . . . ..... 125 
5. Gary Steffensmeier (1988-92) .... 115 
6. Lew Sondgeroth (1978-85) . . . . . . . . . . ... .. .. . . .. .. . .. 114 
Dave Malecek (199D-94) . . . . . . . . . . . . ... 114 
8. Ken Gallagher (1978-82) . . . .. ... .. . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . ... . . .... . 113 
9. Mark Schwab (1985-9D) . . . . . . . . . . . ..... 112 
1D. Joe Gormally(1977-82) .. . . . . .. . .. . . .. . .. . . .. . . .. .. . . . . .. . 111 
Dual Victories 
1. Joel Greenlee (1985-89) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...... 58 
2. Ken Gallagher (1978-82 .... . . . . . .. . ... . .. . ... . . .. . . . . . .. . .. 55 
3. John Kriebs (198D-84) . ..... 53 
4. Bob Hallman (198D-84) ...... .49 
5. Rich Powers (1988-92) . . . . . . . . . . . . . .48 
6. Joe Gormally (1977-82) . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . .47 
Gary Steffensmeier (1988-92) .. . .. ... . .. . . . . . .. . . . .. . .. . . . . .47 
Justin Greenlee (1991-95) . ................. 47 
9. Jeff Weatherman (1983-87) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .46 
1 D. Mark Schwab ( 1985-9D) . . . . . . . . . . .... .44 
Pins 
1. Justin Greenlee (1991-95) . . . . . . . . . . .57 
2. Rich Powers (1988-92) ...... 54 
3. John Kriebs (198D-84) . . . . . . . . . . . . ..... 53 
4. Dian Cobb (1979-84) . ... . .. ... .. ... .. ... .. .. .... . . . . . .3D 
Dan Kjeldgaard (1993-97) ..... .3D 
6. Joel Greenlee (1985-89) .. . . . . . . .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. . .. . . . . . . .... 29 
7. Scott Murray (1993-97) . . . . . . . . . . . ... 28 
8. Kurt Shedenhelm (1983-88) ... .. .. . . . . .. . . . . .. .. .. . . . . . . .... 27 
9. Jeff Weatherman ( 1983-87) ..... . 26 
1D. Bob Hallman (198D-84) . . . . . . . . . . . ..... 24 
Winning Percentage (min. 50 wins) 
1. Joel Greenlee (1985-89) ............ . . . .. . . . . . . .... 878 (127-16-4) 
2. MarkSchwab(1985-9D) ....... 853(112-18-3) 
3. Rich Powers (1988-92) . . .......... .. . . .. .. . . ...... 841 (134-25-1) 
4. Joe Gormally (1977-82) . . . . . . . . . . . . . ......... BDD (111 -27-2) 
5. Gary Steffensmeier (1988-92) ....... .793 (115-29-3) 
6. Lew Sondgeroth (1978-85) . . . . . . . . . . . ...... .79D (114-3D-1) 
7. Justin Greenlee (1991 -95) ........................ .787 (129-35-D) 
8. Randy Pugh ( 1998-DD)* . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .787 (7D-17) 
9. Nick Flach (1998-DD) . . . . . . . . . . ... .763 (61-19) 
1 D. Kurt Shedenhelm (1983-88) ...... . . . . ... . .. . ... ... .762 (125-37-6) 
* UNI career only 
Note: To qualify in career records, athletes must have wrestled at least two 
seasons in Division I at UNI. 
Joel Greenlee 
SEASON LEADERS 
Overall Victories (Divi sion I, since 198D-81 season) 
1. Mark Schwab (1985-86) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. . .. .49 
2. Joel Greenlee (1988-89) . . . . . . . . . . ..... .44 
Rich Powers (199D-91) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .44 
4. Kurt Shedenhelm (1986·87) ............... 41 
5. Jeff Weatherman ( 1985-86) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .39 
Joel Greenlee (1986-87) . . . . . . . . . . ..... .39 
7. Lew Sondgeroth (1984-85) ...... .38 
Pat Pickford ( 1985-86) . . . . . . . . . . . . ..... .38 
Steve Hartle (199D-91) . . . . . . . . . . . ..... .38 
Justin Greenlee (1994-95) . .38 
Dual Victories 
1. :Joel Greenlee (1986-87) ......... 2D 
2. Jeff Weatherman (1986-87) .. . . .. .... . . . . . . .. .. . . . .. . . . .. . .. 19 
3. Efonda Sproles (1982-83) ... 18 
Mark Schwab (1985-86) .... .. . .. . . ... . . ... .... .... .. ... .... 18 
Joel Greenlee (1988-89) . . . . . . . . . . ........ 18 
6. Rich Powers (199D-91) . . . . . . . . . . . ...... 17 
7. Joe Gormally (198D-81) . . . . . . . . . . .16 
8. Twelve tied . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..... . .. 15 
Pins 
1. Kirk Myers (1981-82) ....... .. ... .. .. . . . . . . . .. . . .. . .. .. . . .. 21 
2. Justin Greenlee (1994-95) ... 2D 
3. Rich Powers (1991-92) ..... .. .. ... . .. . . . . .. .. .. .. ...... .... 19 
4. Joel Greenlee (1988-89) . ....... 18 
Rich Powers (1988-89) ........ 18 
6. John Kriebs (1981-82) . . . . . . . . .. . ....... 17 
7. Tony Koontz ( 1985-86) . . . . . . . . . . ....... 16 
Justin Greenlee (1993-94) ....... 16 
9. Justin Greenlee (1992-93) ........ 15 
1D. Dave Markel (1981-82) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . .. . ..... . . 14 
Winning Percentage (min. 20 wins) 
1. Tony Davis (1999-DD) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..... 964 (27-1) 
2. Joel Greenlee (1988-89) . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 957 (44-2-D) 
3. Kurt Shedenhelm (1987-88) . . . . . . . . . . . ..... 931 (33-2-1) 
4. Rich Powers (199D-91) . . . . . . . . . . . . ..... 917 (44-4-D) 
5. Joel Greenlee (1986-87) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .... . 898 (39-4-1) 
6. Justin Greenlee (1994-95) ..................... 884 (38-5-D) 
7. Rich Powers (1991-92) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... 879 (29-4-D) 
8. Mark Schwab (1989-9D) ........ 878 (32-4-1) 
9. Dylan Long (2001-02) . .. .. ....... . .. . .... . . . .... .. 867 (26-4) 
Randy Pugh (1999-DD) ....... 867 (26-4) 
TEAM RECORDS 
Most Victories in a Season .. 18 (1986-87) 
Most Losses in a Season .. . . . . . . . . .. . ........... 12 (1995-96) 
Consecutive Dual Victories . . . ...... . ........ .32 (1948-51) 
Consecutive Dual Losses ................ . .. . 1 D (1993-94, 1994-95) 
Most Points in Dual Meet . . . . . 57 (1984 vs. Southwest Missouri St.) 
Most Points by Opponent . . .. ...... . . .... . . . . .44 (1995 vs. Iowa) 
Largest Margin of Victory .. .. . 57-D (1984 vs. Southwest Missouri St.) 
Largest Margin of Defeat .. . .. . . .. .... . ... . 44-D (1995 vs. Iowa) 
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PANTHER HONOR ROLL 
NCAA Champions 
UNIVERSITY DIVISION 
1937 Ray Cheney, 135 
1946 Cecil Matt, 121 
1946 *Gera ld Leeman, 128 
1946 Bill Koll, 145 
1947 *Bill Koll, 145 
1947 Russ Bush, 128 
1947 Bill Nelson. 165 
1948 *Bill Koll, 147.5 
1949 Bill Nelson, 155 
1949 Bill Smith. 165 
1949 Keith Young, 145 
1950 Bill Nelson. 155 
1950 Bill Smith, 165 
1950 Keith Young, 145 
1951 Keith Young, 147 
1952 Gene Lybbert. 130 
1952 Bill Weick, 157 
1953 Jim Harmon. 157 
1955 Bill Weick, 157 
1963 Bill Dotson. 137 
2000 Tony Davis, 149 
* NCAA Tournament 
Outstanding Wrestler 
COLLEGE DIVISION 
(Division II) 
1963 
1963 
1966 
1967 
1968 
1969 
1971 
1972 
1974 
1974 
1974 
1975 
1975 
1975 
1976 
1977 
1978 
1978 
1978 
1979 
1980 
1980 
Bill Dotson. 137 
Jim Sanford, 147 
Don Parker, 177 
Don Parker, 177 
Kent Osboe. HWT 
Kent Osboe, HWT 
Clint Young, 158 
Mike McCready, HWT 
Tom Garcia, 126 
Jim Miller, 134 
Ken Snyder, 142 
Jim Miller, 134 
Ken Snyder. 142 
Randy Omvig, HWT 
Gary Bentrim, 142 
Gary Bentrim. 142 
Gary Bentrim, 158 
Keith Poolman, 167 
Kirk Myers, 190 
Kirk Myers, 190 
Kirk Myers, 190 
Ken Gallagher. 150 
NATIONAL WRESTLING HALL OF 
FAME 
Wrestlers 
Bil l Koll 
Gerald Leeman 
Bil l Nelson 
Bill Smith 
Keith Young 
Coaches 
Leroy Alitz 
Dave McCuskey 
Bob Siddens 
Contributor 
Finn Eriksen 
PANTHER OLYMPIANS 
Maynard Harmon 1932. Los Angeles 
Gerald Leeman Silver Medal, 1948, London 
Bill Ko ll 5th Place, 1948, London 
Bill Nelson 1948, London 
Bil l Smith Gold Medal, 1952, Helsinki 
PAN AMERICAN GAMES 
Mike McCready 1975 (Gold Medal) 
Justin Greenlee 1993 (Gold Medal) 
EAST-WEST ALL-STAR CLASSIC 
1967 Don Parker ( 177) 
1969 Kent Osboe (HWT) 
1974 Jim Miller (134) 
1975 JimMi ller(134) 
1984 John Kriebs (HWT) 
1988 Mark Schwab (118) 
Joel Greenlee (HWT) 
1989 Joel Greenlee (HWT) 
1991 Gary Steffensmeier (1991) 
Rich Powers (177) 
1992 Rich Powers (177) 
1993 Justin Greenlee (HWT) 
Kent Osboe 
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PANTHER ALL-AMERICANS 
Division I 1982 Ken Gallagher 7th(142) 
1931 Jesse Arends 2nd (118) Joe Gormally 7th(177) 
Finn Eriksen 4th(135) Kirk Myers 5th(190) 
Orville Orr 3rd (155) 
1983 Randy Majors 3rd (126) 
1932 Maynard Harmon 3rd (145) John Kriebs 5th (HWT) 
Arthur Gerber 3rd (HWT) 
1984 Bob Hallman 2nd (118) 
1934 Alvie Natvig 2nd (118) Dave Grant 8th (158) 
John Kriebs 6th (HWT) 
1937 Davis Natvig 2nd (118) 
Ray Cheney 1st (135) 1985 Paul Kreimeyer 6th (118) 
Jeff Weatherman Lew Sondgeroth 5th(142) 
1938 Davis Natvig 3rd (118) 
1953 Pat McCarron 3rd (123) 1986 Mark Schwab 5th (118) 
1940 Delbert Jensen 3rd (121) Jim Harmon 1st (157) Jeff Clutter 8th (158) 
Roger Isaacson 2nd (136) Gus Gatto 4th (191) 
1987 Mike Schwab 8th(126) 
1941 Vern Hassman 2nd(145) 1955 Bill Weick 1st (157) Jeff Weatherman 5th(190) 
Gus Gatto 4th (191) 
1942 Leon Martin 2nd(175) 1988 Chris Lembeck 5th (158) 
1956 Dick Heaton 3rd (147) Joel Greenlee 4th (HWT) 
1946 Cecil Matt 1st (121) 
Gerald Leeman 1st (128) 1958 Dick Heaton 4th (157) 1989 Joel Greenlee 2nd (HWT) 
Russ Bush 3rd(136) 
Bill Koll 1st (145) 1961 Francis Freeman 4th(123) 1990 Mark Schwab 6th (118) 
David Jensen 2nd (130) Duaine Martin 8th (126) 
1947 Russ Bush 1st (128) Gary Steffensmeier 2nd (150) 
Bill Koll 1st (145) 1962 Francis Freeman 2nd (123) Rich Powers 5th (177) 
Bill Nelson 1st (165) Bill Dotson 2nd (137) 
1991 Steve Hartle 7th(142) 
1948 Bil l Koll 1st (147.5) 1963 Bill Dotson 1st (137) Gary Steffensmeier 4th (150) 
LeRoy Alitz 4th (191) Rich Powers 4th (177) 
1967 Don Parker 6th (191) 
1949 Russ Bush 3rd (128) 1992 Gary Steffensmeier 4th (150) 
Luverne Klar 3rd (136) 1969 Marv Reiland 6th(130) Rich Powers 5th (177) 
Keith Young 1st (145) Kent Osboe 6th (HWT) 
Bill Nelson 1st (155) 
Bill Smith 1st (165) 1972 Mike McCready 3rd (HWT) 
1950 Frank Altman 3rd (121) 1974 Jim Miller 2nd (134) 
Luverne Klar 4th(128) Ken Snyder 3rd (142) 
Floyd Oglesby 2nd (136) 
Keith Young 1st (145) 1975 Jim Miller 4th (134) 
Bill Nelson 1st (155) Ken Snyder 5th(142) 
Bill Smith 1st (165) 
Fred Stoeker 2nd (HWT) 1978 Kirk Myers 6th (190) 
1951 Gene Lybbert, 3rd(130) 1979 Joe Gormally 4th (177) 
Keith Young 1st (147) Kirk Myers 3rd (190) 
1952 Gene Lybbert 1st (130) 1981 Ken Gallagher 5th (142) 
Bob Morris 2nd (137) Dian Cobb 4th (158) 
Jim Harmon 2nd(147) 
Bill Weick 1st (157) 
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PANTHER ALL-AMERICANS 
1969 Marv Reiland 2nd (130) 1976 Dave Cunningham 5th (118) 
Jim Guyer 3rd(160) Bruce McClure 4th (134) 
Vince Bellock 6th(167) Gary Bentrim 1st (142) 
Kent Osboe 1st (HWT) Jim Blasingame 3rd (150) 
Keith Poolman 4th (167) 
1970 Marv Reiland 4th (134) Dan Keller 2nd (177) 
Clint Young 4th (158) 
Vince Bellock 2nd (167) 1977 Dave Prehm 6th (118) 
Bob Boeck 3rd (177) Jeff Melvin 5th (126) 
Mike McCready 3rd (HWT) Scott Koll ings 6th (134) 
Tony Davis Gary Bentrim 1st (142) 
1993 Steve Hartle 8th (150) 1971 Clint Young 1st (158) Dick Briggs 4th (150) 
Justin Greenlee 8th (HWT) Randy Omvig 5th (190) Keith Poolman 4th (167) 
Ed Herman 6th (190) 
1994 Dave Malecek 4th(177) 1972 Jon Moeller 5th (134) 
Justin Greenlee 2nd (HWT) Mark Fox 4th(142) 
Joe Hatchett 2nd (190) 
1995 Justin Greenlee 2nd (HWT) Mike McCready 1st (HWT) 
1996 Tony Wieland 8th (190) 1973 Dave Nicol 4th (126) 
Jim Miller 4th (134) 
1999 Eric Keller 6th (133) Ken Snyder 2nd(142) 
Tony Davis 2nd(149) Randy Omvig 4th (HWT) 
2000 Tony Davis 1st (149) 1974 Dave Cunningham 6th(118) 
Randy Pugh 4th(174) Tom Garcia 1st (126) 
Jim Miller 1st (134) 
2001 Kyle Hansen 8th (184) Ken Snyder 1st (142) 
Paul Hynek 6th (HWT) Dan Keller 4th (167) 
Rich Erickson 6th(177) 
2002 Kyle Hansen 8th (184) Randy Omvig 4th (HWT) Dave Prehm 
Jason Payne 8th (197) 
Paul Hynek 6th (HWT) 1975 Dave Cunningham 2nd (118) 1978 Dave Prehm 2nd (118) 
Jim Mil ler 1st (1 34) Kevin Finn 4th (134) 
Division II Ken Snyder 1st (142) Dick Briggs 3rd (150) 
1963 Gary Pollard 3rd (115) Rich Erickson 2nd(1 77) Gary Bentrim 1st (158) 
Bill Dotson 1st (137) Randy Omvig 1st (HWT) Keith Poolman 1st (167) 
Jim Sanford 1st (147) Joe Gormally 4th (177) 
Dick Austin 2nd (157) Kirk Myers 1st (190) 
Ron Mehlin 4th (167) 
Steve Hoemann 4th (177) 1979 Kevin Finn 4th (134) 
Larry Luttrell 6th (142) 
1964 Bob Trautman 4th (1 37) Ken Gallagher 3rd (150) 
Jim Monroe 2nd (167) Ke ith Poolman 4th (167) 
Joe Gormally 2nd (177) 
1966 Dave Steinkamp 6th(160) Kirk Myers 1st (190) 
Don Parker 1st (177) Kevin Kurth 5th (HWT) 
1967 Jerry Bond 2nd (1 37) 1980 Brent Hagen 2nd (1 26) 
Don Parker 1st (1 77) Ken Gallagher 1st (1 50) 
Kent Osboe 2nd (HWT) Dian Cobb 6th (167) 
Efonda Sproles 2nd (177) 
1968 Jerry Bond 4th(145) Kirk Myers 1st (190) 
Kent Osboe 1st (HWT) Randy Omvig Kevin Kurth 6th (HWT) 
PANTHER ALL-AMERICANS 
SIX-TIME All-AMERICAN (1) Bill Weick (157-157) 1st-1st. .1952,55 Kent Osboe (HWT) .6th .. 1969 
Both Divisions Gus Gatto (191-191) 4th-4th. .1953,55 Mike McCready (HWT) .3rd .. 1972 
Kirk Myers (Three-Time Division I & II - see Dick Heaton (147-157) .3rd-4th .1956,58 Dian Cobb (158) .4th .. 1981 
below) Franc Freeman (123-123) 2nd-2nd 1961.62 Randy Majors (126) .3rd .. 1983 
Bill Dotson (137 -137) .2nd-1st. .1962,63 Bob Hallman (118) 2nd .. 1984 
FOUR-TIME All-AMERICANS (3) Jim Miller (134-134) 2nd-4th 1974,75 Dave Grant (158) 8th .. 1984 
Both Divisions Ken Snyder (142-142) . .3rd-5th 1974,75 Paul Kriemeyer (118) 6th .. 1985 
Ken Gallagher (Two-Time Divi sion I & II - see Joe Gormally (177-177) .4th-7th .. 1979,82 Lew Sondgeroth (142) 5th .. 1985 
below) Ken Gallagher (142-142) .5th-7th .. 1981 ,82 Jeff Clutter (158) 8th .. 1986 
John Kriebs (HWT-HWT) .5th-6th .. 1983,84 Mike Schwab (126) 8th 1987 
Division II Mark Schwab ( 118-118) 5th-6th .. 1986,90 Jeff Weatherman (190) 5th .. 1987 
Randy Omvig ( 190-HWT-HWT-HWT) Joel Greenlee (HWT-HWT) .. 4th-2nd 1988,89 Chris Lembeck (158) .. 5th .. 1988 
5th-4th-4th-1 SL 1971 ,73,74,75 Steve Hartle (142-150) 7th-8th 1991,93 Duaine Martin (126) 8th .. 1990 
Keith Poolman (167-167-167-167) Tony Davis (149) 2nd-1sL1999,2000 Dave Malecek (177) 4th 1994 
4th-4th-1 st-4th ... 1976,77,78,79 Kyle Hansen (184-184) 8th-8th 2001-02 Tony Wieland (190) .8th .. 1996 
Paul Hynek ( HWT-HWT) .. 6th-6th ... 2001-02 Eric Keller (133) .6th .. 1999 
THREE-TIME All-AMERICANS (14) Randy Pugh (174) .4th .. 2000 
Division I Both Divisions Jason Payne (197) .8th .. 2002 
Bill Koll (145-145-147 5) Dian Cobb (One-Time Divi sion I and II - see below) 
1 st-1 st-1 sL 1946.47.48 Division II 
Russ Bush (136-128-128) Division II Gary Pollard (115) .3rd .. 1963 
3rd-1 st-3rd ... 1946.47.49 Don Parker (177-177) 1 St-1 SL 1966,67 Bill Dotson (137) .1st. .1963 
Bil l Nelson (165-155-155) Jerry Bond (137-145) 2nd-4th 1967,68 Jim Sanford (147) 1st .1963 
1 st-1 s't-1 sL 1947,49,50 Marv Reiland (130-134) 2nd-4th 1969.70 Dick Austin (157) 2nd .. 1963 
Keith Young (145-145-147) Vince Bellock (167-167) 6th-2nd1969.70 Ron Mehlin (167) .4th .. 1963 
1 st-1 st-1 sL 1949,50,51 Clint Young ( 158-158) 4th-1 SL 1970,71 Steve Hoemann (177) .4th .. 1963 
Kirk Myers (190-190-190) Mike McCready ( HVVT-HWT) Jrd-1 st. .1970, 72 Bob Trautman (137) .4th .. 1964 
6th-3rd-5th ... 1978,79,82 Dan Keller (167-177) . 4th-2nd 1974.76 Jim Monroe (167) 2nd .. 1964 
Gary Steffensmeier (150-150-150) Rich Erickson (177-177) 6th-2nd1974,75 Dave Steinkamp (160) 6th 1966 
2nd-4th-4th ... 1990,91 ,92 Dave Prehm (118-118).6th-2nd 1977.78 Jim Guyer (160) .. .3rd ... 1969 
Rich Powers (177-177-177) Dick Briggs ( 150-150) 4th-3rd 1977.78 Bob Boeck (177) .3rd .. 1970 
5th-4th-5th ... 1990,91 ,92 Kevin Finn (134-134) 4th-4th 1978.79 Jon Moeller (134) .5th .. 1972 
Justin Greenlee (HVVT-HVVT-HVVT) Joe Gormally (177-177)4th-2nd 1978.79 Mark Fox (142) 4th1972 
8th-2nd-2nd ... 1993,94,95 Ken Gallagher ( 150-150) .3rd-1 SL 1979,80 Joe Hatchett ( 190) .2nd 1972 
Kevin Kurth (HWT-HWT).5th-6th ... 1979,80 Dave Nicol (126) 4th 1973 
Both Divisions Tom Garcia (126) .1st. .1974 
Joe Gormally (Two-Time Division II and One-Time ONE-TIME All-AMERICANS (66) Bruce McClure (134) .4th .. 1976 
Division I -see below) Division I Jim Blasingame (150) .3rd .. 1976 
Jesse Arends (118) 2nd .. 1931 Jeff Melvin (126) .5th .. 1977 
Division II Finn Eriksen (135) .4th .. 1931 Scott Kollings (134) .6th .. 1977 
Kent Osboe (HVVT-HVVT-HVVT) Orville Orr (155) .3rd .. 1931 Ed Herman (190) .6th .. 1977 
2nd-1 st-1sL 1967,68,69 Maynard Harmon (145) .3rd .. 1932 Larry Luttrel l (142) 6th 1979 
Jim Miller ( 134-134-134) Arthur Gerber (HWT) .3rd .. 1932 Brent Hagen (126) 2nd1980 
4th-1 st-1 SL 1973,74,75 Alvie Natvig (118) 2nd .. 1934 Dian Cobb (167) 6th. 1980 
Ken Snyder (142-142-142) Ray Cheney (135) . 1st .1937 Efonda Sproles (177) 2nd1980 
2nd-1 st-1 sL 1973.74.75 Delbert Jensen (121) .3rd .. 1940 
Dave Cunningham (118-118-118) Roger Isaacson (136) 2nd .. 1940 
6th-2nd-5th ... 1974.75.76 Vernon Hassman (145) . 2nd .. 1941 
Gary Bentrim (142-142-158) Leon Martin (175) 2nd .. 1942 
1 st-1 st-1 sL 1976.77.78 Cecil Matt (121). .1st .1946 
Kirk Myers ( 190-190-190) Gerald Leeman (128) .1st .1946 
1 st-1 st-1 sL 1978,79,80 LeRoy Alitz (191) .4th .. 1948 
Frank Altman (121) .3rd .. 1950 
TWO-TIME All-AMERICANS (34) Floyd Oglesby (136) 2nd .. 1950 
Division I Fred Stoeker (HWT) 2nd .. 1950 
Davis Natvig (118-118) 2nd-3rd .. 1937,38 Bob Morris (137) 2nd .. 1952 
Luverne Klar ( 136-128) . .3rd-4th .. 1949,50 Pat McCarron (123) .3rd .. 1953 
Bill Smith (165-165) 1st-1st .1949,50 David Jensen (130) 2nd .. 1961 
Gene Lybbert ( 130-130) Jrd-1 st. .1951 ,52 Don Parker (191) 6th .. 1967 
Jim Harmon (147-157) .2nd-1st .1952,53 Marv Reiland (130) 6th .. 1969 
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YEAR-BY-YEAR RECORDS 
Points NCAA Points NCAA 
Year Coach w L T UNI Opp Place Year Coach w L T UNI Opp Place 
1923 Paul Bender 1 0 0 16 8 1975 Chuck Patten 15 4 0 499 241 1st* 
1924 Paul Bender 2 2 0 47 34 1976 Chuck Patten 13 8 0 451 342 3rd* 
1925 Paul Bender 4 0 85 25 1977 Chuck Patten 12 8 0 414 365 3rd* 
1926 Paul Bender 2 1 0 51 35 1978 Chuck Patten 12 4 0 376 241 1st* 
1927 Paul Bender 2 2 0 66 38 1979 Chuck Patten 11 5 0 448 224 3rd* 
1928 Paul Bender 2 0 0 51 15 1980 Chuck Patten 14 5 1 **622 281 2nd* 
1929 Paul Bender 4 0 0 94 32 1981 Chuck Patten 15 6 0 589 302 12th 
1930 Paul Bender 1 3 0 35.5 85.5 1982 Chuck Patten 15 2 0 538 165 1Oth 
1931 Dave McCuskey 3 2 0 93.5 56.5 1983 Don Briggs 17 3 0 576 272 1Oth 
1932 Dave McCuskey 5 2 0 142.5 83.5 1984 Don Briggs 12 6 0 451 312 11th 
1933 Dave McCuskey 2 1 0 46.5 45.5 1985 Don Briggs 9 8 0 397 296 18th 
1934 Dave McCuskey 3 2 1 100.5 80.5 T7th 1986 Don Briggs 12 8 0 463 328 17th 
1935 Dave McCuskey 3 3 0 135.5 78.5 1987 Don Briggs **18 6 0 594 389 13th 
1936 Dave McCuskey 1 6 0 84.5 119.5 1988 Don Briggs 14 3 0 459 206 13th 
1937 Dave McCuskey 4 2 1 138 78 T3rd 1989 Don Briggs 12 6 0 474 241 14th 
1938 Dave McCuskey 6 1 0 141 .5 84.5 T13th 1990 Don Briggs 12 4 0 399 230 11th 
1939 Dave McCuskey 4 3 0 123.5 90.5 1991 Don Briggs 16 5 0 557 286 11th 
1940 Dave McCuskey 7 1 0 148.5 79.5 T8th 1992 Don Briggs 11 4 0 430 184 1Oth 
1941 Dave McCuskey 7 0 1 144 70 T10th 1993 Don Briggs 10 7 0 338 304 22nd 
1942 Dave McCuskey 2 4 0 68 98 T10th 1994 Don Briggs 5 7 0 225 242 11th 
1943 Dave McCuskey 2 0 57 31 1995 Don Briggs 4 11 0 191 417 16th 
1944 No Wrestling 1996 Don Briggs 5 12 0 271 442 T27th 
1945 No Wrestling 1997 Don Briggs 7 8 0 276 333 T41 st 
1946 Dave McCuskey 5 0 1 127 51 2nd 1998 Mark Manning 5 9 0 244 348 T30th 
1947 Dave McCuskey 5 0 2 154 51 2nd 1999 Mark Manning 8 10 0 367 369 17th 
1948 Dave McCuskey 8 1 0 225 57 4th 2000 Mark Manning 10 5 2 369 281 11th 
1949 Dave McCuskey 9 0 0 197 60 2nd 2001 Brad Penrith 11 8 0 451 294 18th 
1950 Dave McCuskey 11 0 0 256 51 1st 2002 Brad Penrith 7 8 0 294 252 16th 
1951 Dave McCuskey 9 1 0 192 89 4th 78 Yrs. 621 309 24 
1952 Dave McCuskey 6 2 0 152 71 2nd * NCAA Division II 
1953 Bill Koll 4 2 1 112 89 4th ** School Record 
1954 Bill Koll 3 4 0 83 115 
1955 Bill Koll 8 1 2 200 118 11th 
1956 Bill Koll 10 0 0 220 85 1Oth 
1957 Bill Koll 6 3 0 169 107 UNI HEAO COACHES & RECORDS 
1958 Ed Lyons 8 2 1 213 106 T14th 
1959 Bill Koll 8 4 0 228 118 Coach Years w L T Pet. 
1960 Bill Koll 6 3 2 177 139 Paul Bender 1923-30 (8) 18 9 0 .667 
1961 Bill Koll 10 2 0 230 109 T8th Dave McCuskey 1931-52 (20) 102 31 7 .754 
1962 Bill Koll 5 9 0 193 197 5th Bill Kol l 1953-64 (11) 71 42 6 .622 
1963 Bill Koll 5 7 1 168 193 3rd* Ed Lyons 1958 (1) 8 2 1 .773 
1964 Bill Koll 6 7 0 146 232 8th* Chuck Patten 1965-82 (18) 217 87 8 .708 
1965 Chuck Patten 2 8 1 90 255 Don Briggs 1983-97 (15) 164 98 0 .626 
1966 Chuck Patten 6 5 0 159 197 10th* Mark Manning 1998-00 (3) 23 24 2 .490 
1967 Chuck Patten 10 7 1 324 244 3rd* Brad Penrith 2001-~resent (2) 18 16 0 .529 
1968 Chuck Patten 17 4 0 454 228 8th* 1923-02 (78) 621 309 24 .664 
1969 Chuck Patten 14 4 2 404 223 3rd* 
1970 Chuck Patten 13 1 2 321 195 2nd* 
1971 Chuck Patten 12 3 0 367 181 7th* 
1972 Chuck Patten 12 5 0 382 237 2nd* 
1973 Chuck Patten 9 6 1 359 241 4th* 
1974 Chuck Patten 15 2 0 551 152 2nd* 
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ALL-TIME DUAL RESULTS 
(1923-2002) 
1923 (1-0) 
Head Coach: Paul Bender 
16 Cornell 8 
1924 (2-2) 
Head Coach: Paul Bender 
0 at Iowa State 21 
16 Simpson 2 
7 at Cornell 11 
24 Des Moines 0 
1925 (4-1) 
Head Coach: Paul Bender 
12 Ellsworth 0 
18 at Des Moines 5 1932 (5-2) 1938 (6-1) 
9 Cornell 11 Head Coach: Dave McCuskey Head Coach: Dave McCuskey 
35 Parsons 0 6 at Iowa State 28 35 Grinnell 5 
11 at Simpson 9 21 at Northwestern 11 19.5 at Cornell 14.5 
29 at Chicago 3 15.5 at Minnesota 12.5 
1926 (2-1) 13 Iowa State 21 13 Iowa State 21 
Head Coach: Paul Bender 34 Wisconsin 0 19 Iowa 11 
18 Des Moines 5 19.5 Iowa 4.5 23.5 Nebraska 6.5 
6.5 at Cornell 20.5 20 at Cornell 16 16 at Wisconsin 14 
26.5 Oklahoma 9.5 
1933 (2-1) 1939 (4-3) 
1927 (2-2) Head Coach: Dave McCuskey Head Coach: Dave McCuskey 
Head Coach: Paul Bender 17.5 Cornell 10.5 6 at Illinois 20 
11 Michigan 12 3 at Iowa State 27 24 Wisconsin 8 
14 Wisconsin 9 26 at Iowa 8 32.5 Grinnell 1.5 
33 Des Moines 0 21 Cornell 13 
8 Cornel l 17 1934 (3-2-1) 11 at Minnesota 17 
Head Coach: Dave McCuskey 9 at Iowa State 21 
1928 (2-0) 30 Wisconsin 0 20 at Iowa 10 
Head Coach: Paul Bender 6 Iowa State 28 
20 Northwestern 15 20.5 Missouri 6.5 1940 (7-1) 
31 Monmouth 0 14 Iowa 14 Head Coach: Dave McCuskey 
19 at Minnesota 11 25 at Nebraska 5 
1929 (4-0) 11 at Cornell 21 23 Colorado St. 5 
Head Coach: Paul Bender 13.5 Il linois 10.5 
26 at Northwestern 8 1935 (3-3) 15 at Cornell 11 
19 Purdue 13 Head Coach: Dave McCuskey 17 Iowa State 13 
32 at Monmouth 0 25 at Wisconsin 6 14 at Minnesota 18 
17 Wisconsin 11 13 at Iowa 21 15 Iowa 9 
20.5 Missouri 8.5 26 at Wisconsin 8 
1930 (1 -3) 14 at Minnesota 18 
Head Coach: Paul Bender 24 Nebraska 6 1941 (7-0-1) 
8 Iowa State 25 9 Cornell 19 Head Coach: Dave McCuskey 
13.5 Wisconsin 12.5 12 Minnesota 12 
7.5 at Illinois 26.5 1936 (1-6) 14 at Illinois 12 
6.5 at Iowa 21.5 Head Coach: Dave McCuskey 23 Kansas St. 7 
11 Iowa State 17 17 Cornell 11 
1931 (3-2) 20.5 Nebraska 9.5 21 Chicago 3 
Head Coach: Dave McCuskey 12.5 at Cornell 15.5 15 at Iowa 11 
4.5 Illinois 23.5 12 at Minnesota 18 27 Nebraska 5 
8 Iowa State 20 11 Iowa State 15 15 at Iowa State 9 
25 at Minnesota 5 8 Indiana 22 
27 Chicago 5 9.5 Iowa 22.5 1942 (2-4) 
29 Cornell 3 Head Coach: Dave McCuskey 
1937 (4-2-1) 11 at Cornell 19 
Head Coach: Dave McCuskey 6 Il linois 24 
15.5 Iowa State 16.5 15 Iowa State 11 
17.5 Kansas St. 10.5 16 at Nebraska 12 
9.5 at Minnesota 20.5 9 Iowa 15 
24 Wisconsin 10 11 at Minnesota 17 
23.5 Cornell 4.5 
32 Missouri 0 
16 at Iowa 16 
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1943 (2-0-1) 1951 (9-1) 
Head Coach: Dave McCuskey Head Coach: Dave McCuskey 
27 Minnesota 3 15 at Il linois 9 
14 Michigan St. 14 27 Wheaton 3 
16 at Iowa State 14 21 Michigan St. 10 
22 at Iowa State 6 
1944-45 (No Wrestling) 8 at Oklahoma 20 
17 Nebraska 8 
1946 (5-0-1) 30 at Neb.-Omaha 7 
Head Coach: Dave McCuskey 17 Minnesota 11 
29 at Minnesota 5 18 at Purdue 6 
17 at Illinois 11 17 Cornell 9 
25 Nebraska 5 
20 Iowa State 10 1952 (6-2) 
12 at Michigan St. 12 Head Coach: Dave McCuskey 
24 at Wheaton 8 11 Purdue 14 
21 at Michigan St. 8 
1947 (5-0-2) 29 at Wheaton 2 
Head Coach: Dave McCuskey 8 Oklahoma 19 
_,. 
25 at Iowa State 5 19 at Minnesota 8 
12 Cornell 12 26 at Nebraska 4 
14 Illinois 14 18 Iowa State 10 
33 Wheaton 3 20 at Cornell 6 
28 Kansas State 5 
27 at Minnesota 3 1953 (4-2-1) 
15 Michigan St. 9 Head Coach: Bill Koll 
14 Illinois 14 
1948 (8-1) 16 Cornel l 11 
Head Coach: Dave McCuskey 21 at Marquette 11 
13 at Michigan St. 14 14 at Purdue 13 
24 at Wheaton 6 19 at Mankato St. 8 
28 at Nebraska 5 15 at Minnesota 16 
23 Iowa State 5 13 Michigan St. 16 
28 at Minnesota 11 
24 Oklahoma Tech 5 1954 (3-4) 
38 Western Ill inois 0 Head Coach: Bill Koll 
19 Oklahoma 11 14 Purdue 13 
28 at Cornell 0 19 at So. Dakota St. 10 
11 Mankato St. 14 
1949 (9-0) 4 at Michigan St. 24 
Head Coach: Dave McCuskey 16 at Luther 13 
18 at Illinois 10 8 Minnesota 22 
15 Michigan St. 9 11 at Cornell 19 
32 at Oklahoma Tech 0 
22 at Oklahoma 6 1955 (8-1-2) 
29 Wheaton 5 Head Coach: Bill Koll 
24 Nebraska 5 15 Kansas St. 15 
26 at Iowa State 5 12 at Minnesota 12 
14 at Minnesota 12 20 at Il linois St. 6 
17 Cornell 8 24 South Dakota St. 6 
20 at Mankato St. 14 
1950 (11-0) 27 Nebraska 3 
Head Coach: Dave McCuskey 14 Cornel l 12 
24 Oklahoma 5 27 Luther 10 
25 at Wheaton 3 16 at Purdue 12 
18 at Michigan St. 6 16 Michigan St. 11 
29 Purdue 5 9 at Ill inois 17 
27 Denver 3 
23 at Nebraska 3 1956 (10-0) 
23 Ill inois 2 Head Coach: Bill Koll 
21 at Minnesota 8 23 Illinois St. 9 
20 Iowa State 5 19 Wisconsin 11 
29 Nebraska-Omaha 3 15 at Michigan St. 11 
17 at Cornel l 9 26 Minnesota 6 
21 Mankato St. 10 
26 Ill inois 8 
32 at So. Dakota St. 0 
ALL-TIME DUAL RESULTS 
(1923-2002) 
14 Illinois 13 
6 at Oklahoma St. 24 
1964 (6-7) 
Head Coach: Bill Koll 
18 at Luther 10 
17 Illinois 13 
14 at So. Dakota St. 11 
0 Oklahoma St. 30 
7 Michigan St. 21 
20 at Colorado St. 7 
3 at Colorado 27 
3 at Wyoming 29 
6 at Minnesota 20 
Back: Bill Koll, Ed Lyons 9 Mankato St. 19 
15 at Cornel l 9 3 at Wyoming 23 23 Winona St. 5 
24 at Luther 8 15 Michigan St. 15 0 at Iowa State 34 
21 at Nebraska 13 15 Mankato St. 13 20 Nebraska 6 
33 at Luther 3 
1957 (6-3) 16 at Cornell 11 1965 (2-8-1) 
Head Coach: Bill Koll 11 Minnesota 14 Head Coach: Chuck Patten 
34 South Dakota St. 0 25 Luther 9 
16 at Wisconsin 14 1961 (10-2) 12 South Dakota St. 12 
19 Cornell 11 Head Coach: Bill Koll 11 at Illinois 15 
17 at Kansas St. 12 2a at No. Ill inois 6 5 at Mankato St. 29 
8 at Minnesota 22 19 South Dakota St. 9 0 Minnesota 28 
14 Michigan St. 16 18 at Mankato St. 11 7 Colorado 2a 
27 Nebraska 3 32 Cornell a a at Oklahoma St. 36 
6 at Mankato St. 22 12 at Michigan St. 2a a Iowa State 32 
28 Luther 7 11 Iowa State 16 18 Cornell 11 
14 Colorado St. 12 6 at Michigan St. 2a 
1958 (8-2-1) 17 at Winona St. 1a 6 at Winona St. 22 
Head Coach: Ed Lyons 17 at Minnesota 9 
16 at Cornell 13 29 Luther 3 1966 (6-5) 
17 at Michigan St. 11 27 Nebraska-Omaha 2 Head Coach: Chuck Patten 
25 at So. Dakota St. 5 14 Wyoming 11 17 Ill inois 15 
9 Mankato St. 17 18 at Nebraska 14 
12 Illinois 12 1962 (5-9) 34 at Cornel l 3 
9 Minnesota 19 Head Coach: Bill Koll 25 at Luther 1a 
22 Kansas St. 1a 27 at Neb.-Omaha 3 a at Iowa State 35 
28 Wisconsin 0 13 at So. Dakota St. 16 16 at St. Cloud State 14 
25 at Nebraska 5 8 Michigan St. 19 9 at So. Dakota St. 18 
31 at Luther 3 11 at Minnesota 17 18 Mankato State 16 
19 at No. Ill inois 11 16 Mankato St. 14 6 Moorhead St. 25 
6 at Colorado St. 2a 1a Michigan St. 24 
1959 (8-4) 7 at Wyoming 22 6 at Winona St. 23 
Head Coach: Bill Koll 13 at Colorado 15 
21 Cornell 9 8 at Iowa State 17 1967 (10-7-1) 
1a at Michigan St. 16 23 at Luther 3 Head Coach: Chuck Patten 
34 Nebraska-Omaha a 6 at Illinois 2a 5 at Michigan St. 25 
11 at Wisconsin 14 25 St. Cloud State 5 21 at Eastern Mich. 11 
19 at Illinois 12 23 Winona St. 7 16 at Il linois 15 
16 Colorado Mines 1a 7 Oklahoma St. 19 29 Ft. Hays State 7 
24 Luther 7 18 Bemidji State 13 
11 at Mankato St. 15 1963 (5-7-1) 3 Wisconsin 26 
27 Nebraska 3 Head Coach: Bill Koll 28 Luther 3 
1a at Minnesota 24 21 at St. Cloud State 8 25 South Dakota St. 6 
23 South Dakota St. 3 17 South Dakota St. 9 6 at Mankato State 23 
22 Northern Illinois 5 9 at Mankato St. 17 13 at Moorhead St. 17 
12 Colorado St. 14 29 vs. Concordia 6 
1960 (6-3-2) 12 Minnesota 12 12 Colorado 17 
Head Coach: Bill Koll 3 Iowa State 23 7 vs. Michigan St. 22 
12 Northern Illinois 12 9 Colorado 19 29 vs. Ill inois 6 
14 at So. Dakota St. 13 15 Wyoming 18 16 at Minnesota 16 
24 at Neb.-Omaha 8 5 at Michigan St. 2a 34 Cornell 3 
29 at Nebraska 5 22 Luther 8 22 Northern Illinois 8 
5 at Colorado Mines 22 23 Nebraska-Omaha 8 11 Iowa State 2a 
1968 (17-4) 1971 (12-3) 
Head Coach: Chuck Patten Head Coach: Chuck Patten 
32 at Cornell 8 17 at Minnesota 15 
25 Illinois 5 18 at Iowa 12 
13 at Colorado St. 17 6 Navy 26 
34 St. Cloud State 3 28 at No. Illinois 8 
24 vs. No. Dakota St. 8 9 at Wisconsin 23 
19 vs. Valley State 12 22 Il linois State 16 
19 at So. Dakota St. 16 31 Luther 9 
28 at Luther 9 23 at No. Dakota St. 12 
25 at Western Ill inois 9 45 at North Dakota 3 
21 vs. NE Missouri St. 16 23 at Mankato State 14 
16 Luther 17 30 South Dakota St. 5 
2a Eastern Michigan 9 44 South Dakota 3 
23 North Dakota 6 11 at Michigan St. 21 
27 Mankato State 14 24 at Eastern Mich. 12 
6 Michigan State 21 37 at Moorhead St. 2 
22 at No. Illinois 11 
26 Nebraska 3 1972 (12-5) 
6 at Iowa 21 Head Coach: Chuck Patten 
24 vs. Purdue 8 6 vs. Michigan St. 31 
23 vs. No. Ill inois 6 6 at Iowa 24 
21 Moorhead St. 9 43 Moorhead St. 3 
28 Franklin & Marshall1 0 
1969 (14-4-2) 3a at Luther 6 
Head Coach: Chuck Patten 25 Northern Illinois 13 
22 South Dakota St. 11 18 at Minnesota 15 
27 NW Missouri St. 8 9 vs. Indiana 21 
25 Luther 8 18 at Northwestern 13 
20 at Moorhead St. 8 9 vs. Iowa 25 
27 at No. Dakota St. 5 19 at So. Dakota St. 14 
22 vs. Minot State 9 26 Mankato State 12 
17 at Bemidji State 13 12 Cal Poly SLO 22 
21 at North Dakota 11 48 North Dakota 3 
16 vs. Arizona St. 16 25 North Dakota St. 11 
18 vs. Nebraska 11 35 at South Dakota 5 
14 at Minnesota 17 25 at Western Illinois 9 
5 at Michigan St. 23 
28 at E. Michigan 3 1973 (9-6-1) 
29 vs. Georgia Tech 8 Head Coach: Chuck Patten 
11 vs. Michigan 18 21 vs. Central Mich. 14 
13 at Mankato State 19 28 vs. Cincinnati 13 
21 Western Illinois 5 17 at No. Ill inois 17 
25 Morningside 11 34 South Dakota 6 
14 vs. No. Illinois 14 19 South Dakota St. 21 
29 Cornell 5 38 Luther 3 
28 Colorado 11 
1970 (13-1-2) 12 Minnesota 24 
Head Coach: Chuck Patten 31 at Moorhead St. 9 
23 Eastern Michigan 9 18 at No. Dakota St. 15 
24 North Dakota 8 43 at Augustana (SO) 2 
15 Winona State 15 8 Cal Poly SLO 27 
19 at Luther 13 13 at Mankato State 19 
23 Moorhead St. 14 28 Oregon 11 
17 Purdue 16 12 Oregon State 23 
27 Northern Illinois 8 9 Iowa 26 
33 at Morningside 3 
3 Michigan State 31 1974 (15-2) 
19 NE Missouri St. 16 Head Coach: Chuck Patten 
15 North Dakota St. 15 15 Southern Ill inois 18 
17 Upper Iowa 15 3a vs. Ill inois 11 
19 Mankato State 14 38 at Luther a 
25 at So. Dakota St. 8 31 North Dakota St. 7 
24 at South Dakota 6 46 at South Dakota 2 
18 at Cornell 14 47 vs. Morningside 4 
34 at So. Dakota St. 9 
36 at Augustana (SO) 8 
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(1923-2002) 
22 at St. Cloud State 9 25 at Kentucky 19 16 Athletes in Action 31 
17 Iowa 15 7 at Cleveland St. 27 37 Winona State 3 
21 Mankato State 19 7 Oregon State 31 21 at So. Dakota St. 16 
19 Minnesota 23 36 St. Cloud State 9 31 at Augustana (SO) 8 
21 Northern Illinois 12 6 at No. Dakota St. 33 41 Mankato State 5 
39 Moorhead State 5 15 at North Dakota 17 24 Minnesota 14 
32 at NW Missouri St. 4 15 Cal Poly SLO 21 
49 at Central Missouri 0 22 at Mankato State 18 1981 (15-6) 
33 at Western Illinois 6 31 Nebraska-Omaha 3 Head Coach: Chuck Patten 
9 Iowa State 34 8 Iowa 40 
1975 (15-4) 21 South Dakota St. 16 47 NE Missouri St. 6 
Head Coach: Chuck Patten 43 Luther 6 
35 Luther 6 1978 (12-4) 12 at Iowa State 28 
47 at Moorhead St. 3 Head Coach: Chuck Patten 47 at Central Florida 5 
43 at North Dakota 6 31 at St. Cloud State 7 40 at North Carolina 5 
18 at No. Dakota St. 14 19 Cleveland State 15 26 at No. Carolina St. 17 
14 Illinois 20 17 at Iowa 26 24 at East Carolina 17 
29 at Augustana (SO) 9 28 at Western Ill inois 8 24 Oregon State 14 
44 at Morningside 0 14 at Minnesota 21 15 Arizona State 27 
39 at South Dakota 18 12 at Illinois 24 19 Cal Poly SLO 17 
11 Cal Poly SLO 22 9 Iowa State 31 45 Winona State 0 
28 St. Cloud State 9 39 Moorhead State 7 22 Northwestern 17 
17 Northwestern 14 34 North Dakota St. 12 52 Cornell 0 
27 South Dakota St. 12 34 Mankato State 8 15 Oregon 21 
35 Montclair State 5 18 Kentucky 16 37 at Mankato State 9 
29 at No. Illinois 9 22 at Neb.-Omaha 15 37 South Dakota St. 6 
17 at Mankato State 15 29 at So. Dakota St. 6 23 Louisiana St. 20 
21 Nebraska-Omaha 12 24 at Augustana (SO) 20 17 Cal Bakersfield 29 
19 Minnesota 20 21 Ohio State 12 12 at Nebraska 23 
18 Athletes in Action 16 25 at Southern Il linois 13 24 Missouri 15 
8 at Iowa 31 
1979 (11-5) 1982 (15-2) 
1976 (13-8) Head Coach: Chuck Patten Head Coach: Chuck Patten 
Head Coach: Chuck Patten 6 at Iowa 32 24 Cleveland St. 9 
27 Cleveland State 6 14 Iowa State 27 33 Northern Michigan 12 
31 at Luther 9 40 vs. Western Illinois 9 9 at Iowa 34 
26 Kentucky 24 45 at Central Missouri 3 48 vs. Marquette 3 
27 SIU-Edwardsville 18 30 vs. So. Illinois 17 44 vs. Drake 0 
17 at Illinois 19 41 at Central Florida 6 27 at Northwestern 11 
21 Lehigh 15 31 at Florida lnt'l 17 24 at Lock Haven 12 
41 Moorhead State 0 27 vs. So. Dakota St. 10 30 at West Virginia 12 
39 Morningside 3 22 at Florida 14 23 Lehigh 18 
23 at So. Dakota St. 12 16 Cal Poly SLO 17 10 Iowa State 23 
23 at Augustana (SO) 9 7 Oregon State 31 40 Illinois 3 
13 Michigan 27 33 at Ohio State 8 27 at Missouri 11 
35 South Dakota 5 54 vs. Purdue 0 52 Mankato State 0 
13 SIU-Edwardsville 15 42 at Mankato State 5 45 at So. Dakota St. 0 
14 North Dakota St. 18 13 Arizona State 18 44 at Augustana (SO) 3 
13 Mankato State 21 27 Oregon 10 27 Nebraska 10 
8 Iowa 37 34 at Kentucky 3 
17 at Neb.-Omaha 23 1980 (14-5-1) 
14 at Iowa State 26 Head Coach: Chuck Patten 1983 (17-3) 
19 vs. Nebraska 14 39 Cleveland State 7 Head Coach: Don Briggs 
11 vs. Northwestern 23 42 Wartburg 4 41 Kentucky 3 
19 at Minnesota 18 37 Luther 6 45 No. Michigan 2 
3 at Iowa 41 8 Iowa 33 
1977 (12-8) 23 Louisiana State 23 33 Cal Bakersfield 6 
Head Coach: Chuck Patten 44 Augustana (Ill 2 31 North Carolina 8 
3 at Iowa 37 39 at Florida lnt' l 9 25 at Lock Haven 14 
21 Augustana (SO) 14 46 vs. Carson-Newman 3 23 at Lehigh 22 
43 Luther 3 43 at Central Florida 7 23 at Clarion 17 
27 at South Dakota 11 15 at Auburn 26 20 at Missouri 19 
24 Illinois 10 15 at Georgia 19 26 at Eastern Ill inois 14 
38 at Morningside 9 16 Kentucky 25 27 at Ill inois 10 
29 at Florida 17 9 Iowa State 24 20 at Minnesota 19 
23 at UT-Chatt. 12 39 Central Missouri 5 42 South Dakota St. 8 
12 at Tennessee 24 42 NE Missouri St. 3 33 Minnesota 8 
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6 at Iowa State 33 11 Iowa State 26 
39 Augustana (SO) 3 43 Drake 0 
45 at Drake 4 21 Michigan 18 
39 at Mankato State 13 * Virginia Duals 
34 Cal Poly SLO 12 
16 at Nfilbraska 24 1987 (18-6) 
Head Coach: Don Briggs 
1984 (12-6) 11 Iowa 31 
Head Coach: Don Briggs 10 vs. Weber State 35 
8 at Wisconsin 29 37 vs. NW Missouri 14 
31 Cleveland St. 12 27 Minnesota 12 
23 SIU-Edwardsville 14 17 North Carol ina 25 
14 at Iowa 30 37 Augustana (SO) 3 
33 New Mexico 12 21 *Virginia 15 
16 Oklahoma State 21 12 *Penn State 28 
11 at Oklahoma 29 20 *No. Carolina St. 15 
33 Lehigh 13 26 *Arizona State 10 
28 at Augustana (SO) 17 21 *North Carolina 19 ., 
46 at So. Dakota St. 3 19 *Bloomsburg 16 
24 Wisconsin 13 26 at Leh igh 16 
18 Missouri 17 51 vs. Livingstone 2 
21 Iowa State 17 33 vs. Carson-Newman 15 
12 at Minnesota 33 24 vs. Edinboro 14 
42 Drake 3 19 Wiscons in 15 
46 at Mankato State 6 27 at Minnesota 11 
23 Michigan State 19 32 SIU-Edwardsville 15 
22 Nebraska 24 32 Nebraska 11 
12 at Iowa State 25 
1985 (9-8) 29 at Drake 12 
Head Coach: Don Briggs 21 at Missouri 22 
8 Wisconsin 27 30 at Eastern Ill inois 8 
57 SW Missouri St. 0 * Virgin ia Duals 
12 at SIU-E'ville 25 
21 at Missouri 23 1988 (14-3) 
28 at Eastern Il linois 12 Head Coach: Don Briggs 
3 Iowa 43 22 at Wisconsin 12 
25 North Carolina 10 14 at Iowa 24 
23 at Cal Poly SLO 14 20 Minnesota 18 
27 at Fresno State 9 37 Missouri 7 
41 at New Mexico 6 21 at Ohio State 14 
13 at Oklahoma State 26 26 *Indiana 10 
8 at Wisconsin 24 26 *Bloomsburg 3 
38 at Drake 6 3 *Arizona State 20 
17 at Michigan 25 39 *No. Carolina St. 3 
43 Wyoming 0 21 *Oklahoma 16 
5 at Iowa State 35 19 Iowa State 17 
28 at Nebraska 11 44 Northern Illinois 5 
25 at Nebraska 15 
1986 (12-8) 41 at SW Missouri St. 3 
Head Coach: Don Briggs 13 at Oklahoma St. 24 
12 at Wisconsin 21 36 Eastern Il linois 12 
9 at Iowa 39 42 Drake 3 
23 Oklahoma State 15 *Virginia Duals 
27 Lock Haven 8 
46 New Mexico 3 
44 Morgan State 6 
44 vs. Illinois State 3 
12 vs. Penn State 21 
19 vs. Arizona State 29 
29 *Clemson 11 
24 *Oklahoma 28 
15 *Wisconsin 23 
23 *West Virginia 16 
18 *Bloomsburg 20 
6 at North Carolina 28 
35 Missouri 12 
24 vs. Illinois 17 
1988 Panther Team 
ALL-TIME DUAL RESULTS 
(1923-2002) 
1989 (12-6) 1992 (11-4) 6 at Iowa State 
Head Coach: Don Briggs Head Coach: Don Briggs 30 vs. No. Il linois 
11 Iowa 26 4 at Iowa 35 12 Nebraska 
12 at Minnesota 24 31 at Fresno St. 15 21 at No. Dakota St. 
39 New Mexico 4 39 vs. California (PA) 0 17 Ohio State 
17 *Bloomsburg 18 32 at Cal Bakersfield 9 * Vi rginia Duals 
19 *North Carolina 24 32 at Cal Ful lerton 6 
27 vs. Army 14 21 Minnesota 16 1996 (5-12) 
35 vs. SIU-E'vil le 4 5 Iowa State 32 Head Coach: Don Briggs 
27 at Missouri 16 24 Missouri 16 0 at Iowa 
47 SW Missouri St. 0 37 Eastern Illinois 3 39 James Madison 
18 at I ow a State 20 32 Drake 5 4 vs. Indiana 
33 at No. Illinois 8 43 SW Missouri St. 2 21 at Edinboro 
29 at Eastern Il linois 16 51 Northern Ill inois 0 11 at Pittsburgh 
38 vs. UT-Chatt. 3 45 Il linois State 5 45 *NE Missouri St. 
23 North Carol ina St. 9 17 at Purdue 21 31 *Nebraska-Omaha 
28 Nebraska 15 17 at Nebraska 19 6 * Indiana 
13 Oklahoma State 23 4 at Wisconsin 
26 Ohio State 14 1993 (10-7) 12 Missouri 
32 at Drake 5 Head Coach: Don Briggs 12 at Purdue 
*Virginia Duals 9 Iowa 31 33 vs. Eastern Il linois 
27 at Edinboro 7 7 Iowa State 
1990 (12-4) 29 at Clarion 9 6 at Nebraska 
Head Coach: Don Briggs 17 at Bloomsburg 12 28 at Ohio 
23 Minnesota 15 28 *Brown 9 6 at Ohio State 
7 at Iowa 39 21 *Clemson 19 6 vs. Ill inois 
35 Missouri 8 19 *Wisconsin 16 * Northern Iowa Duals 
34 at Cal State Chico 5 12 *Minnesota 24 
22 at Fresno State 10 7 Nebraska 28 1997 (7-8) 
23 at Cal Bakersfield 16 12 #Fresno St. 25 Head Coach: Don Briggs 
31 at Cal Poly SLO 6 18 #Oregon St. 20 30 at Georgia State 
20 at Cal Fullerton 15 31 at Drake 9 34 at UT-Chatt. 
33 SIU-Edwardsville 15 12 at Iowa St. 25 14 *Cornell 
3 at Oklahoma St. 30 36 vs. No. Ill inois 15 16 *Leh igh 
39 at SW Missouri St. 6 16 at Minnesota 27 18 Ohio 
14 Iowa State 20 19 Purdue 18 28 #Marquette 
40 Eastern Ill inois 4 25 Cal Bakersfield 10 24 #Wyoming 
10 at Nebraska 26 * Virginia Duals (2nd place) 23 #Ohio 
30 Drake 8 # National Duals 13 Wisconsin 
35 Northern Illinois 7 22 at Eastern Il linois 
1994 (5-7) 20 at Missouri 
1991 (16-5) Head Coach: Don Briggs 3 at Oklahoma 
Head Coach: Don Briggs 37 North Dakota St. 10 21 Nebraska 
24 vs. Minnesota 12 8 at Iowa 30 6 Ohio State 
11 Iowa 34 22 Nebraska-Omaha 16 4 at Iowa State 
36 vs. SW Missouri 6 25 Lehigh 16 *Virginia Duals 
19 at Missouri 18 18 Iowa State 16 # Northern Iowa Duals 
26 Purdue 10 21 at Mankato State 14 
5 at Iowa State 32 6 at Oklahoma St. 41 1998 (5-9) 
38 
13 
30 
19 
22 
44 
9 
39 
24 
29 
4 
7 
30 
39 
27 
25 
9 
34 
31 
18 
38 
35 
13 
12 
19 
23 
22 
18 
18 
20 
24 
17 
19 
37 
23 
34 
34 
14 *Ohio State 21 17 at SW Missouri St. 18 Head Coach: Mark Manning 
48 *Ithaca 0 12 Minnesota 26 18 at Indiana 16 
22 *Michigan 15 15 at Ohio State 25 9 Penn State 34 
23 *West Vi rginia 16 15 vs. Ill inois 24 16 at Cal Bakersfield 30 
7 *Iowa 35 6 at Nebraska 29 27 vs. Cal Fu llerton 20 
20 *Nebraska 24 30 *Marquette 19 
43 vs. Illinois 3 1995 (4-11) 16 *Wartburg 24 
33 Nebraska 9 Head Coach: Don Briggs 25 *Northern Ill inois 22 
47 at No. Il linois 2 9 at Minnesota 30 20 at Wisconsin 25 
36 at Eastern Ill inois 9 4 Iowa 40 25 at Wyoming 21 
35 vs. Ill inois State 3 12 at Neb.-Omaha 26 14 Missouri 23 
26 at Drake 9 12 *Edinboro 26 16 at Neb.-Omaha 27 
21 Oklahoma St. 16 21 *VMI 19 6 at Nebraska 33 
26 Indiana 9 22 *Syracuse 17 19 at No. Illinois 22 
35 Wyoming 3 6 *Navy 33 3 Iowa State 32 
* National Duals 6 *Pennsylvania 29 *Northern Iowa Duals 
7 Wisconsin 35 
6 at Missouri 37 
1999 (8-10) 
Head Coach: Mark Manning 2002 (7-8) 
18 at Minnesota State 22 Head Coach: Brad Penrith 
11 Northwestern 31 33 Boise State 6 
19 *Oregon State 24 26 Wisconsin 12 
30 *Wyoming 10 10 at Iowa 27 
16 *Cal Bakersfield 27 26 Oregon 16 
28 HUT-Chattanooga 11 18 at Iowa State 20 
13 #Ill inois 18 18 at Northern Illinois 12 
24 #Lehigh 13 33 at Eastern Illinois 9 
16 #Rider 22 12 *Minnestoa 27 
29 UW-Stevens Point 12 17 *Fresno State 20 
31 Eastern Il linois 10 36 Wis.-La Crosse 6 
15 Nebraska 21 6 at Oklahoma 31 
34 Marquette 21 6 at Oklahoma State 30 
29 at Missouri 12 24 at Wyoming 9 
6 at Minnesota 33 17 at Air Force W 17 
25 Northern Illinois 20 12 Iowa State 25 
17 Nebraska-Omaha 24 * National Duals 
6 at Iowa State 38 
* Lone Star Duals 
#Virginia Duals 
2000 (10-5-2) 
Head Coach: Mark Manning 
17 Wisconsin 17 
15 at Iowa 25 
6 Minnesota 27 
26 Ohio State 15 
35 *Virginia 10 
25 *Pittsburgh 12 
25 *Michigan 16 
6 *Edinboro 27 
24 at Purdue 14 
33 at Marquette 13 
33 at Neb.-Omaha 6 
20 at Nebraska 20 
30 at Eastern Ill inois 9 
32 at No. Il linois 6 
3 at Oklahoma State 29 
31 Missouri 2 
8 Iowa State 33 
*Virginia Duals 
2001 (11-8) 
Head Coach: Brad Penrith 
3 at Minnesota 36 
19 at Wisconsin 20 
16 Iowa 32 
23 Purdue 13 
43 *Neosho CC 6 
31 *Northwestern 9 
25 *Fresno State 10 
15 *Oklahoma 23 
3 at Ohio State 30 
48 #Binghamton 6 
31 #Ashland 21 
33 #Cleveland State 12 
30 Wyoming 6 
46 Marquette 4 
9 Oklahoma State 31 
20 Nebraska 26 
41 Eastern Illinois 3 
31 Northernn Illinois 10 
15 at Iowa State 29 
*Texas Duals 
#Wendy's Duals 
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ALL-TIME LETTERMEN 
Deutsch. Joe 1982 Harmon, Maynard 1932 
Deutsch. Todd 1984,87 Harms. Gene 1959 
Dilley, Clyde 1951,53 Harrison, Jeff 2002 
Dillon, Tim 1969 Harri son. John 1951 
Dodd, Randy 1975 Hartle, Nate 1992,93 
Dodd. Ronnie 1976 Hartle, Steve 1990,91,92,93 
Dodge, Dave 1959,61 Hassel. Scott 1991,92,93 
Donnelly, Bill 1982 Hassman. Vernon 1941 
Dotson, Bill 1961,62,63 Hatchett. Joe 1972 
Downs, Doug 1987,88,89 Hattlestad. Neil 1960 
Draper, Mike 1979 Hauan, Eric 2002 
Duff, Tim 1998 Heaton. Dick 1957,58 
Duneman, Eldon 1974 Herber. Greg 1990,91 
Dunham, Dan 1961,62,63 Herman, Ed 1977 
Dunmire. Eric 2000,01 Hoemann. Steve 1963 
Ken Bigley Dyrdahl, Phil 1980 Hogan. Pat 1986,87,88,89 
-A- Boston, Dick 1967 Horton. Tom 1967,68 Huffman, Paul 1987,88,89,90 _,.. 
AI itz, Leroy 1948 Boudreaux, Chad 2000,01 -E- Hubbard, Tyler 2002 
Allen, Clark 1971 Bowen. Keith 1941.42.43 Edwards. Chuck 1951 Hynek, Paul 2000,01 ,02 
Allen, Mike 1970 Brainerd. Jim 1961 ,62 Engel, Rich 1964,65,66 
Allison. Vern 1972.73 Breitbach. Dean 1940 Erickson, Dick 1974.75.77 
Altman. Frank 1950 Brewer, Dustin 2002 Eriksen. Finn 1935 -I-
Anderson. Marty 1986,87,88 Briggs, Dick 1975.76.77.78 lgram. Cassim 1975.76 
Antone, Joe 1959 Brown. Eric 2001 
-F- Isaacson. Roger 1940 
Archambault, Eldon 1945 Bruhl, Brad 1992,93 
Arends. Jesse 1931 Bruhl, Elwyn 1973 
Finn, Kevin 1978.79 
-J-
Armey, Robert 1995,97,98 Bueghly, Keith 1937 Flach, Nick 1998,99,00 Bush, Russ 1947.48.49 Formanek, Dick 1955,56,57 Jensen. Dave 1961 ,62 Arvold, Bruce 1981 Byrne. Jamie 1990,91 ,92,93 Fox. Jim 1942 Jensen. Delbert 1940 Asche, Mike 1978 Fox. Joe 1961,62 Jindrich. John 1941 Austin. Dick 1963,64,65 Fox, Mark 1971.72.73 Johnson, Hesston 2002 
-C- Freeman. Frank 1960,61 ,62 Johnson. Mark 1983 
-B- Camarata. August 1948 Fuglsang, Gregg 1991 Jones. Bret 1997 
Bagenstos, Jon 1977 Cameron. Tom 1966 
-G- Jones, Jerry 1956,60 
Bahr. Chris 1995,96,97,98 Ceilley, Bernie 1955 
Bahr. Dennis 1964,66 Chambers, Don 1969 Gallagher, Ken 1979,80,81 ,82 
-K-Cheney, Ray 1937 Garcia. Tom 1974.75 Balvanz, Jim 1977.79 Christensen. Craig 1975 Garvin, Jon 2001,02 Kahl, Kevin 1986,87,88,89 Balvanz, Tim 1972.73.74 
Barnett. Wes 1964,65 Clark, Jim 1952 Gatto, Gus 
1952,53,54,55 Keller, Dan 1973.7 4.75.76 
Claude, Steve 1972 Gerber, Arthur 1932 Keller, Eric 1998,99 Barry, Dave 1946 Clemmensen, Harvey 1947 Gienger. Gerry 1957,58,59 Kelly, Drew 2001,02 Bartels, Scott 1974 Clutter. Jeff 1985,86 Gilson. Ed 1965 Kerker. Mike 1999 Barton. Ben 1995,96,97,98 Cobb, Dian 1980,81,82,84 Goetz, Dennis 1966,67 Kiger, Dean 1965,66 Seal. Ray 1957 Cole. Jerry 1966 Gormally, Joe 1978.79.81,82 Kinyon. Jim 1967,68 Beamer. Burt 1996,98,99 Collopy, Lloyd 1949 Grant. Dave 1984,85 Kjeldgaard, Dan 1994,95,96,97 Bean. Clyde 1950,51,52 Cook. Dale 1952,55 Grant, Duane 1981 Kjeldgaard. Doug 1992,94 Becicka. Steve 1966 Cook, Lowell 1951 Greenlee, Joel 1986,87,88,89 Klar. Luverne 1948.49.50 Beerman. Dan 1995 Cordaro. Frank 1970.71.73 Greenlee. Justin 1992,93,94,95 Koenig, Bob 2000,01 ,02 Bellock, Skip 1968,69.70 Cormaney, AI 1966 Gribben. Joe 1986,87 Koenig, Tom 2001,02 Bennethum. Curt 1991,92 Cormaney, Wayne 1962,63,64 Guldberg, Larry 1958,59 Koll, Bill 1946.47.48 Bennett. Troy 1994,95 Carnally, Tom 1977 Gulick. Bruce 1967 Koontz. Tony 1986 Benning, Brian 1993 Corrigan, Don 1957 Guyer. Jim 1967,68,69 Kopriva. Leroy 1959 Benson, Rick 1975 Coulter. Dave 1978 Kreimeyer. Paul 1982,83,84,85 Bentrim. Gary 1976.77.78 Crandall, Don 1966 
-H- Kriebs. John 1981,82,83,84 Berg, Greg 1990,91 Crees, Dave 1985,86 Kurth. Kevin 1979,80 Bigley, Ken 1996,97,98,99 Cummings, Ryan 1995 Haag, Jason 1997,98 Kutz. Ryan 1995 Billerbeck. Mark 1975 Cunningham. Dave 197 4.75.76.77 Hagen. Brent 1980 Bird. Mike 1979 Halligan. Pat 1957 
Black. Dick 1949 Hallman, Bob 1981,82,83,84 -L-
Blaser. Gene 1956 -0- Hamilton. Pat 1988,89,90 Lane. Jerry 1958,59,60 
Blasingame, Jim 1974.75.76 Davis. Tony 1999,00 Hansen. Kyle 1999,00,01 ,02 Lappe, Todd 1988,89,90 
Boeck. Bob 1970.71.72 Dawson, Larry 1972.75 Hansen. Roger 1954 Lawrenz, Nate 1999,00,01 ,02 
Boeding, Bill 1979 DeBerg, Mark 1973 Hanson. Lloyd 1964 Leeman. Gerald 1946 
Bond. Jerry 1966,67,68 Deike, Dallas 1977 Hanson, Tony 1987,88 Lembeck, Chris 1985,86,88,89 
Bossard, Dave 1985 Delp, Barry 1980 Harmon. Jim 1952,53,58,59 Leonard. Bob 1976.77 
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ALL-TIME LETTERMEN 
Leonard, Scott 
Lewallen, Jim 
Livingood, Brandon 
Llewellyn, Jay 
Llewellyn, Mike 
Loffredo, Fred 
Long, Dylan 
Lott, Dave 
Lovell, Alan 
Lundvall, Martin 
Luttrell , Larry 
Lybbert, Gene 
-M-
Maher. Dick 
Majors, Randy 
Malecek, Dave 
Manchio, Mark 
Manning, Cory 
Martin, Duaine 
Martin, Larry 
Martin, Leon 
Mashek, Dan 
Massey, Keith 
Masteller, Ed 
McCarron, Pat 
McClure, Bruce 
McCready, Mike 
McCrillis, Jim 
McNeil, Bill 
Meador. Mike 
Mehlin, Ron 
Melvin, Jeff 
Messerly, Larry 
Meyers, Gary 
Miller, Jim 
Minnick, Ted 
Moeller, Jay 
Moeller, Jon 
Monroe, Jim 
Morningstar, Scott 
Moore, Brian 
Markel, Dave 
Morris, Bob 
Matt, Cecil 
Mulnix, Dave 
Murphy, Jim 
Murphy, Tom 
Murray, Scott 
Myers. Kirk 
Todd Lappe 
1987 
1965 
2001 
1980,81,83,84 
1985,86,88 
1953,54 
2001 , 02 
1980 
1989 
1951 
1979,81,82,83 
1950,51 
1959,60 
1982,83 
1991,92,93,94 
2002 
1991,92 
1989,90 
1973 
1941.42.43 
1968,69 
1985,87,88 
1955,56,57 
1953 
1975.76.77 
1970.71.72 
1966 
1960,61 
1970.71 
1963 
1975.76 
1966,67 
1974 
Natvig, Alvie 
Natvig, Davis 
Nelson. Bill 
Nicol, Dave 
Noecker, Norbert 
Novak, Tim 
Oglesby, Floyd 
Dies. Ray 
Omvig, Randy 
Orr, Gay 
Orr, Louis 
Orr, Orville 
Osboe, Kent 
Ott, Mike 
Owen, Ron 
Parker, Don 
Patten, Chuck 
Paulson, Brent 
Payne, Jason 
Pearl. Keith 
Pero, Glenn 
-N-
1934 
1937,38 
1947.49,50 
1970.71)3 
1928 
1994,95 
-0-
1950 
1951,52,53 
1971)3.74.75 
1928 
1928 
1931 
1967,68,69 
1971 
1966 
-P-
1965,66,67 
1959,60,61 
1995 
2000,01,02 
2002 
1997,98 
1972.73.74.75 
1961 
1973.74 
1970.71 .72.73 
1964,65 
1981,83,84,85 
1981 
1981 ,82,83,84 
1953 
1941.42.46 
1973.74 
1959 
1957 
1994,95,96,97 
1978,79,80,82 Jon Moeller 
Pickford, Pat 
Pike, Dave 
Pinch, Chuck 
Pippert, Shawn 
Pollard, Gary 
Poolman. Keith 
Powell, Kevin 
Powers, Rich 
Prehm, Dave 
Pugh, Randy 
Pustelnik, Mark 
Ray, Jerry 
-R-
Rayman, Brian 
Rausenberger, Dick 
Rechtfertig, Larry 
Reiland, Marv 
Reiss. Lyle 
Rhodes, Dusty 
Rial, Mark 
Rosonke, Jerry 
Sallis, Kirk 
-S-
Sanford, Jim 
Schwab, Mark 
Schwab, Mike 
Sharp, Bob 
Shedenhelm, Kevin 
Shedenhelm, Kurt 
Showalter, Andy 
Shutt, Wayne 
Smith, Bill 
Smith, Jack 
Snyder. Ken 
Solon, Lindy 
Sondgeroth, Jeff 
Sondgeroth, Lew 
Sothmann. Mark 
Spangler, Kent 
Sperry, Dan 
Sproles, Efonda 
Steffensmeier. Gary 
Steinkamp, Dave 
Stender, Sean 
Stephens, Joe 
Sterner. Wes 
Stevens, Bob 
Stoeker, Fred 
Stolz, Brad 
Straw Larry 
Sweeting, Tony 
Tgiros, Sonny 
Trautman, Bob 
Tredway, Doug 
Turner, Hal 
Tyree, Burke 
-T-
1985,86 
1970.71.72.73 
1955 
1994 
1963,64 
1976.77.78.79 
1999 
1989,90,91,92 
1976.78.79 
1999,00 
1988,89,90,91 
1958,59,60,61 
1994 
1963 
1967 
1968,69.70 
1963 
1994 
1999,00,01 
1960 
1978.79 
1960,61,62,63 
1986,88,89,90 
1985,86,87,88 
1955 
1986 
1984,86,87,88 
1992,93,94 
1966,67,68 
1949,50,51 
1959,60,61 
1973.74.75 
1951 
1986,87 
1984,85 
1969.70 
1967 
1994 
1980,81,82 
1989,90,91,92 
1966,67 
2002 
1996 
1953 
1961,62 
1950 
1968,69 
1965 
1999 
1955 
1964,66 
1980,81,82 
1976.77 
1991,92,93 
-V-
Vaughan, Tim 
VanOosbree, Mike 
VanVoorhis, Boyd 
Vovos,John 
-W-
wachenheim. Lee 
Waddell. Drew 
Waters, Arland 
Watts, Tracy 
Weatherman, Jeff 
Weber. Keith 
Weber, Kevin 
Wedeking, Kevin 
Wedgbury, Jason 
Weick, Bill 
Weisinger, Bruce 
Wessely, Tony 
White, Greg 
Whorton, Roger 
Wieland, Tony 
Wilkinson, Steve 
Williams, Dave 
Williams. Wendell 
Wilson, Don 
Wilson, Joe 
Wingert, Mike 
Wise, Lee 
Woodall, Mike 
1981 
1981 
1959 
1957,58 
1951 
1981 
1958,59 
1993 
1984,85,86,87 
1997,99,00,01 
1999 
1980,82 
1993,95,96 
1951,52,55 
1981,82 
1979,80 
1989,90 
1966 
1996,97,99,00 
1977 
1990 
1962 
1961,62 
1969 
1964,65 
1964,65 
1977.78.79 
Mike Wooda ll 
Yoder, Ross 
Youel, Josh 
Young, Clint 
Young, Keith 
Zelinski, John 
-Y-
-Z-
1981 
1980,81 
1969.70.71 
1949,50,51 
1997 
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ALL-TIME RECORDS 
VS. OPPONENTS 
Series 
Opponent w L T Began 
Ashland 1 0 0 2001 
Air Force 0 1 0 2002 
American 0 0 0 2003 
Arizona State 1 4 1 1969 
Army 1 0 0 1989 
Auburn 0 1 0 1980 
Augustana (SO) 12 0 0 1973 
Binghamton 1 0 0 2001 
Bemidji State 3 0 0 1967 
Bloomsburg 3 2 0 1986 
Boise State 1 0 0 2002 
Brown 1 0 0 1993 
California (PA) 1 0 0 1992 
Cal Poly SLO 4 5 0 1972 
Cal State Bakersfield 4 3 0 1981 
Cal State-Chico 1 0 0 1990 
Cal State Fullerton 3 0 0 1990 
Carson-Newman 2 0 0 1980 
Central Florida 3 0 0 1979 
Central Michigan 1 0 0 1973 
Central Missouri 3 0 0 1974 
Chicago 4 0 0 1931 
Cincinnati 1 0 0 1973 
Clarion 2 0 0 1983 
Clemson 3 0 0 1986 
Cleveland State 5 1 0 1976 
Colorado 1 5 0 1962 
Colorado Mines 3 3 0 1940 
Colorado State 3 3 0 1940 
Concordia 1 0 0 1967 
Cornell 0 1 0 1997 
Cornell (lA) 29 9 1 1923 
Denver 1 0 0 1950 
Des Moines 4 0 0 1924 
Drake 12 0 0 1982 
East Carolina 1 0 0 1981 
Eastern Illinois 14 0 0 1983 
Eastern Michigan 5 0 0 1967 
Edinboro 2 3 0 1987 
Ellsworth 1 0 0 1925 
Florida 2 0 0 1977 
Florida International 2 0 0 1979 
Fort Hays State 1 0 0 1967 
Franklin & Marshall 1 0 0 1972 
Fresno State 4 2 0 1985 
Georgia 0 1 0 1980 
Georgia State 1 0 0 1997 
Georgia Tech 1 0 0 1969 
Grinnell 2 0 0 1938 
Illinois 20 13 3 1930 
Illinois State 6 0 0 1955 
Indiana 3 4 0 1936 
Iowa 8 34 2 1930 
Iowa State 14 44 0 1924 
Ithaca 1 0 0 1991 
James Madison 1 0 0 1996 
Kansas State 7 0 0 1937 
Kentucky 5 1 0 1976 
Lehigh 7 1 0 1976 
Livingstone 1 0 0 1987 
Lock Haven 3 0 0 1982 
Louisiana State 1 0 1 1980 
Luther 25 1 0 1954 
Last 
Meeting Opponent 
2001 Minnesota State-Mankato 
2002 Marquette 
Michigan 
1988 Michigan State 
1989 Minnesota 
1980 Minot State 
1987 Missouri 
2001 Montclair State 
1969 Monmouth 
1993 Morgan State 
2002 Morningside 
1993 Moorhead State 
1992 Navy 
1990 Nebraska 
1999 Nebraska-Omaha 
1990 New Mexico 
1998 North Carolina 
1987 North Carolina State 
1980 North Dakota 
1973 North Dakota State 
1980 Northeast Missouri 
1941 Northern State 
1973 Northern Illinois 
1993 Northern Michigan 
1993 Northwestern 
1983 Northwest Missouri 
1967 Ohio 
1968 Ohio State 
1968 Oklahoma 
1967 Oklahoma State 
1997 Oregon 
1981 Oregon State 
1950 Parsons 
1927 Penn State 
1993 Pittsburgh 
1981 Purdue 
2002 Rider 
1971 St. Cloud State 
2000 Simpson 
1925 South Dakota 
1979 South Dakota State 
1980 Southwest Missouri 
1967 Southern Illinois 
1972 Tennessee 
2002 Tennessee-Chattanooga 
1980 Upper Iowa 
1997 Valley State 
1969 Virginia 
1939 Wartburg 
1999 Weber State 
1992 Western Il linois 
1998 West Virginia 
2002 Wheaton 
2002 Winona State 
1991 Wisconsin 
1996 Wisconsin-La Crosse 
1957 Wisconsin-Stevens Point 
1983 Wyoming 
1999 
1987 
1986 
1981 
1981 
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Series Last 
w L T Began Meeting 
22 12 0 1953 1999 
6 0 0 1982 2001 
3 4 0 1927 2000 
9 18 3 1943 1984 
25 29 4 1931 2002 
1 0 0 1969 1969 
16 5 0 1934 2000 
1 0 0 1969 1969 
2 0 0 1928 1929 
1 0 0 1986 1986 
6 0 0 1969 1977 
10 2 0 1969 1978 
0 1 0 1971 1971 
30 13 1 1935 2001 
13 4 0 1950 2000 
4 0 0 1984 1989 
4 3 0 1981 1989 .; 
4 0 0 1981 1989 
6 1 0 1968 1977 
9 2 1 1968 1994 
5 0 0 1968 1996 
1 0 0 1968 1968 
21 1 3 1958 2002 
2 0 0 1982 1983 
8 2 0 1928 2001 
5 0 0 1969 1986 
2 1 0 1996 1997 
5 6 0 1978 2001 
5 7 0 1926 2002 
4 13 0 1948 2002 
3 1 0 1973 2002 
1 5 0 1973 1999 
1 0 0 1925 1925 
0 3 0 1986 1998 
1 1 0 1996 2000 
12 3 1 1929 2001 
0 1 0 1999 1999 
5 0 0 1961 1978 
2 0 0 1924 1925 
8 0 0 1970 1977 
26 3 1 1954 1984 
6 1 0 1984 1994 
7 3 0 1974 1990 
0 1 0 1977 1977 
4 0 0 1977 1999 
1 0 0 1970 1970 
1 0 0 1968 1968 
2 0 0 1987 2000 
1 1 0 1980 1998 
0 1 0 1986 1986 
7 0 0 1948 1979 
3 0 0 1982 1991 
7 0 0 1946 1952 
5 2 1 1961 1981 
18 13 1 1927 2002 
1 0 0 2002 2002 
1 0 0 1999 1999 
8 4 0 1960 2002 
2002-03 OPPONENTS 
Arizona State 
NOVEMBER 30, CEDAR FALLS 
Location: 
Enrollment: 
Nickname: 
Colors: 
Conference: 
Athletic Director: 
Head Coach 
Career Record: 
Record at School: 
Tempe, Arizona 
45,693 
Sun Devils 
Maroon and Gold 
Pacific-10 
Gene Smith 
Thom Ortiz 
9-4 (1 yr.) 
Same 
Assistant Coaches: Townsend Saunders, 
Aaron Simpson 
2001-02 Dual Record: 9-5 
2002 Conference Finish: 1st 
2002 NCAA Finish 12th 
Lettermen Returning/Lost: 10/3 
Wrestling SID: Alex Ryan 
Office Phone 480-965-6592 
Fax 480-965-5408 
E-Mail: alex.ryan@asu.edu 
WWW Address: www.thesundevils.com 
SERIES HISTORY: ASU LEADS 1-4-1 
1987-88 L 3-20 1980-81 L 15-27 
1986-87 W 26-10 1978-79 L 13-18 
1985-86 L 19-29 1968-69 T 16-16 
Wisconsin 
DECEMBER 1, MADISON, WIS. 
Location: 
Enrollment: 
Nickname: 
Colors: 
Conference: 
Athletic Director: 
Head Coach: 
Career Record: 
Record at School: 
Madison, Wis. 
40,610 
Badgers 
Cardinal and White 
Big Ten 
Pat Richter 
Barry Davis 
76-72-6 (9 yrs.) 
Same 
Bart Chelesvig, Cory Wallman 
11-10 
Assistant Coaches: 
2001-02 Dual Record: 
2002 Conference Finish: 
2002 NCAA Finish 
9th 
T-26th 
Lettermen Returning/Lost: 
Wrestling SID: 
Office Phone 
Fax: 
E-Mail 
WWW Address: 
12/4 
Jessica Burda 
608-262-2255 
608-262-8184 
JDB@athletics.wisc.edu 
www.UWBadgers.com 
SERIES HISTORY: UNI LEADS 18-13-1 
2001-02 W 26-12 L 12-21 
2000-01 L 19-20 1984-85 L 8-24 
1999-00 T 17-17 L 8-27 
1997-98 L 20-25 1983-84 W 24-13 
1996-97 L 13-24 L 8-29 
1995-96 L 4-39 1970-71 L 9-23 
1994-95 L 7-35 1966-67 L 3-26 
1992-93 W 19-16 1958-89 L 11-14 
1987-88 w 22-12 1957-58 w 28-0 
1986-87 w 19-15 1956-57 w 16-14 
1985-86 L 15-23 1955-56 W 19-11 
1939-40 w 26-8 1933-34 w 30-0 
1938-39 w 24-8 1931-32 w 34-0 
1937-38 w 16-14 1929-30 w 13.5-12.5 
1936-37 w 24-10 1928-29 w 17-11 
1934-35 w 25-6 1926-27 w 14-9 
Iowa 
DECEMBER 13, CEDAR FALLS 
Location: 
Enrol lment: 
Iowa City, Iowa 
28,311 
Nickname: Hawkeyes 
Colors: Old Gold and Black 
Conference: Big Ten 
Athletic Oirector: Bob Bowlsby 
Head Coach: Jim Zalesky 
Career Record: 78-15 (5 yrs.) 
Record at School: Same 
Assistant Coaches: Tom Brands, Joe Will iams 
2001-02 Dual Record: 16-4 
2002 Conference Finish 2nd 
2002 NCAA Finish 4th 
Lettermen Returning/Lost: 19/7 
Wrestling SID: Traci Wagner 
Office Phone 319-335-9411 
Fax 319-335-9417 
E-Mail: Traci-Wagner@hawkeyesports.com 
WWW Address: www.hawkeyesports.com 
SERIES HISTORY: IOWA LEADS 34-8-2 
2001-02 L 
2000-01 L 
1999-00 L 
1995-96 L 
1994-95 L 
1993-94 L 
1992-93 L 
1991-92 L 
1990-91 L 
L 
1989-90 L 
1988-89 L 
1987-88 L 
1986-87 L 
1985-86 L 
1984-85 L 
1983-84 L 
1982-83 L 
1981-82 L 
1980-81 L 
1979-80 L 
1978-79 L 
10-27 
16-32 
15-25 
0-44 
4-40 
8-30 
9-31 
4-35 
11-34 
7-35 
7-39 
11-26 
14-24 
11-31 
9-39 
3-43 
14-30 
8-33 
9-34 
8-40 
3-41 
6-32 
1977-78 L 17-26 
1976-77 L 3-37 
1975-76 L 8-37 
1974-75 L 8-31 
1973-74 w 17-15 
1972-73 L 9-26 
1971 -72 L 6-24 
L 9-25 
1970-71 w 18-12 
1967-68 L 6-21 
1941-42 L 9-15 
1940-41 w 15-11 
1939-40 w 15-9 
1938-39 w 20-10 
1937-38 w 19-11 
1936-37 T 16-16 
1935-36 L 9.5-22.5 
1934-35 L 13-21 
1933-34 T 14-14 
1932-33 w 26-8 
1931 -32 w 19.5-4.5 
1929-30 L 6.5-21.5 
Brown 
JANUARY 4, ARLINGTON, TEXAS 
Location: Providence. Rhode Island 
Enrollment: 5.722 
Nickname: 
Colors: 
Conference: 
Athletic Director: 
Head Coach: 
Career record: 
Record at school: 
Bears 
Seal Brown, Cardinal Red & White 
Ivy League 
David Roach 
·Dave Amato 
310-175-3 (25 yrs.) 
248-140-3 (19 yrs I 
Assistant Coaches: Mike Burch, Kenneth Bigley 
2001-02 Dual Record: 9-4 
2002 Conference Record: 3-2 
2002 NCAA Finish: Tie 65th 
Starters Returning/Lost: 7/3 
Wrestling SID: Meaghann Schulte 
Office Phone 401-863-2219 
Fax 401-863-3484 
E-mail: Meaghann_Schulte@Brown.edu 
WWW Address: www.brownbears.com 
SERIES HISTORY: UNI LEADS 1-0 
1992-93 w 28-9 
Virginia 
JANUARY 4, ARLINGTON, TEXAS 
Location: Charlottesvi lle, Virginia 
Enrollment: 18,848 
Nickname: 
Colors: 
Conference: 
Athletic Director: 
Head Coach: 
Career record: 
Record at school: 
Cavaliers 
Orange and Blue 
Atlantic Coast 
Craig Littlepage 
Lenny Bernstein 
66-64-2 
Same 
Assistant Coaches: Jim Stanec. Chuckie Connor 
2001-02 Dual Record: 8-10 
2002 Conference Finish: 3rd 
2002 NCAA Finish 45th 
Starters Returning/Lost: 9/1 
Wrestling SID Adam Jones 
Office Phone: 434-982-5131 
Fax 434-982-5525 
E-mail acj4b@virginia.edu 
WWW Address: www.virginiasports.com 
SERIES HISTORY: UNI LEADS 2-0 
1986-87 w 21-15 1999-00 w 35-10 
Cal Fullerton 
JANUARY 4, ARLINGTON, TEXAS 
Location Fullerton. California 
Enrollment: 30,357 
Nickname: 
Colors: 
Conference: 
Athletic Director: 
Head Coach: 
Titans 
Navy, Orange and White 
Pac-10 
Brian Quinn 
Dan Hicks 
Career record: First year 
Record at school: First year 
Assistant Coaches: Jim Hagen 
2001-02 Dual Record: 3-13 
2002 Conference Finish: 1Oth 
2002 NCAA Finish Tie 68th 
Starters Returning/Lost: 8/2 
Wrestling SID: Mel Franks 
Office Phone: 714-278-3970 
Fax: 714-278-3141 
E-mail: mfranks@fullerton.edu 
WWW Address: www.titansports.org 
SERIES HISTORY: UNI LEADS 3-0 
1989-90 w 20-15 1997-98 w 27-20 
1991-92 w 32-6 
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Missouri 
JANUARY 4, ARLINGTON, TEXAS 
Location: 
Enrollment: 
Nickname: 
Colors: 
Conference: 
Athletic Director: 
Head Coach: 
Career record: 
Record at school: 
Assistant Coaches: 
2001-02 Dual Record 
2002 Conference Finish: 
2002 NCAA Finish 
Starters Returning/Lost: 
Wrestling SID: 
Office Phone: 
Fax: 
E-mail: 
WWW Address: 
Columbia, Missouri 
23,666 
Tigers 
Old Gold and Black 
Big 12 
Michael Alden 
Brian Smith 
42-41 (5 yrs.) 
40-33-1 (4 yrs.) 
Bart Horton, Lee Pritts 
18-3 
5th 
17th 
9/1 
Patrick Clark 
573-884-9486 
573-882-3241 
clarkpa@missouri.edu 
www.mutigers.com 
SERIES HISTORY: UNI LEADS 16-5 
1999-00 W 31-2 1986-87 L 21-22 
1998-99 w 29-12 1985-86 w 35-12 
1997-98 L 14-23 1984-85 L 21-23 
1996-97 w 20-19 1983-84 w 18-17 
1995-96 L 12-27 1982-83 W 20-19 
1994-95 L 6-37 1981-82 W 27-11 
1991-92 w 24-16 1980-81 w 24-15 
1990-91 w 19-18 1936-37 w 32-0 
1989-90 w 35-8 1934-35 w 20.5-8.5 
1988-89 w 27-16 1933-34 w 20.5-8.5 
1987-88 w 37-7 
Northern Illinois 
JANUARY 11, CEDAR FALLS 
Location: 
Enrollment: 
Nickname: 
Colors: 
DeKalb, Illinois 
23,783 
Huskies 
Cardinal and Black 
Conference: Mid-American 
Athletic Director: Cary Groth 
Head Coach: Dave Grant 
Career Record: 40-51-3 (6 yrs.) 
Record at School: Same 
Assistant Coaches: Jason Hayes, Raphael Davis 
2001-02 Dual Record: 14-4 
2002 NCAA Finish 26th 
Lettermen Returning/ Lost: 14/5 
Wrestling SID Michael Smoose 
Office Phone 815-753-1706 
Fax 815-753-9540 
E-Mail: msmoose@niu.edu 
WWW Address: www.niuhuskies.com 
SERIES HISTORY: UNI LEADS 21-1-3 
2001-02 w 18-12 
2000-01 w 31-10 
1999-00 w 32-6 
1998-99 w 25-20 
1997-98 w 25-22 
L 19-22 
1992-93 w 36-15 
1991-92 w 51 -0 
1990-91 w 47-2 
1989-90 w 35-7 
1988-89 w 33-8 
1987-88 w 44-5 
1972-73 T 17-17 
1970-71 w 28-8 
1969-70 w 27-8 
1968-69 T 14-14 
1967-68 w 23-6 
w 22-1 1 
1966-67 w 22-8 
1960-61 w 20-6 
1959-60 T 12-12 
Iowa State 
JANUARY 25, AMES, IOWA 
Location: Ames, Iowa 
Enrollment: 27,823 
Nickname: Cyclones 
Colors: Cardinal and Gold 
Conference: Big 12 
Athletic Director: Bruce Van De Velde 
Head Coach Bobby Douglas 
Career Record: 376-138-9 (29 yrs.) 
Record at School: 147-52-3 (10 yrs.) 
Assistant Coaches: Chris Bono, Zach Thompson 
2001-02 Dual Record: 17-5 
2002 Conference Finish: 
2002 NCAA Finish 
Lettermen Returning/Lost: 
Wrestling SID: 
Office Phone: 
Fax: 
3rd 
2nd 
9/6 
Jose Vargas 
515-294-3372 
515-294-0558 
E-Mail: 
WWWAddress 
athlsid@mail.adp.iastate.edu 
www.cyclones.com 
SERIES HISTORY: ISU LEADS 44-14 
2001-02 L 18-20 
L 12-25 
2000-01 L 15-29 
1999-00 L 8-33 
1998-99 L 6-38 
1997-98 L 3-32 
1996-97 L 4-34 
1995-96 L 7-34 
1994-95 L 6-31 
1993-94 w 18-16 
1992-93 L 12-25 
1991-92 L 5-32 
1990-91 L 5-32 
1989-90 L 14-20 
1988-89 L 18-20 
1987-88 w 19-17 
1986-87 L 12-25 
1985-86 L 11-26 
1984-85 L 5-35 
1983-84 w 21 -17 
1982-83 L 6-33 
1981-82 L 10-23 
1980-81 L 12-28 
1979-80 L 9-24 
1978-79 L 14-27 
1977-78 L 9-31 
1976-77 L 9-34 
1975-76 L 14-26 
1966-67 L 11-20 
1965-66 L 
1964-65 L 
1963-64 L 
1962-63 L 
1961-62 L 
1960-61 L 
1951-52 w 
1950-51 w 
1949-50 w 
1948-49 w 
1947-48 w 
1946-47 w 
1945-46 w 
1942-43 w 
1941-42 w 
1940-41 w 
1939-40 w 
1938-39 L 
1937-38 L 
1936-37 L 
1935-36 L 
L 
1933-34 L 
1932-33 L 
1931-32 L 
L 
1930-31 L 
1929-30 L 
1923-24 L 
0-35 
0-32 
0-34 
3-23 
8-17 
11-16 
18-10 
22-6 
20-5 
26-5 
23-5 
25-5 
20-10 
16-14 
15-11 
15-9 
17-13 
9-21 
13-21 
15.5-17.5 
11-15 
11-17 
6-28 
3-27 
13-21 
6-28 
8-20 
8-25 
0-21 
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North Dakota State 
FEBRUARY 8, CEDAR FALLS 
Location: 
Enrollment: 
,Nickname: 
Colors: 
Conference: 
Athletic Director: 
Head Coach: 
Career Record: 
Record at School: 
2001-02 D~al Record 
Fargo, North Dakota 
11 ,146 
Bison, Thundering Herd 
Yellow and Green 
North Central 
Gene Taylor 
Bucky Maughan 
382-109-11 (38 yrs ) 
Same 
13-2 
2002 Conference Finish: 1st 
2002 NCAA Div. II Finish 2nd 
Starters Returning/Lost: 6/4 
Wrestling SID: Ryan Perreault 
Office Phone 701 -231-8047 
Fax 701-241 -8022 
E-mail: ryan.perreault@ndsu.nodak edu 
WWW Address: www.gobison.com 
SERIES HISTORY: UNI LEADS 9-2-1 
1993-94 w 37-10 1972-73 w 18-15 
1977-78 w 34-12 1971-72 w 25-11 
1976-77 L 6-33 1970-71 W 45-3 
1975-76 L 14-18 1969-70 T 15-15 
1974-75 w 18-14 1968-69 w 21-11 
1973-74 w 31 -7 1967-68 w 24-8 
Oklahoma State 
FEBRUARY 1, CEDAR FALLS 
Location: Sti llwater, Oklahoma 
Enrol lment: 21,130 
Nickname: 
Colors: 
Conference: 
Athletic Director: 
Head Coach: 
Career record: 
Record at school: 
Assistant Coaches: 
2001-02 Dual Record: 
2002 Conference Finish: 
2002 NCAA Finish 
Lettermen Returning/Lost: 
Wrestling SID: 
Office Phone: 
Fax: 
Cowboys 
Orange and Black 
Big Twelve 
Dr. Harry Birdwell 
John Smith 
177 23-3 (10 yrs ) 
Same 
Mark Branch, Pat Smith 
20-3 
1st 
5th 
11/4 
Ryan Teubner 
405-7 44-7714 
405-7 44-7754 
E-Mail: teubner@thri ll.ath. okstate.edu 
WWW Address www.okstate.com 
SERIES HISTORY: OSU LEADS 12-4 
2001-02 L 6-30 1984-85 L 13-26 
2000-01 L 9-31 1983-84 L 16-21 
1999-00 L 3-29 1964-65 L 0-36 
1993-94 L 6-41 1963-64 L 0-30 
1990-91 W 21-1 6 1962-63 L 6-24 
1989-90 L 3-30 1961 -62 L 7-19 
1988-89 L 13-23 1948-49 W 32-0 
1987-88 L 13-24 1947-48 W 24-5 
1985-86 w 23-15 
2002-03 OPPONENTS 
Wyoming 
FEBRUARY 8, CEDAR FALLS 
Location: 
Enrollment: 
Laramie, Wyoming 
12.402 
Nickname: 
Colors: 
Cowboys 
Brown and Wyoming Prairie Gold 
Conference: 
Athletic Director: 
Head Coach: 
Career Record: 
Record at School: 
Assistant Coach: 
2001-02 Dual Record: 
2002 Conference Finish: 
2002 NCAA Finish 
Starters Returning/Lost: 
Wrestling SID: 
Office Phone: 
Fax: 
E-mail : 
WWWAddress 
West Regional 
Lee Moon 
Steve Suder 
82-89-2 (13) 
Same 
Matt Johnson. Shilo Math ill 
5-11 
3rd 
Tie 72nd 
8/2 
TBD 
307-766-2256 
307-766-2346 
TBA 
wyomingathletics.com 
SERIES HISTORY: UNI LEADS 8-4 
2001-02 W 24-9 1963-64 L 3-29 
2000-01 W 30-6 1962-63 L 15-18 
1998-99 W 30-10 1961-62 L 7-22 
1997-98 w 25-21 1960-61 w 14-11 
1996-97 W 35-3 1959-60 L 3-23 
1990-91 w 35-3 1927-28 w 20-15 
1984-85 w 43-0 
Eastern Illinois 
FEBRUARY 8, CEDAR FALLS 
Location: 
Enrollment: 
Nickname: 
Colors 
Conference: 
Athletic Director: 
Head Coach: 
Career Record: 
Record at School : 
2001 -02 Dual Record: 
2002 Conference Finish: 
2002 NCAA Finish 
Starters Returning/Lost: 
Wrestling SID 
Office Phone: 
Fax: 
E-mail 
WWW Address: 
Charleston, Illinois 
11,163 
Panthers 
Blue and Gray 
Independent, West Regional 
Dr. Richard McDuffie 
Ralph McCausland 
119-105-1 (19 yrs.) 
Same 
2-11 
5th 
Tie 52nd 
5/5 
Bart Rettberg 
217-581-6408 
217-581-6434 
bvrettberg@eiu .edu 
www.eiu.edu/-sprtinfo 
SERIES HISTORY: UNI LEADS 14-0 
2001-02 w 33-9 1990-91 w 36-9 
2000-01 w 41-3 1989-90 w 40-4 
1999-00 w 30-9 1988-89 w 29-16 
1998-99 w 31-10 1987-88 w 36-12 
1996-97 w 22-17 1986-87 w 30-8 
1995-96 w 33-9 1984-85 w 28-12 
1991-92 w 37-3 1982-83 w 26-14 
American 
FEBRUARY 15, CEDAR FALLS 
Fresno State 
FEBRUARY 23, CEDAR FALLS 
Location: Location: 
Enrollment: Enrollment: 
Nickname: Nickname: 
Colors: Colors: 
Conference: Conference: 
Athletic Director: Athletic Director: 
Head Coach: Head Coach: 
Career record: Career record: 
Record at school: Record at school : 
Assistant Coaches: 
2001-02 Dual Record: 
2002 NCAA Finish 
Letterwinners Returning/Lost: 
Wrestling SID 
Office Phone: 
Washington, DC 
5,300 
Eagles 
AU Red and Blue 
Patriot League 
Tom George 
Mark Cody 
First Season 
First Season 
Shawn Enright 
4-1-16 
Tie 58th 
8/2 
Kathleen Ralls 
202-885-3030 
202-885-3033 
Assistant Coaches: 
2001-02 Dual Record 
2002 Conference Finish: 
2002 NCAA Finish 
Starters Returning/Lost: 
Fresno, California 
21,000 
Bulldogs 
Bulldog Red and Blue 
West Regional 
Scott Johnson 
Dennis DeLiddo 
283-146-5 (21 yrs.) 
Sa e 
Gerry Abas, Stephen Atlas 
14-7 
2nd West Regional 
19th 
10/5 
Lana Lozano 
Fax: 
Wrestling SID 
Office Phone: 
E-mail: 
WWW Address 
Series History: 
kralls@american.edu 
www.aueagles.com 
First Meeting 
Fax: 
E-mail : 
WWWAddress 
559-278-7530 
559-278-4689 
ltl02@csufresno.edu 
www.gobulldogs.com 
SERIES HISTORY: UNI LEADS 4-2 
2001-02 L 17-20 1991-92 W 31-5 
2000-01 w 25-10 1989-90 w 22-10 
1992-93 L 12-25 1984-85 W 27-9 
N.W.C.A. National Duals 
January 18-19, 2003 
ARIZONA STATE 
Location: Tempe, Arz. 
Head Coach: Thorn Ortiz 
2001-02 Dual Record: 10-5 
2002 NCAA Finish 12th 
BOISE STATE 
Location: Boise, Idaho 
Head Coach: Greg Randal l 
2001-02 Dual Record: 8-4 
2002 NCAA Finish 19th 
CENTRAL MICHIGAN 
Location: Mt. Pleasant. Mich. 
Head Coach: Tom Borrelli 
2001-02 Dual Record: 10-6 
2002 NCAA Finish 39th 
CORNELL 
Location: 
Head Coach: 
2001-02 Dual Record: 
2002 NCAA Finish: 
IOWA 
Ithaca, NY 
Rob Koll 
5-2 
18th 
Location: Iowa City, Iowa 
Head Coach: Jim Zalesky 
2001-02 Dual Record: 16-4 
2002 NCAA Finish 4th 
IOWA STATE OHIO 
Location: Ames, Iowa Location: Athens. Ohio 
Head Coach: Bobby Douglas Head Coach: Joel Greenlee 
2001-02 Dual Record: 17-5 2001-02 Dual Record: 12-11-1 
2002 NCAA Finish 2nd 2002 NCAA Finish: 27th 
MICHIGAN OHIO STATE 
Location: Dearborn. Mich. Location: Columbus. Ohio 
Head Coach: Joe McFarland Head Coach: Russ Hellickson 
2001-02 Dual Record: 16-3 2001-02 Dual Record 19-3 
2002 NCAA Finish 9th 2002 NCAA Finish: 6th 
MICHIGAN STATE OKLAHOMA 
Location: East Lansing, Mich. Location: Norman. Okla. 
Head Coach: Tom Minkel Head Coach: Jack Spates 
2001-02 Dual Record: 5-12 2001-02 Dual Record: 19-5 
2002 NCAA Finish 34th 2002 NCAA Finish 3rd 
MINNESOTA OKLAHOMA STATE 
Location Minneapolis, Minn. Location: Stillwater, Okla. 
Head Coach: J Robinson Head Coach: John Smith 
2001-02 Dual Record: 19-0 2001-02 Dual Record: 20-3 
2002 NCAA Finish: 1st 2002 NCAA Finish: 5th 
MISSOURI WEST VIRGINIA 
Location: Columbia, Mo. 
Head Coach: Brian Smith 
2001-02 Dua l Record 18-3 
2002 NCAA Finish 17th 
Location: Morgantown, WV 
Head Coach: Craig Turnbull 
2001-02 Dual Record: 12-2 
2002 NCAA Finish 13th 
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PANTHER TEAM HONORS 
MOST VALUABLE WRESTLER 
2002 Kyle Hansen/Dylan Long 
2001 Kyle Hansen/Paul Hynek 
2000 Tony Davis 
1999 Tony Davis 
1998 Eric Keller/Ben Barton 
1997 Scott Murray 
1996 Tony Wieland 
1995 Justin Greenlee 
1994 Dave Malecek 
1993 Steve Hartle 
1992 Rich Powers 
1991 Rich Powers 
1990 Gary Steffensmeier 
1989 Joel Greenlee 
1988 Joel Greenlee 
1987 Jeff Weatherman 
1986 Mark Schwab 
1985 Lew Sondgeroth 
1984 Bob Hallman 
1983 Randy Majors 
LYLE E. SCHWARZENBACH AWARD 
(Exhibits highest standards in citizenship, academics. practice and dedication) 
2002 Eric Hauan 
2001 Keith Weber 
2000 Tony Wieland 
1999 Ken Bigley 
1998 Ken Bigley 
1997 Ken Bigley/Bret Jones 
1996 Joe Stephens 
1995 Chris Bahr 
CHUCK PATTEN AWARD 
(Leadership) 
2002 Kyle Hansen 
2001 Kyle Hansen 
2000 Randy Pugh 
1999 Eric Keller 
1998 Eric Keller 
1997 Ben Barton/Scott Murray 
1996 Tony Wieland 
1995 Justin Greenlee 
MCCREADY /STEFFENSMEIER AWARD 
(Leadership) 
2002 Nate Lawrenz 
2001 Keith Weber 
2000 Kyle Hansen 
1999 Randy Pugh 
1998 Nate Lawrenz 
NATIONAL WRESTLING COACHES ASSOCIATION 
ALL-ACADEMIC TEAM 
(Inaugural year 1991) 
2002 Paul Hynek (Second Team) 
Kyle Hansen (Honorable Mention) 
2001 Paul Hynek (Second Team) 
Kyle Hansen (Honorable Mention) 
Keith Weber (Honorable Mention) 
2000 Tony Wieland (Honorable Mention) 
Kyle Hansen (Honorable Mention) 
. 1999 Ken Bigley (Honorable Mention) 
Eric Keller (Honorable Mention) 
Tony Wieland (Honorable Mention) 
1995 Justin Greenlee (First Team) 
1993 Jamie Byrne (Honorable Mention) 
Andrew Showalter (Honorable Mention) 
1992 Gary Steffensmeier (First Team) 
1991 Gary Steffensmeier (First Team) 
Jamie Byrne (Third Team) 
Cory Manning (Third Team) 
GTE ACADEMIC ALL-AMERICA TEAM 
(Includes athletes from 16 NCAA-sponsored sports) 
1992 Gary Steffensmeier (Third Team) 
ED EWOLDT SCHOLARSHIP 
In January of 1992, Northern Iowa officials announced the establishment 
of the Ed Ewoldt Wrestling Scholarship, the first fully-endowed scholarship in 
the history of the University's athletics program. 
The scholarship was made possible by a $120,000 gift to the Northern 
Iowa Foundation by Ron Magruder of Orlando. Florida. Each year, beginning _... 
with the 1992-93 academic year, the Panther wrestling program has awarded a 
full scholarship from the interest generated by the gift. 
Ewoldt began attending UNI, then known as Iowa State Teachers College, 
in 1948 and graduated in 1954, competing on the wrestling team his last two 
years. He went on to teach and coach at West Central-Maynard (Iowa) High 
School from 1955-58 and Wheaton (Ill) Central High School, where he coached 
Magruder, from 1959-88. 
"Ed has had a tremendous impact on my life," Magruder said, "and has 
helped me get where I am today. This is my way of thanking him for being a 
great teacher, mentor and friend." 
Magruder is the Chief Executive Officer of Pusser's West Indies. Inc. He 
serves as Chair of the National Restaurant Association and is a member of the 
Business Advisory Council at the University of Mississippi. He also is a Trustee 
at Buena Vista College and of the Culinary Institute of America. 
The recipients of the Ed Ewoldt Scholarship for the 2001-02 season are 
Paul Hynek, Drew Kelly and Dustin Brewer. 
EWOLDT SCHOLARSHIP RECIPIENTS 
2002 Paul Hynek/Jon Garvin/Jordan Holm 
2001 Paul Hynek/Drew Kelly/Dustin Brewer 
2000 Paul Hynek/Drew Kelly/Dustin Brewer 
1999 Tony Davis 
1998 Tony Wieland/Eric Keller/Ken Big ley/Keith Weber 
1997 Chris Bahr 
1996 Tony Wieland 
1995 Chris Bahr/Ryan Cummings 
1994 Justin Greenlee 
1993 Justin Greenlee 
1992 Justin Greenlee 
Eri c Hauan 
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As the 2002-03 season begins and the UNI squad steps on the mat, let's look back at some of our alumni and their memories: 
larry Dawson 
Agency Manager 
Life Investors Insurance 
Class of 1975 
"I remember getting up at 6 a.m. for the early 
morning runs in the old field house. We called it the 
dungeon. It was cold. dark and not so much fun. 
Even though it was hard work. it paid off because we 
c.a....u....• used to win. 
"We had some great coaches in Chuck Patton and Don Briggs. It was just 
a lot of fun being a Panther. My fondest memory was when we beat Iowa in 
1974. 17-14. in the West Gym. It was such a high wrestling in front of a sold 
out crowd. It was so exciting. 
"Now I have two daughters that are students at UN I. My daughter Kelsie 
is even on the dance team and will be covering some of the wrestling matches. 
I look forward to coming back to UNI to watch her and the Panthers." 
Joe Gribben 
Financial Consultant 
RBC Dain Rauscher 
Class of 1985 
"I think the best part about 
wrestling at UNI was being around the guys. 
L-=~~:..=~:=:::::.....:s~ It is a very familyoriented school and pro-
gram. We always had a place to hang out 
when we went to the West Gym." 
Bruce McClure 
Family Physician 
Class of 1978 
"When I think about UNI and wrestling, I 
th ink about Coach Patton. His coaching tech-
niques have helped me today when I am talk-
ing to my patients. But what I remember the 
most is this saying -- 'You don't fight jaws in 
the water'. He said that you need to go out 
there and fight the guy your way. don't go in 
there and wrestle him the way he likes. 
"I enjoyed the my teammates and our 
time away from wrestling. UNI was a big enough campus to spread 
my horizons." 
Keith Poolman 
Insurance Agent/NCAA Official 
Sisson & Associates 
Class of 1980 
"Wrestling at UNI was some of the best times 
in my life. There was a great group of guys. The experi-
ence is something that is hard for me to put into words. 
but basically, it was great. Going for the national cham-
---- ---• pionship year in and year out showed the quality of pro-
gram we had. 
"My fondest memory was winning the national title and the individual title 
1n 1978. Not only was it exciting to win. but it was even better because it was 
in Cedar Falls. 
"For the past 17 years I have been an NCAA official. It is all about having 
a mental attitude. I have found that you have to believe in what you call. It is 
fun to come back and officiate some UNI matches. It is easy to referee 
because they are good and aggressive. 
"I love the West Gym. It is a great atmosphere and a fun place to watch 
wrestling." 
Efonda Sproles 
Managing Partner 
Life Fitness 
Graduated in 1984 
"When I think about UNI and its wrestling pro-
gram. I think about the coaches. especially Chuck Patton 
and Don Briggs. They set me up for what I am doing 
today and I will forever be grateful. 
"One of my fondest memories was going into 
Coach Patton's office with a record of 18-18 and telling him I wanted to quit. I 
started crying when I was talking to him in his office. I had come from a single 
parent family and walked on before earning a scholarship. I will never forget 
what coach said to me. 'Fonz (that is what they called me). I don't care if you 
quit wrestling, but you need to continue to get your education. You can keep the 
scholarship, but stay in school.' What he said kept me in school and kept me on 
the team. He equipped me for life. I later went on and qualified for nationals. 
taking second. 
"I also remember our time on the road. I loved being around the guys and 
the camaraderie we had. I especially enjoyed talking with Coach Don Briggs. 
We had a great relationship and I learned a lot from him. not only about 
wrestling, but life. A lot of times on long road trips the two of us would be 
driving. We would get on the cb radios and ta lk. We were called the Legends. 
We talked about life. He showed me that there is life outside of wrestling. I 
have great respect for Coach Briggs and I value our friendship." 
Rich Powers 
Assistant Principal/ Assistant Wrestling 
Palatine High School 
Graduated in 1992 and 1994 
"Wrestling for UNI was a lot of fun and a great honor. It was hard to fully 
appreciate it when I was going through it. but like many things in life. I 
now know how fortunate we all were. We 
had a close team. we did a lot of 
things together outside of the practice room 
and I am still in contact with 
many teammates. We were well supported 
by the school and community. It made it a lot 
of fun to have that sort of backing. 
"The staff was great. Briggs, Greenlee. 
Miller. Kreibs and many others did a great 
job over the years preparing us for the season. 
" I have lots of great memories. We beat Oklahoma State when I was a 
junior and I was able to pin one of their returning all-Americans (after he took 
me down three times) to help us seal the win. They were ranked number one 
or two at the time. Many of the road trips also proved very entertaining 
... .when you spend a lot of time with a bunch of wrestlers together you are 
going to have a good time." 

